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SUMMARY
This thesis describes a modelling philosophy aimed at improving the design and analysis of 
thermal hydraulic systems. A set of lumped parameter differential equations representing 
conservation of mass and energy is developed for this purpose. These have been applied using 
computer simulation for the determination of the steady state and dynamic performance of three 
systems. These systems comprise power generating plant, hydraulic fluid power, and vehicle 
cooling systems.
The modelling approach is shown to be genetically applicable to all three systems. The 
representation of the conservation equations in terms of pressure and temperature is described. 
This allows a variety of thermal hydraulic systems to be investigated. This is due to the 
availability of data for properties such as bulk modulus, and the coefficient of cubical expansion, 
for many fluids. The relationship between these properties and the conservation equations is 
discussed. It is shown that fluid pressure and temperature are coupled dynamically.
The development of a nuclear power plant low pressure feed system model is described. The 
behaviour of vessels containing two phase water is assessed and the model is compared with 
plant data representing a transient fault situation. It is shown that the vessel models require a two 
phase drains flow representation to maintain system stability.
A hydraulic fluid power system is assessed. It is shown that the component hydraulic 
characteristics are viscosity dependent, and must be included in models, if a close 
correspondence with experimental data is required. It is shown that the thermal response of the 
system is dominated by the heat capacity of the reservoir.
A description of a vehicle cooling system model is presented. The flexibility of the modelling 
approach is demonstrated. The basis of a theoretical wax pellet thermostat model is presented 
that incorporates many nonlinear physical effects.
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% Rate of heat transfer
t Time
T Temperature
U Internal energy (extensive property)
u Specific internal energy
V Volume
w Mass flow rate
Ws Rate of work done by the fluid
XT Isothermal compressibility
p Coefficient of cubical expansion
p Density





Chapters 3 & 4
A Area
Ac Averaging coefficient
A,. Area of tubing exposed to steam
A*, Area of tubing exposed to water
A,, Orifice throat area
BFPT Boiler Feed Pump Turbine
Cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure




g Gravitational acceleration coefficient
h Specific enthalpy
hcon condensate enthalpy
hfg The change in enthalpy between saturated liquid and vapour for a given 
pressure/temperature 
htc Heat Transfer Coefficient
htcc Condensing Heat Transfer Coefficient
IP/LP Intermediate Pressure / Low Pressure
k,,, Function of orifice to pipe diameter, eqn (3.30)
kx Turbine resistance coefficient
kfc Thermal conductivity
k Function of pressure ratio, eqn (3.30)
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In recent years the advances made in computer hardware have led to vastly increased 
computational engine speeds. This has allowed the engineer and scientist alike to develop 
increasingly more realistic and usually more complex mathematical models of physical systems. 
It is the aim of this research to extend the range and sophistication of such modelling techniques 
that will allow the engineer greater flexibility in design and analysis of thermal hydraulic 
systems.
Mathematical models of thermal hydraulic systems exist in many forms, and have been 
developed to provide insight into the behaviour of equipment and systems alike. The work 
presented here will concentrate on the development of lumped parameter models. These models 
are generally configured to work in the Bath^? simulation environment, Richards and 
Tilley[1991], which has been made available to the author for the period of this work. It should 
be recognised that this does not detract from the generic applicability of the research, as the 
modelling techniques developed are applicable to many commonly used engineering processes. 
This is demonstrated in research work and case studies where the modelling techniques 
developed have been applied to the study of power generation plant, fluid power systems and 
vehicle cooling systems.
The emphasis on lumped parameter modelling provides not only individual component 
descriptions, but complete systems may be analyzed without large computational cost. In this 
respect, the operational performance of the complete design may be assessed in a reasonable 
period of time. Lumped parameter modelling techniques provide the engineer with a tool to find 
an optimal solution to the system performance in the non-linear domain. This has traditionally
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been achieved by adjusting model system parameters heuristically, until an acceptable 
performance has been obtained. Occasionally this process can be enhanced by techniques such 
as linearizing die system model about a steady state operating point, to gain a greater theoretical 
insight into stability margins, and often this will increase the engineers understanding of the 
system dynamics. The key point is that the lump parameter system simulation provides the 
engineer with a means to study the operational performance of the 'system' in question at die 
design stage.
Chapter 2 develops the theoretical background necessary to study the steady state and dynamic 
performance of thermal hydraulic systems. This concentrates on a formal development of the 
conservation equations for mass and energy, which is a prerequisite to predicting the dynamic 
performance of systems of this kind. It will be shown in later chapters that the conservation 
equations (Chapter 2) may be used, with suitable assumptions applied, to represent all of the 
systems studied in this thesis.
The following sections provide an introduction to the aims of the research in this diesis and 
reviews previous work in each area of study. The first section (1.1) is concerned with power 
generating plant, which is a natural starting point as the author has previously studied systems 
of this type, during his career with the Electricity Supply Industry, Sidders[1987]. It should be 
appreciated that the study of thermal effects is a necessary part of operating complex nuclear 
power generating plant. It is therefore natural that the conservation equations have been applied 
in many forms to aid in the understanding of the dynamic performance of these systems. The 
analysis of thermal effects in fluid power systems has not been explored to such an extent, when 
compared with power generating plant. Section 1.2 addresses the area of fluid power systems, 
and in particular highlights some of the deficiencies that have been found in predicting the 
thermal hydraulic performance of these systems. Section 1.3 explores the thermal hydraulic
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performance of vehicle cooling systems, again using lumped parameter modelling techniques. 
Although a wide variety of steady state predictive modelling tools exist for prediction of cooling 
system performance, there is little available for determining the dynamic performance of the 
complete cooling system.
By using the conservation equations derived in Chapter 2 to predict the performance of the three 
types of thermal hydraulic system described above, the aim is to show that the approach is 
genetically applicable from a lumped parameter modelling perspective. In this respect it should 
be possible to use the techniques developed to examine a much wider range of systems which 
possess the characteristics of transferring energy between a fluid and its surroundings in the form 
of heat or mechanical work.
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO POWER GENERATING PLANT
The study of thermal effects in power generating plant is to some degree implicit, due to the 
nature of systems of this kind. They are thermal systems which convert a proportion of thermal 
energy to electrical energy. The examination of nuclear power generating plant performance has 
in the main been achieved in the UK by a suite of purpose built codes, Whitmarsh- 
Everiss[1993], In particular, the dynamic performance of these systems has been studied using 
the Plant Modelling System Programme (PMSP). This modelling environment was established 
within the Electricity Supply Industry specifically to study both the steady state and dynamic 
aspects of the total plant system, Whitmarsh-Everiss[1993]. In this respect, modules are 
developed, which may be linked together to provide a mathematical description of the whole 
plant.
One deficiency of PMSP total plant lumped parameter modelling codes used by Nuclear Electric 
is that most have little or no low pressure (LP) feed representation (excluding Sizewell B nuclear
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power station). Therefore studies involving perturbations to the LP feed system must be 
undertaken in a qualitative manner, unless precise information regarding the nature of the 
boundary conditions is known. The lack of LP feed representation in general does not preclude 
a vast amount of transient analysis to be performed confidently, since the codes previously 
mentioned have detailed representations of the boiler/turbine units, nuclear reactor and control 
systems. One of the current problems that is addressed in this thesis involves the understanding 
of the thermal hydraulics associated with processing vast quantities of high quality steam into 
the main condensers of the nuclear plant. To understand this process and the subsequent 
disturbances to the nuclear island, requires accurate LP feed system models. In principle, the LP 
feed system components comprise turbines, condensers, heaters and two phase vessels of various 
description. It should be noted that many of the model components have well established 
pedigrees, NNC Ltd[1994], and do not require detailed examination for the purposes of this 
research. However, research and development of indirect contact feed heater models, and their 
interaction when coupled together in a cascaded system, is required in this particular study. This 
involves studying the behaviour of vessels containing condensing two phase mixtures with heat 
transfer to a single phase fluid. A variety of ways to solve the mass and energy conservation 
equations are explored for the feed heater model. Integral to the study of feed heaters is heat 
exchanger performance. The study of heat exchangers is vast, and performance prediction is 
typified in texts such as Holman[1992]. Generally, heat exchanger performance is undertaken 
using methods such as the Log Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) or the Number of 
Transfer Units (NTU). These cater for many different types of heater arrangements but are 
generally used for steady state situations. NNC Ltd[1994] employs a subtle variation to the 
LMTD approach which allows the stored energy in the heater tube material to be taken into 
account dynamically. In principle, this involves introducing a tube material temperature into the 
equation set. Rates of heat transfer can then be deduced on both sides of the tube wall from 
which a tube temperature derivative may be calculated. This technique is expanded in Chapter
4
3. The underlying problem with the heater representation of NNC Ltd[1994] is that on the 
condensing side (heater shell), the effect of transient variation in heater water level is ignored 
All heater exit drain flows are assumed to equal the condensing steam flows to die heater. In this 
respect, the shell side conserves mass from a steady state considerations only. In principle, it 
would seem a relatively simple task to implement a dynamic continuity equation and specify the 
boundary flows independently. However, if the water level enters the drain pipe, some steam 
entrainment occurs which effectively means that the drains orifice is passing two phase flow. 
Chapter 3 examines the effect of two phase drains flow, and its stabilising influence on the 
heater system.
1.2 INTRODUCTION TO HYDRAULIC FLUID POWER SYSTEMS 
Many researchers have contributed to the study of thermal effects in hydraulic systems including 
Harris[1990], Yang[1987], Kjolle[1978], Tomlinson[1987] and Buckingham [1986], It is the 
author's opinion however that Harris[1990] has given the most thorough exposition of thermal 
effects relating to lumped parameter modelling of hydraulic systems that is generally available 
at present. The major contribution Harris made was to consider the working fluid from a 
thermodynamic view point. In this respect, previous researchers had paid little attention to 
energy conservation. For example consideration of fundamental relationships related to die 
energy equation have been overlooked, Yang[1987]. The approach of Yang[1987] considered 
the change in enthalpy of the working fluid as a constant pressure process, since he assumed that 
die effect of pressure to be small, e.g.
h = Cp T ( l . i )
Yang then chose to define the work term in the energy equation for items such as pressure loss 
through a valve which stricdy speaking should have been incorporated within the definition of 
enthalpy, clearly there will be no work transfer between the fluid and valve. Extending the valve
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example, it can be inferred from Yang that in the steady state, the following relationship should 
hold, neglecting heat transfer to the surroundings:
0 = d  Ap  + Cp AT (1.2)
In die absence of external work and heat transfer the change in enthalpy of the fluid should be 
zero. As this is a flow process being described, this defines the fluid enthalpy as being constant 
for this condition, i.e dh = 0. The above equation then should describe the change in fluid 
enthalpy across the valve. This is in fact an oversight by Yang brought about by an incomplete 
analysis of the thermodynamic process. Harris realised this and approached the development of 
an equation for conservation of energy from a sound theoretical background. Harris[1990] 
arrived at an expression for the change in enthalpy in terms of pressure and temperature as 
follows:
Ah = (i) -  uP7)A/? + CpAT (1.3)
The above relationship can be verified in many thermodynamic texts where the thermodynamic 
properties are in differential form. However Harris chose to ignore the error in assuming that the 
partial coefficients remain constant between the limits of the analytical integration. It can be 
shown that this error is very small, Kjolle[1978], and has been subsequently justified by the very 
good correspondence achieved between model and experimental results. Harris however had to 
make certain limiting assumptions about the terms in the differential energy equation in order 
to eliminate unwanted parameters which were a consequence of the derivation. Effectively 
Harris was left with expressions for enthalpy and internal energy entering and leaving the control 
volume which included reference values evaluated from integration. Consider the origin of 
equation (1.3) that Harris considered as follows:
6
(1.4)
From which Harris arrived at:
h = h0 * (u-up7)(p -  p j  + Cp(T -  TJ (1.5)
Where the subscript ’o' refers to the reference state from integration. A similar expression can 
also be deduced for the change in internal energy. Harris decided to substitute these expressions 
directly into the following rate dependent energy equation:
One can appreciate that the reference values (h^u^p,, etc) will be retained once this equation is 
modified and re-arranged to find a temperature derivative, the preferred choice to represent the 
rate of change of energy in the control volume using hydraulic fluids. Harris found that the only 
way to eliminate these terms was to assume that the inlet mass flow rate was equal to the outlet 
mass flow rate so that these reference values cancelled out. However, making this assumption 
effectively precluded the use of the pressure derivative term within the energy equation. Clearly 
if the inlet and outlet mass flow rates are identical, then in the absence of heat transfer the 
pressure will remain fixed with respect to time. This to some extent is contradictory, as Harris 
used the standard dynamic continuity equation to determine pressure separately, which is based 
on the pressure derivative being proportional to the difference in inlet/outlet mass flow rates. If 
Harris has firstly re-arranged equation (1.6) such that terms involving enthalpy and internal 
energy entering and leaving the control volume could be added or subtracted directly, then these 
reference values would cancel out. This approach is expanded on in Chapter 2.
All previously published research found by the author in the area of hydraulics, including that 
of Harris, has ignored the cross coupling between the continuity and energy equations. This was
(1.6)
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brought about by considering that pressure was only a function of density. This is quite 
acceptable when performing calculations with the assumption that die temperature is constant. 
It is shown in Chapter 2 that there is an implicit relationship between conservation of mass and 
energy.
1.3 INTRODUCTION TO VEHICLE COOLING SYSTEMS
A search on the topic of thermal effects in vehicle cooling systems revealed a wide variety of 
techniques used to predict thermal performance. Some approaches use techniques which utilise 
a number of different software tools in combination. Blumcke and Nefischer[1995] are examples 
of such an approach. They established a technique which centres on a main calculational heat 
flux code KULI. This code determines heat rates for a number of system components, for 
example the radiator. Other software tools are primarily used to produce input data for KULI, 
such as FLOWMASTER and STAR-CD. For example, the FLOWMASTER code determines 
the pressures and flow rates in the cooling circuit for a given configuration. These data are pre- 
processed and input to KULI in terms of Reynolds number and alike information necessary for 
KULI to quantify heat transfer coefficients, and therefore perform heat rate calculations. The 
STAR-CD code is used to calculate the complex cooling flow within the engine water jacket. 
This code utilises a finite volume technique solving a 3 - dimensional flow regime. These data 
are used to predict accurate heat transfer coefficients which KULI uses in heat rate calculations.
The output from the above analysis is steady state information which is an accurate statement 
of the cooling performance at different operating conditions. Clearly the process is fairly lengthy 
as several different software tools must be used to give cooling performance predictions. 
Comparison of this technique with Bath#? provides a vivid contrast in approach and the type of 
information provided. Analysis of vehicle cooling system performance could be completed 
entirely with Bath#? with the additional benefit of transient thermal/hydraulic performance
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prediction, once the components models have been developed. The precise determination of 
steady state operating points will not be quite so accurate as the process described by Blumcke 
and Nefischer[1995]. However, Bathfp offers a flexible total system modelling environment 
producing both steady state and transient information.
Design of vehicle cooling systems has also been examined by Bauer et al [1995]. The end result 
is a steady state prediction of cooling performance, similar to Blumcke and Nefischer [1995]. 
However there is only one software tool KUEBER which performs the main heat transfer 
calculations, as opposed to the approach taken by Blumcke and Nefischer[1995] which requires 
several codes as a pre-processor to the main calculation. KUEBER does however require 
boundary conditions concerning the under bonnet cooling air flow and this is provided by 
STAR-CD, previously described. In this application, it is performing computational fluid 
calculations and solving the 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for the cooling air flow 
under the bonnet This is in contrast to Blumcke and Nefischer[1995] who use this software tool 
to calculate the complex flow regime within the engine water jacket. Other inputs to KUEBER 
include information relating to the driving performance for a given speed and loading condition 
for example, transmission efficiency and tyre rolling resistance, see Figure (1.1). This is stored 
in a data base along with engine performance, radiator and air conditioning data.
It should be stated that the techniques described by Blumcke and by Bauer above provide a very 
accurate performance statement for a range of operational steady states. In this respect, the use 
of several different software tools can be justified. Here the role of a lumped parameter 
simulation tool such as Bath#? will be more suited to performing calculations where qualitative 
information is required and in situations where extensive analysis is not justified. Examples of 
this would be exploring different design configurations with modified components in a limited 
period of time. Should a particular configuration prove worth investigating further, then more
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detailed design calculations could then take place with the techniques described by Blumcke and 
Bauer. Another very important area which is not addressed by either Blumcke or Bauer, but is 
one of the fundamental aspects of Bath#?, is the ability to predict the transient performance of 
the system.
Tomlinson and Burrows[1994] have approached the prediction of vehicle cooling system 
performance using the lumped parameter code Bath#?. This work focused on die study into the 
merits of thermostat position within the cooling circuit, and in particular the effects of mounting 
the thermostat at either the engine inlet or outlet. Unfortunately the study presented only model 
prediction without engine rig data, and can therefore only be viewed qualitatively. The study did 
however highlight the flexibility of using a lumped parameter simulation code for this 
application albeit using simplified models.
There are a number of areas where the work of Tomlinson and Burrows could be improved. For 
instance the study used pure water which although suitable for the purposes of the analysis, does 
not reflect the typical coolant properties normally used. Most internal combustion engine cooling 
systems use a mix of water and ethylene glycol. This inhibits the change in phase at low 
temperatures (coolant temperature £ 0°C). A secondary and beneficial effect is that coolant with 
the addition of ethylene glycol also reduces the onset of cavitation at the coolant pump inlet. The 
effect of different coolant mixes results in the change of both the thermodynamic and transport 
properties of the coolant, and also the partial properties. These properties are required by the 
simulation in the relationships describing many of the physical phenomena that take place. One 
way of overcoming this problem is to extract the coolant properties from enhanced data bases 
such as PPDS which can determine these properties based on the proportion of basic 
constituents. It is possible to evaluate the required properties by either fitting polynomials to the 
data, or constructing a property map and interpolating between points.
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It is the author's view that one of the main deficiencies of work by Tomlinson and 
Burrows[1994] is the steady state calculation for coolant outlet temperature for both the engine 
block and radiator. These components carry a significant proportion of the total coolant in the 
cooling system and as such, any transient performance prediction will deviate from the actual 
performance because the coolant heat capacity will be under-estimated. This will tend to speed 
up the transient response significantly.
One area where research is required is the thermostat thermal performance. Under transient 
conditions, the thermal characteristics are affected by thermal inertia and internal friction such 
that the operational performance can exhibit significant delays. The thermostat also exhibits 
significant hysteresis, Ford Motor Company[1995], These inherent characteristics mean that 
matching thermostats to engine cooling systems can be an arduous task. If not matched correctly, 
the thermostat can oscillate which induces cycling of die coolant mass flow rate such that the 
engine block is subjected to repeated thermal shock. If the transient performance characteristics 
of thermostats are adequately represented, then it will be possible to obtain the dynamic 
characteristics of die cooling system by simulation.
1.4 INVESTIGATIONS UNDERTAKEN
Chapters 3 and 4 explore aspects of thermal hydraulic analysis applied to power generating 
plant. In particular, a discussion of the philosophy relating to the physical processes involved 
in modelling vessels containing two phase mixtures is presented. A case study is presented 
relating to the dynamic behaviour of the LP feed train of Heysham 2 Nuclear Power Station 
which is an advanced gas cooled reactor design. A suite of lumped parameter component models 
are developed for the LP feed train which comprise turbines, condensers, indirect contact feed 
heaters, flashing vessels, condensate pumps and deaerator, along with a number of control 
systems. The models have been developed in the PMSP simulation environment, Whitmarsh-
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Everiss[1993], which was made available to the author throughout the period of this work with 
Nuclear Electric, a subsidiary of British Energy. Advances in heat exchanger representation have 
been made as a result of this study which are presented. The LP feed train model is compared 
with plant data representing a fault situation (boiler quadrant trip).
The LP feed train model was subsequently used by Nuclear Electric to study the feasibility and 
implications of an automatic grid frequency control mode of operation of Heysham 2 Nuclear 
Power Station.
Of increasing importance to engineering design is the efficiency of systems, as this will 
contribute significantly to the lifetime operational cost of a system. By extending the analysis 
of hydraulic fluid power systems to incorporate thermal effects, it has been possible to examine 
circuit performance in greater detail. In this respect it is possible to optimise the circuit 
performance by selecting components for the system which are suitably matched. Maintaining 
thermal constraints imposed by materials/fluids limitations will also contribute to the longevity 
of systems.
Chapters 5 and 6 present a study using the theory developed in Chapter 2 for fluid power 
systems, where an open loop fluid power circuit is analyzed. The circuit comprises a pump, 
reservoir, heat exchanger and loading valve.The experimental results are compared with model 
prediction from which a number of observations are made. The key findings of this work were 
subsequently published, Sidders et al [1996].
Chapters 7 and 8 test the theory and approach developed for a single phase fluid on vehicle 
cooling systems where the working fluid medium is a mixture of water and ethylene glycol. The 
research in this area highlighted that fluid temperatures are subject to greater variation than is
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the case with normal fluid power systems. If one considers extreme coolant temperatures in the 
range of -35 to 120°C then the corresponding variation in coolant viscosity amounts to two 
orders of magnitude. Coupled with this is the small absolute value of viscosity (due to the water 
content) which was found to cause numerical difficulties with the computation of hose friction 
factor in the laminar / turbulent flow transition region. As such, various approaches are explored 
to satisfy this condition. All main cooling system components are studied and their thermal 
hydraulic performance characterised against experimental data for the system. A complete 
system model was developed from component models in the Bath$? simulation environment and 
tested against experimental data. Further exploratory model predictions are performed to show 
the flexibility of this approach and its use as a design and development tool. The key findings 
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS USING 
LUMPED PARAMETER MODELLING TECHNIQUES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In general the prediction of component or system thermal hydraulic performance requires that 
the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy are satisfied. Secondly and of equal 
importance, parameters such as heat transfer and frictional restriction coefficients need to be 
established accurately if quantitative model prediction is required. Such parameters can 
sometimes be established analytically if the fluid flow regime is laminar, but more generally they 
are determined empirically. The purpose of this Chapter is to address the former requirement in 
establishing a consistent set of conservation equations for lumped parameter systems. These will 
subsequently be used as a basis for modelling components and systems with suitable 
assumptions applied.
The development of a set of conservation equations has been assisted by the author’s experience 
within the Electricity Supply Industry to represent the thermal hydraulics of a number of 
boiler/turbine units in lumped parameter form, Sidders[1989], The basic concepts used are in 
fact the same for the analysis of fluid power systems and vehicle cooling systems, however the 
working fluids are clearly different. For this reason it is necessary to extend the development of 
the equations which allows mineral oil and vehicle coolant as the working fluid. It will be 
appreciated that this is more restricting since a thermodynamic property map for oils and 
coolants have not been developed, as has been done for water. Even if this were the case, several 
databases would have to be available to cater for the wide variety of oils and hydraulic fluids in 
use. For this reason it is sensible to progress the development of the equation set to those which 
allows both hydraulic fluids and vehicle coolants to be represented.
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2.2 CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
A detailed derivation of both mass and energy conservation equations is provided in appendix 
A which determines two ordinary differential equations to describe the thermodynamic state of 
a fluid within a control volume. These equations are in extensive form such that they represent 
the total mass and internal energy of the fluid within the control volume as follows.
dM
= w e ~ w ! (2.1)
dXJ t » dV—  = w jie - wft, - p  —  + qh -  Ws (2.2)
However for the purposes of examining fluid power and vehicle cooling systems it is appropriate 
to re-arrange these equations in terms of properties that are both readily measurable and 
consistent with properties that are available for both types of fluid. For this reason, pressure and 
temperature have been chosen to represent conservation of mass and energy.
Continuity
Firstly to convert the conservation of mass equation (2.1) into intensive form, the following 
relationship is used: pave = MTV. Therefore:
dM _ dV
dM _ dV  + ydp dp_ _ dt ^ dt (2.3)
dt ^ dt dt dt V
Re-formulating the continuity equation in terms of pressure, noting that the inclusion of 
temperature will be made as it is readily derived from the energy equation, gives:
but the isothermal fluid bulk modulus is defined as Bm = p dp/d p|x. Combining this with 
equation (2.1) and (2.3), and substituting into (2.4) gives:
B [ (w -  w.) -  p—  ] 
dp = m '  V dt 1 + 3p. dT (2.5)
dt pV dr? dt
Rogers & Mayhew[ 1980a] site d p/d T|v equates to p/xT where P is the coefficient of cubical 
expansion and xx is the isothermal compressibility. It is also acceptable to equate dp/d T|p with 
dp/d T|v since by definition if the specific volume is constant then so is the density. Substituting 
this result into equation (2.5) gives:
dVB [ (w -  w.) -  p—  ]
±  = ” « ’> p dt + £  dT (2.6)
dt pV xT dt
The properties such as bulk modulus, compressibility and cubical expansion will also be 
required to solve the equation set. Various researchers have contributed to the extrapolation of 
these quantities, and often they are arrived at by fitting polynomials in pressure and temperature, 
Harris[1990].
Noting that Bm is the reciprocal of xx then equation (2.6) can be expressed as :
dVB [ (we -  w,) -  p—  ]
±  _ wLVg  dt + B  n d T  (2.7)
dt pV  OT F dt
Energy
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The energy equation (2.2) can now be re-formulated into a temperature derivative that can be 
simultaneously solved with the continuity equation. The internal energy for the control volume 
can be converted to specific enthalpy as follows: U = Mu and u = h - p/p; M = pV. Therefore 
U = pVh - pV. Substituting this into equation (2.2) gives:
d(oVh-pV) . , dV tjt
dt = W‘ e " W^ ‘ " P H  + qh ’  5 (2'8)
Expanding the derivative on the left hand side gives:
tn dp ir dh , dV dV Trdp . , dV TIr
Re-grouping in terms of the enthalpy derivative gives:
w h r -  w h , + q. -  W -  Vh—  -  ph—  + V—
dh = r i  s dt K dt dt (2 .10)
dt pV
Re-grouping in terms of enthalpy has the advantage that Harris[1990] has formulated the partial 
derivatives of enthalpy with pressure and temperature and also has evaluated an expression for 
(1^  - h j) which will be used later in evaluating the temperature derivative. Noting the previous 
expression for rate of change of density (eqn 2.3) and incorporating with dM/dt, gives:
dVw -  w, -  p—
dp = 1 dt (2 .11)
dt V
Therefore the above term Vh dp/dt in the energy equation becomes:
Vh^~ = h(we -  wz) -  p h ^ f  (2 .12)
dt dt
It is now necessaiy to define *h' the average specific enthalpy in the node and relate it to the entry 
and leaving properties of the node. This is most commonly done by assuming a flat property
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profile within the node (stirred tank approximation), however it is not always desirable to do 
this. For example where large variations in temperature exist between boundary conditions, 
implies a temperature gradient across the node which is a desirable assumption for heat transfer 
calculations. Another problem with the assumption of the flat intensive property profile is that 
it is not conceptually satisfying when applied to pipes, as the fluid is clearly not well mixed. This 
assumption can be accommodated with lumped parameter modelling techniques. The concept 
of intensive property variation across the control volume should not be associated with the 
individual calculation of distributed effects within a node as clearly the analysis is concerned 
with lumped parameter models. However, the relationship between inlet and outlet conditions 
related to a mean property value for a node is necessary in order to solve the equation set. In this 
respect it is quite acceptable to make assumptions about the variation of an intensive property 
across a node, e.g. linear, flat etc and relate this to an average value for the node. This 
assumption allows, a suite of models to be developed for different situations. There is nothing 
implicit in the development of these equations that dictates that the intensive properties must 
remain constant parallel to the flow direction throughout the control volume. Therefore the 
average specific enthalpy *h' within the control volume can be equated for example to h = (he + 
hJ/2 which assumes a linear variation for the change in enthalpy across the control volume (The 
’stirred tank1 formulation where h —hj will be dealt with later) . If this is assumed then the 
development of the equations may continue as follows:
WA
= —  * —  -  —  " —  (2.13)
* 2 2 2 2
Combining this result with equation (2.12) and substituting into equation (2.10), the energy 
equation becomes:
dh 1 WJ1. w*h, dD—  = —  [_L± - -11  - _ i i  + JLL + q - W +  V = £ \ (2.14)
dt p V  2 2 2 2 dt v '
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Note that the term ph dV/dt neatly cancels out on the above substitution. Defining the average 
mass flow in the control volume to be wave = (we + w,)/2, equation (2.14) becomes:
—  = —  [ w (h -  h,) + q, -  W +  V &  ] (2 15)
dt pV ™ e i h 5 dt K }
It should be noted that equation (2.15) has been used to represent conservation of energy for 
water / steam situations, Sidders[1989]. However, the enthalpy derivative, and change of 
enthalpy will need to be replaced by functions of pressure and temperature for analysing both 
fluid power and vehicle cooling systems.
To convert the enthalpy derivative to that of temperature, use is made of the following 
relationship between thermodynamic properties:
dh dh, dp dh, dT
= + 1  C216>
Equating equation (2.15) and (2.16) and re-arranging in terms of the temperature derivative 
gives:
 — -------   [ WaJ.K - hl> + qh -  Ws * y—  ] -  [ — IT —  ]dt d h . y ™ e ' * * dt dh. dp dt (2.17)
dTp dT"
This can be simplified with a knowledge of various thermodynamic property relationships, 
namely: dhfdT |p = Cp where Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. From 
Harris[1990] dhJdp |T = v - pTv. The energy equation (2.17) then becomes after the above 
substitution:
K  = _ L _  t w (h -  Al + a - W  1 + v dp -  v ~ Prv ^  n  181
dt Cp V /} Cp dt Cp dt (218)
The last two terms in equation (2.18) can be simplified so that the energy equation becomes:
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dT v
dt Cp V (2.19)
Which becomes:
(2.20)
Hanis[1990] has shown that:
(v-p7vxp, -  Pl) * Cp (T, -  r,) (2.21)
The above equation has been arrived at by integrating fundamental relationships between 
enthalpy, pressure and temperature; assuming that the partial properties remain constant between 
integration limits.
Substituting equation (2.21) into (2.20) gives:
It should be noted that wavcrepresents the nett mass flow rate entering the control volume where: 
w ( wavc = (we + w, )/2 ) is relative to the control surface and not an inertial reference. Clearly 
if the control surface is stationary as is generally the case then V  represents V  with respect to 
an inertial reference. Both the continuity and energy equation are now in a format that can be 
used within the Bath^? simulation package to solve thermal hydraulic problems, using a wide 
variety of fluids.
Equation (2.22) has been derived assuming a linear enthalpy profile across the control volume. 
It is found in the power generation industry that this assumption is useful if complete items of
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equipment need to be modelled with one node and if large temperature variations exist between 
boundaries. For example a heat exchanger will experience a change in temperature or enthalpy 
along its length unless one or both of the fluids is at its saturation temperature. In order to 
employ eqn (2.22) which represents the average temperature within the node, one could assume 
to first approximation that because it has been derived with a linear variation in enthalpy across 
die node, that also the temperature varies linearly across the node. Therefore, one could equate 
the leaving temperature as:
^  = 2*Tave - Te
where Tlve is the state variable arrived at by integration of equation (2.22). This, however, 
causes problems when the upstream temperature (TJ changes suddenly, creating a 'see saw’ 
effect This is because the state variable will take time to change in value for a given step change 
in inlet temperature. As one can appreciate, if the inlet temperature falls rapidly, and the thermal 
inertia of the node causes the state variable to change slowly, the exit temperature will rise. This 
is indeed the opposite way to what would happen in practice. Clearly the equations would 
integrate out to a satisfactory steady state, however, transiently this is un-satisfactory. One way 
to overcome this effect is to assume that the temperature derivative relates not to die mean value 
within the node, but either to the entry or exit conditions. This approach has worked well in 
many power generation applications, Whitmarsh-Everiss[1993], however there will be a small 
error associated with this assumption.
Another way of overcoming this problem is to assume the average temperature and or specific 
enthalpy of the node is equal to the exit temperature (flat property profile). In many cases for 
hydraulic systems only small temperature variations will exist across components so this 
assumption is well suited. To arrive at the energy equation from a 'flat' intensive property 
assumption, equation (2.11) requires multiplication by Vh, instead of Vh assuming now that the 
leaving enthalpy is equal to the average within the node. When substituting this result into the
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energy equation and following die same path to arrive at an equation for temperature derivative, 
will give:
? = q T F  w  (v "  ^ vT)(p‘ " p,)+ Cp {T‘ " r ,)  1 + 9,1 ~ ^ ] + Q T  f  (223)
In the above formulation, dT/dt represents the mean temperature derivative of the node (flat 
profile) and weis the entry mass flow rate into the control volume.
Until now nothing has been mentioned concerning the calculation of mass flow rate which is a 
prerequisite to close the equation set. This can be calculated fiom either steady state or dynamic 
momentum considerations. In the development of lumped parameter models, the above equation 
set can be used with suitable assumptions to represent system components in Bathfp as 
demonstrated in Chapter 6 where a whole circuit simulation is performed.
2.3 CLOSURE
The basic advances in representation compared with the formulation according to Harris[1990] 
can be summarised as follows:
A The dynamic continuity and energy equation are coupled and form a set of simultaneous
differential equations. This means that there is a mode of transient response where 
pressure and temperature dynamics occur at the same frequency.
B By virtue of condition A above, the continuity equation now includes the effect of
temperature.
C Explicit in the formulation is the consideration of moving boundaries.
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D The method of derivation caters for a non flat intensive property profile across the 
control volume since no implicit assumptions have been made about the intensive 
properties, other than values will change in the direction of the flow path; and that the 
inlet and outlet conditions are related to a mean value within the control volume. This 
flexibility is conceptually more satisfying and allows a more representative set of 
models for application.
The representation of mass and energy in terms of pressure and temperature allows a wide 
variety of fluids to be investigated. This is primarily due to the availability of data relating to 
properties such as bulk modulus and the coefficient of cubical expansion, which both happen 
to be functions of die partial derivatives of the previously defined conservation equations.
Although a similar representation of the conservation equations has been used for analysing 




POWER GENERATING PLANT - LOW PRESSURE FEED TRAIN
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Before embarking on a detailed account of the research and development made in relation to the 
study of the thermal hydraulic effects of feed systems on nuclear power plant, it is worth 
explaining the reasons for this work and the development of a low pressure (LP) feed train 
model.
One important aspect which concerns nuclear safety, is the extent to which the plant has to 
change power, in order to maintain the equilibrium between supply and demand on the grid 
system. If the equilibrium is not maintained, then fluctuations in grid frequency ensue, and in 
the limit, parts of the grid system may be disconnected. Historically, nuclear plant operated by 
the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB), were run at base load, at maximum available 
output. Provision was made to assist in meeting fluctuations in demand in extreme circumstances 
by manual operator intervention, however, fossil fired plant carried die responsibility for 
matching demand with supply requirements, Whitmarsh-Everiss[1990].
One aspect of grid frequency control relates to the need for plant to respond automatically to 
errors in grid frequency, on a continuous basis. This role was previously adopted by a proportion 
of fossil fired plant, depending on the merit order (determined by the unit generation cost). 
However, in an increasing competitive environment, following the privatisation of the electricity 
supply industry, certain nuclear plants are currendy being assessed with respect to providing this 
role. There are many reasons why nuclear plant have not operated in automatic grid frequency 
control mode, which have been detailed by Whitmarsh-Everiss[1990]. It is worth looking at 
some of these aspects, as this bears direct relevance on the operational strategy of nuclear plants
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providing this role, and the subsequent research and model development that has taken place in 
order to study the thermal hydraulic performance.
Integral to the operation of nuclear plant is safety of operation. One of the implications of 
providing automatic grid frequency response is that the plant must regulate its output power to 
sustain grid frequency. Changing die power inevitably induces changes in circuit temperatures 
and pressures which can enhance the onset of fatigue and creep damage. This reduces the 
lifetime of components and their integrity, and can affect the safety of the plant. In this respect, 
it is advantageous to maintain the reactor load at a constant output.
Safe operation of nuclear plant is maintained by the operator by constraining various parameters 
to pre-defined values. If these values are exceeded, then a 'trip’ condition will occur which 
induces part or all of the plant to shut down. For instance, if the reactor neutron flux exceeds a 
predetermined value, then this automatically initiates a reactor trip with the consequence of lost 
generation. If the plant is operating in a automatic grid responsive mode, it is likely that 
occasionally trip margins would be exceeded from time to time thus incurring loss of generation 
and an inability to provide grid frequency control.
It is well known within the industry that 'once through' boilers of the type used in Advanced Gas 
Cooled Reactor (AGR) nuclear power plants have little stored energy in comparison to the fossil 
fired plants. This is primarily due to the large quantity of saturated water that exists in a fossil 
fired drum boiler, which when subject to a depressurisation (turbine governor valves opening) 
can flash off vast quantities of steam. In this respect, the ability of an AGR to sustain an increase 
in demanded power in the short term is reduced. When the turbine governor valves open, there 
is a fall in pressure with a subsequent release in stored energy. If this stored energy is not 
replaced quickly enough, then there will be a short fall in the sustained power response from the
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plant. Although it might be possible to configure the control systems to improve the power 
response (this has limited merit as the stored energy is a function of the boiler design), it is 
highly likely that trip levels could be exceeded if the dynamic excursion to the speed error is 
large enough.
The above paragraphs have outlined briefly just a few reasons why it is not practical to operate 
AGR nuclear plant in a grid sensitive mode, with the current plant configuration and control 
structure.
3.2 PROPOSED PLANT CONFIGURATION
In view of the arguments sited in the introduction to this Chapter, a proposed method of 
operation known as Automatic Frequency Response Operation (AFRO) for the Heysham 2 
nuclear power station was examined. This proposal requires modification to the plant 
configuration and control systems such that the nuclear island is made relatively insensitive to 
changes in generated load. Consider Figure 3.1 which presents a simplified schematic of the 
plant before modification. Not withstanding the range of different control system configurations 
that could be considered for plant operation, which is not under consideration in this thesis, the 
traditional way of achieving a primary response to grid frequency has been to take a function of 
the speed error signal and pass it into die control system which operates the main turbine 
governor valves. Changes in governor valve position induces change in the steam flow through 
the turbine train and thus variation in the generated output power to the grid. Transient variations 
in output power will inevitably feed back through to the boilers and reactor since changes in 
steam flow will induce variations in circuit pressures and temperatures.
To minimise the effects of changes in generated output on the boilers and reactor, when in an 
AFRO mode of operation, consider Figure 3.2 which shows the proposed plant modifications.
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It has been proposed to implement a bypass line with desuperheating control valves (also 
referred to as steam dump valves), from the hot reheat steam main to the three main condensers 
of the plant This has the affect of bypassing the intermediate (IP) and low pressure (LP) turbine 
stages. In the AFRO mode of operation, modulation of these control valves in response to errors 
in grid frequency will provide the means of regulating the generated power in the short term. If 
the interceptor valve which regulates the steam flow into the intermediate pressure (IP) turbine 
(Figure 3.2) is used to control steam main pressure to the 100% load condition, then it is 
anticipated that the boiler / reactor system will not be affected by the AFRO mode of operation. 
In operation, assuming a near optimal hot reheat steam main pressure control, the steam flow 
passing through the boiler and HP turbine should remain relatively constant due to the near 
constant pressure boundary condition.
Near perfect hot reheat steam main pressure control also assumes that the steam dump valve 
control in response to grid frequency does not interact with the former control system to produce 
unwanted dynamics or instabilities. The study of this control system interaction is beyond the 
scope of this thesis but clearly would be addressed within the remit of the overall study.
Assuming that an optimised hot reheat pressure control is viable, which would minimise 
variations in boiler feed and steam flow, feedwater temperature variations and the subsequent 
affect on the boiler and reactor thus become relatively more important. To gain an insight into 
the thermal hydraulic characteristics of the LP feed train (sometimes referred to as the feed 
system), a programme of model development was undertaken as a precursor to analysing the 
system as a whole. The first part of the work which is the subject of this thesis, concerns the 
development of a LP feed train model representative of the Heysham 2 power station (PS), 
which would be capable of linking in to the whole plant dynamic model when fully developed.
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3.3 LP FEED TRAIN PLANT DESCRIPTION
Figure 3.3 shows the plant layout of the LP feed train in more detail. The major plant 
components are discussed in the following sub-sections.
3.3.1 LP Turbines
The LP turbine cylinders receive steam from the IP/LP crossover which is basically the exhaust 
from the IP turbine which is augmented by the boiler feed pump turbine (BFPT) exhaust 
(depending on load level). At 100% load the steam conditions at the LP turbine inlet are as 
follows, pressure 5 bara (bar absolute), and temperature 265 °C. All three LP turbine cylinders 
operate in parallel and each one exhausts to individual main condensers. The LP turbine cylinder 
is split into stages which provide steam bleed points for the a number of feed heaters in the 
system.
3.3.2 Main Condensers
There are three main condensers whose primaiy function is to reduce the wet steam from the LP 
turbine exhaust to saturated water conditions. They achieve this by transferring energy in the 
form of heat to a secondary fluid (CW), namely sea water, by virtue of a temperature difference. 
There are two parallel CW paths in each condenser such that in total there are six CW parallel 
paths. The condensers also receive the drains water from the indirect contact feed heaters in the 
system. Each condenser is a large construction with a cross section in plan measuring 14m by 
6.4m. They are 10m high. The CW tube nest runs the length of the condenser (14m) and the 
tubes are made of titanium to protect them from the corrosive nature of sea water. There are 
29268 CW tubes in total with an OD of 25.4mm and a wall thickness of 0.7mm. It can therefore 
be appreciated that the total tube mass for all three condensers is very large (100 tonnes). The 
condensed steam exits the condenser floor and provides the LP feed train with the condensate 
for the system.
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3.3.3 Condensate Feed System
The function of the condensate feed system is to transfer the saturated water (at approximately 
30 °C) and deliver it to the deaerator (at approximately 155 °C). It acquires this heat primarily 
through passing through indirect contact feed heaters in the path to the deaerator. The water 
transferred to the deaerator must have a low level of chemical impurity, as the boilers are 
sensitive to the water quality. Although not shown in Figure 3.3, chemical impurities are 
removed by the condensate polishing plant situated downstream of the condenser level control 
valves. This plant item has not been shown because early on in the conceptual modelling phase 
it was decided to ignore the small thermal effects this plant item has on the condensate. The main 
condenser level control is provided by two valves in parallel which cater for die entire load 
range. The level error is determined from condenser B.
There are two 100% condensate extraction pumps either of which draw condensate from the 
common plenum connecting die exits from all three main condensers. In this respect one of the 
pumps provides a standby facility should the other fail in service. Each pump is of a vertical 
spindle four stage caisson type which is driven by a constant speed motor, capable of providing 
500 kg.s'1 with a corresponding discharge pressure of 22 bara. These pumps are situated some 
6m below the condensers to provide a margin to cavitation. It should be noted that the water 
leaving the condensers is in a near saturated condition (at 30 - 40 mbar).
Regenerative feed heating is provided by a number of indirect contact feed heaters in series 
which utilise bled steam from the LP turbine train. Heating the condensate in this manner 
improves the cycle efficiency. The physical arrangement of the heaters in relation to the bled 
steam tapping point pressures is such that each heater operates at a different pressure. The 
condensate from each heater must constantly be drained away and since they are operating at 
different pressures it is possible to utilise this heat in the lower pressure heaters. This is achieved 
by arranging the heaters in a cascaded fashion. LP heater 4 operates at the highest pressure. The
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drains flow passes an inlet orifice to a 'flash vessel' (sometimes referred to as flash box) 
operating very close to the pressure of LP heater 3. This ensures that a proportion of drains flow 
if flashed to steam within the flash vessel. This steam then augments the bled steam to LP heater 
3. This process is repeated in the lower pressure heaters (1 and 2). The heater drains cooler 
receives the summation of the cascaded drains flows from LP heaters 1 to 4 and this is gravity 
fed back to the main condensers.
Figure 3.3 shows the TMEC (turbine moisture extraction condenser) which is provided with bled 
steam from the last stages of all three LP turbines. The TMEC is identical to the LP heaters in 
function but is independent of the cascaded heater system.
The deaerator (DA) shown if Figure 3.3 provides storage for a large quantity of feed water 
which supplies the high pressure (HP) feed system to the boilers. Some of the functions of the 
DA are listed as follows:
1 Reduce the oxygen content of the condensate
2 Provides the boiler feed pumps with adequate suction head
3 Allows transient differences between HP feed flow and condensate feed flow by virtue
of retaining a large quantity of stored water.
The thermodynamic conditions that prevail in the DA is provided by the condensate which is 
augmented by the HP gland, BFPT exhaust or IP/LP crossover steam. The DA is a two phase 
vessel and as such the condensate exits in a saturated condition in the steady state. At 100% load, 
the BFPT exhaust elevates the condensate temperature to approximately 155 °C (approx 5 bara).
3.3.4 Condensate Volume Control
The volume of condensate in the system remains relatively constant, however during transient 
excursions there will be a miss-match between the condensate and steam entering and leaving
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both the DA and the main condensers. This manifests itself in variations in water levels within 
these plant items. The control of water levels has been implemented as follows.
The water level in main condenser B is controlled by two valves in parallel, and these are shown 
in Figure 3.3 as WC-244 and WC-244Y. These valves are situated in the condensate feed path, 
down-stream of the condensate extraction pumps. At high load conditions, the main 12 inch 
valve WC-244 will be controlling level, the smaller valve WC-244Y remains fully open at loads 
above 45% of maximum due to control action. Both valves operate under proportional plus 
integral control action with desaturation logic included. The levels in condensers A and C remain 
approximately at the level of condenser B due to hydrostatic considerations (strictly speaking 
it is not a hydrostatic situation but the pressure loss due to friction in the condensate drains from 
each condenser is veiy low in comparison to the gravitational head).
The DA water level is maintained by adding or removing condensate from the LP feed train. A 
low level is restored by introducing a make-up flow to main condenser B, supplied from the 
reserve feed water (RFW) tanks via control valve WC-343. This induces a higher water level in 
main condenser B and subsequently the condenser level control valves open to restore the water 
level. In doing so an excess of water is supplied to the DA. A high level is reduced by redirecting 
a proportion of the condensate down-stream of the condensate polishing plant, back to the RFW 
tanks via control valve WC-253. Both control valves respond to proportional plus integral 
control action.
3.4 LP FEED TRAIN MODEL DESCRIPTION
The development of die system component models has been conducted using the Plant 
Modelling System Program (PMSP) which is an ’in-house’ steady state and dynamic simulation 
code developed by the CEGB and subsequently inherited by Nuclear Electric. The numerical
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algorithms and integrators have been designed to cope with the types of problems encountered 
when simulating power generation plant, although this does not preclude other types of systems
typically from the dynamic section of PMSP. As PMSP is Fortran based, a subset of procedures 
and Macros may be written using Fortran statements directly.
The LP feed train model encompasses all the components described in section 3.3. The 
following section details the modelling philosophy that has been used to represent 
mathematically the LP feed system. Detailed calculations of the coefficients used are shown in 
appendix B.
3.4.1 LP Turbine Model
The LP turbine model is based on the Sibdym LP turbine (Sizewell B PS) representation, NNC 
Ltd[1994]. The steam mass flow rate per stage is based on the ellipse law as follows:
NNC Ltd[1994] state that this is a semi-empirical equation, however it can be derived by 
considering the pressure loss across the blade row to be proportional to the square of the mass 
flow and inversely proportion to the steam density. Deacon[a] has suggested that in this respect 
it is reasonable to assume an equation of the form:
which represents the turbine flow resistance providing the V term is adjusted to reflect the 
correct distribution in pressure along the turbine stages. Integrating this equation to arrive at
being examined. PMSP has its own specific language which provides the user with 'initial1,




equation (3.1) requires the relationship between the steam specific volume and pressure. The 
flow of steam through any particular blade row or stage can be considered adiabatic in the sense 
that it is reasonable to assume that the turbine is insulated from the surroundings. However the 
process is not reversible due to the affect of friction. Ideally, the steam would expand 
isentropicafly to the down-stream pressure thus imparting the maximum amount of energy to the 
turbine. In practice the frictional effect raises the temperature of the steam and increases the 
entropy. The expansion is polytropic in form which may be deduced from a few fundamental 
thermodynamic relationships, and the assumption that the isentropic efficiency is constant for 
the stage considered. This is not unrealistic since the turbine is to all intents and purposes a 
constant speed machine over the entire load range. Because the steam velocity is proportional 
to the blade velocity, Lewitt[1953], the frictional effect will remain practically constant. For an 
isentropic process the change in enthalpy is related to the specific volume and change of pressure 
as follows:
dh\s = i)dp (3 3 )
This is the maximum theoretical enthalpy change from the steam passing through an incremental 
section of the turbine. To deduce the actual enthalpy change it is common to introduce an 
efficiency term for the process such that the actual enthalpy change can be represented as:
dh = r\\)dp (3 4 )
If the actual enthalpy change is also expressed in terms of other thermodynamic properties, the 
’dh' term can be eliminated to yield the relationship between pressure and specific volume as 
follows:
dh = du + pdv + vdp (3 .5)
Note that the incremental change in internal energy can be expressed as:
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du = — | dp + — | dv (3 6)
d p v dvp K )
Substituting equation (3.6) into (3.5) and equating to (3.4), the following relationship may be 
found:




m = - _____
(3.7)
t 1 du.
1 + -  - H » " ^v dp
(3.8)
It can be seen that integration of equation (3.7) would give 
pvm = constant (3.9)
providing m is constant. This may be established as follows, assuming the isentropic efficiency 
is constant for the stage considered. Assume the steam to behave as a perfect gas. In this respect 
the internal energy is a function of temperature only, and the relationship between pressure, 
volume and temperature is characterised by the standard equation of state. The following can 
then be deduced to arrive at a function for'm' involving the isentropic efficiency and the ratio 
of specific heats. If
du = CvdT, pv  = RT, Cp -  Cv = R , = y
Then
— L = Cv — I = Cv —  |u = Cv — |u = Cv -
d vp 3up R dp dp R




m -    Cv <31°)
+ Cp -  Cv 1,5
which leads to:
1m =
2 _ \ ( y  -  1) (3.11)
Therefore providing the stage isentropic efficiency is constant equation (3.9) may be used in
(3.2) to arrive at equation (3.1).
The enthalpy drop per stage is based on the isentropic efficiency and is determined from steady 
state considerations:
n . ( h> -  hX )
Where h0|s is die exit enthalpy from the stage assuming the steam has been expanded 
isentropically. This can be determined from a knowledge of the stage inlet entropy, and one of 
the exit steam properties. In this instance pressure is used to solve the dynamic continuity 
equation at the stage exit due to the LP heater bled steam flows, and so this is used.
Each LP turbine is spit into four stages, with a heater bled steam tapping point separating each 
stage. The last stage from each turbine exits to one of the three main condenser representations. 
Table 3.1 details the heater bled steam divisions for each turbine stage.
Table 3.1 Relationship between LP turbine stages and bled steam to heaters











3.4.2 LP Heater Model
The LP heaters in the condensate feed system are identical in design. They are two phase vessels 
which receive bled steam from the LP turbine, which in general is augmented by flash steam 
from the flash vessels. This steam (primary side) is condensed across a two pass tube bundle 
which imparts energy to the condensate (secondary side) on route to the DA, thus raising its 
temperature and improving the cycle efficiency. As previously mentioned in Chapter 1 of this 
diesis, one of the deficiencies of the PMSP total plant modelling codes is that only one code has 
an LP feed train representation which is based on the Sizewell B PWR PS. This model uses a 
Log Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) approach which is modified to account for the 
stored energy in the tube material. The LMTD approach is well established, and used in its 
original form, the rate of heat transfer between hot and cold fluids is defined as:
q = U A ATm (3.12)
where ATm is a function of the inlet and exit fluid temperatures and represents the LMTD. 
Introducing the material temperature and therefore describing individual rates of heat transfer 
from both hot and cold fluids has been achieved by defining an averaging coefficient (Ac) which 
relates the cold fluid (secondary side) temperatures to the hot fluid (primary side) temperature 
and the LMTD. This allows a dynamic calculation to be performed which takes account of the 
tube material stored energy, from what was a steady state technique (LMTD) for determining 
heat rates. This process has been made easier by the fact that the primary side water/steam
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temperature (Tp) within the shell of the heater is uniform across the whole tube bundle, since the 
steam is condensing within the vessel to saturated water. One can say then that the average 
condensate temperature passing through the heater, is equal to the primary side temperature 
minus the LMTD.
Tconmp -  Tn -  ATave p m (3.13)
The average condensate temperature can also be defined as:
Tconave = Tcorij -  Ac ( Tconl -  Tcone) (3.14)
The LMTD may be defined as :
( T -  Tcon, ) -  ( T -  Tcon A Tn -  Tcon,
AT  = —-E-------------- ---— ?■-------- El where Q = — ---------
In Q Tp -  Tcone
Equating equations (3.13) and (3.14), yields an expression for the averaging coefficient as
follows:
 ^ Q 1Ac = — ^—   ------  n  15}
Q -  1 In Q V ' LD)
In the NNC Ltd[1994] representation, this is defined as an integrator because both the inlet and 
exit condensate temperatures are algebraic expressions based on the coolant enthalpy and 
therefore creating an implicit loop. The average condensate enthalpy is a state variable 
determined from an energy balance as follows:
dQicon^) _ As htcs(Tt -  T c o n -  wcon (hconl -  hcone) 
dt Mw
The average condensate temperature is a function of enthalpy and pressure and therefore 
equation (3.14) may be re-arranged to find the leaving condensate temperature for the heater.
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This fonn of heater representation does have limitations insofar that the shell side 
thermodynamic state is based on the saturation condition pertaining to the turbine steam tapping 
point pressure, minus the bled steam line pressure loss. No allowance is made for additional 
steam inputs such as flash steam which is required for the Heysham 2 configuration. One other 
limitation is that perfect drainage is assumed by assigning the drain flow equal to the bled steam 
flow. In this respect there is no water level representation. One of the requirements for the 
Heysham 2 heater model is the determination of water level. If the water level rises significantly 
in the heater shell, possibly in response to a tube leak, isolated drain route or severe transient 
response, then there is the risk that water could find its way back to the turbine bleed tapping 
point with the risk of damaging the blading. The plant is arranged such that the operator is 
warned of this condition by a high water level alarm. If the water rises further then an automatic 
trip sequence is initiated which isolates the affected heater from the LP turbines, and re-routes 
the condensate via a bypass route.
A number of approaches were explored to find a satisfactory solution in representing shell side 
water/steam pressure, and providing a water level, and these are discussed below.
Method 1 considers both water and steam phases in the shell. If the masses of water and steam 
are solved by a dynamic conservation of mass equation, represented in die usual way, it is 
possible to compare the volumes of water and steam existing in the shell and compare this with 
the shell volume. Clearly the two should be equal. Knowledge of the shell pressure will provide 
the specific volumes of both water and steam (the shell is assumed to operated in a saturated 
condition and therefore saturated property values may be determined from any one 
thermodynamic property). The volumes of water and steam are calculated from the individual 
masses and specific volumes. Comparison with the shell side volume will indicate either an 
equality, in which case the assumed pressure is correct, or an inequality in which case the
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pressure is incorrect. The calculation is implicit in nature and can be solved either by an 
integrator or implicit loop routine. If the loop is broken by an integrator, the shell side (primary 
side) pressure derivative is represented as follows:
^ - k ( V w + Vs -  VM ) (3.16)
Intuitively, it may be seen that if the sum of the water and steam volumes is too large, then this 
increases die pressure with the affect of reducing the specific volumes (particularly of the steam). 
On the next iteration of the equation set, the combined water and steam volume is reduced due 
to the reduction in specific volumes. This effect removes the error when die convergence has 
been obtained on a particular integration step. The stability of the solution is affected by the 
magnitude of the gain term V which may be adjusted to provide a satisfactory dynamic 
response. In performing a separate mass balance for both water and steam phases, a mechanism 
is required for deducing the quantity of steam that is condensed across the tube bundle to the 
water phase. One approach is to assume that all the steam is reduced to the saturated water 
condition corresponding to die particular shell pressure. The energy lost (mosdy latent heat 
because the steam is slightly superheated) must be given up to the tube bundle. Therefore an 
energy balance can be used to determine the mass flow rate of condensing steam, assuming the 
shell always operates in a saturated condition. The condensing steam mass flow rate may be 
determined from:
q
w = ------£—  (3 i7X
C hp - h f  ^ U)
It should be noted that the rate of heat transfer from the primary side to the tube bundle (qp) is 
modified to account for the reduction in htc when the water level rises. This phenomenon is 
attributed to the significant difference in htc between condensing and liquid phase heat transfer, 
typically in the ratio of 3:1 (Heysham 2 plant data). In normal operation the water level in the
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heater is generally located in the drain pipe, and therefore the whole tube bundle is subject to 
condensing heat transfer. If die water level rises significandy into the shell due a particular fault 
situation, the tube bundle gradually becomes submerged in saturated water. To facilitate this 
effect, 'qp' is related to the tube bundle surface areas which are exposed to both the water and 
condensing steam, and the temperature difference between the primary side water/steam and the 
tube bundle, 'q^' may be represented as follows:
%  = (hK  + htCc Ac) (Tp -
Noting the relation between condensing steam and water htc (3:1) then 'qp' becomes:
% = (4 . + 3 Ac) htcw (Tp -  T „ J  (3.18)
where equation (3.18) expresses 'qp' in terms of saturated water htc. It can be appreciated that as 
the water level rises then the tube bundle surface area covered by the water rises. Consequentiy 
the tube bundle surface area covered by the condensing steam reduces. The nett effect is a 
reduction in 'qp* with a corresponding reduction in condensing steam mass flow rate into the 
water space (equation 3.17). The reduction in condensing steam mass flow rate helps stabilise 
a high water level condition within the heater, should this occur via any particular fault situation.
Although the description above (method 1) has explored a means of determining the shell 
pressure and water level, there are outstanding aspects to be addressed such as the drain flows 
from the heaters. As this is applicable to all the heater representations that were studied, it will 
be discussed after the following description of alternative methods for determining shell 
pressure and water level in the heaters.
Method 2 determines the shell pressure and water level from a more rigorous thermodynamic
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view point, NNC Ltd[1994]. This approach has been used to described the conditions inside the 
DA of the Sizewell B Nuclear PS. Some modification is required to allow for tube bundle heat 
transfer but the technique is essentially similar.
The rate of change of the shell water and steam internal energy can be represented by equation
(2.2) (Chapter 2) as follows:
dU d  \ v  i, dV_ _  = _  (Mu) = Iw h  (3.19)
As the water and steam mixture does no work on the system, this term is omitted. The internal 
energy (Mu) can be expanded in terms of other thermodynamic properties as follows:
Mu = Mh -  pV  = V (ph -  p)
And so the rate of change of internal energy can be represented as 
rr dh j/udp udV „dp dV ^  , dVVP-  ♦ nJL + pH -  - v f t - p -  = Z*h + (3.20)
Note that the 'p dV/dt' term cancels from both sides of equation (3.20). Method 2 assumes that 
both phases are represented in a saturated condition and as such equation (3.20) may be 
expanded to include both phases. It is also convenient to formulate equation (3.20) in terms of 
water volume derivative which substitutes for steam volume derivative (being numerically equal 
but opposite in sign) and therefore reducing the number of terms. Including both phases in terms 
of both pressure and volume time derivative, noting that Vg= Vtot - Vf, equation (3.20) becomes:
9 * f t  * r -  - V f t  * 9* f i  * ■ r> *■ f t  *
0 ■*/ f  - » . f  - " , t  - V -  - ■? t  ■ » ■■* • «•
(3.21)
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Collecting terms, equation (3.21) becomes:
dn dhf dha
=2- ( V, p , —£ * (Vm -  K) p„ — i  + Vf  h,
dt 1 f  dp “  fi * dp f  f





g _ Kot )  -
(3.22)
At this point it is necessary to eliminate the water volume time derivative which may be done 
by considering dynamic mass conservation within the shell. The total water and steam mass in 
the shell (M^J may be represented as follows:
Mtot = Mf  + Mg = P/ vf  + Pg Vg (3.23)
The rate of change of water and steam mass in the shell then becomes: 
dMtnt dV, dp, dVv dpa ^
  = p,  — £ + Vt  —-  + p^  — -  + V — -  = Yff w (3.24)
dt * dt f  dt g dt 8 dt
Making the substitution for the density time derivative in terms of specific volume, and replacing 
in terms of pressure gives:
dp 1 d\) _ _ 1 9u dp
dt \i2 dt d2 dp dt
Using this relation and re-arranging equation (3.24) to make dV/dt the subject gives:
dp M , dv( _ /  - J .  + —1 ) + £■ w
dVf  = dt vf  dp vg dp (3.25)
dt p/ -  pg
Equation (3.25) is used to determine water volume in the shell. This relationship may be 
substituted into equation (3.22) to eliminate dV/dt and provide the rate of change of internal 





•* p / - p «
(3.26)
These equations are configured such that the pressure derivative is calculated before the water 
volume derivative to avoid die implicit relationship. The partial properties are deduced from 
thermodynamic functions of water and steam respectively. Method 2 is theoretically more 
attractive compared with method 1 and it is interesting to note that the requirement for deducing 
the condensing steam mass flow rate in order to solve two separate mass conservation equations 
has now been eliminated, due to the nature of the solution. This has been replaced by the rate 
of heat transfer to the tube bundle 'qh' which is the rate of energy transfer required to condense 
the steam to saturated water conditions. Method 2 however is more expensive computationally.
Stachowski[1993] has considered the modelling of vessels containing both water and steam in 
a fossil fired drum boiler of a combined cycle gas turbine plant. This type of drum boiler is of 
a forced recirculation type. The drum is a cylindrical vessel which under normal operation 
contains both water and steam. Water exits the base of the drum and passes through an 
evaporator bank where a proportion is elevated to steam. This two phase mixture passes back 
into the drum where the water is removed in a moisture separator. The steam then exits the drum 
on route to the superheater banks. Stachowski[1993] makes allowances for both the water to be 
subcooled and die steam to be superheated. Both phases have independent energy equations and 
both heat and mass transfer are considered between phases including evaporation and
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condensation.
Pressure is determined for the steam space which includes contributions from all of the water 
and steam flows that leave the steam space. If this approach is used to model the heater, a 
method is still required to determine the condensing steam flow across the tube bundle (which 
also arose with method 1). Another issue with this method, is that mass transfer rates between 
the water and steam are determined with the aid of pre-determined coefficients. Consider the 
situation where the steam is slightly superheated and the water subcooled. Then by definition 
there is both condensation and evaporation occurring between phases. To determine the nett rate 
of condensation/evaporation, Stachowski[1993] has defined the interface between phases to exist 
exactly at the saturation temperature. Rates of heat transfer are then deduced to and from the 
interface from both phases, and the difference determines the condensation/evaporation flow 
rate. The magnitude of this flow rate depends greatly on the values of htc selected and therefore 
becomes qualitative to some degree unless precise values can be established. It could be argued 
that to consider condensation/evaporation based on heat transfer directly between phases is 
insignificant compared with that of the condensation flow rate across the tube bundle, and in this 
respect, the more simplified approach of method 1 would be just as valid.
From the above discussion, it is evident that the last of the methods proposed has no advantage 
over the previous two methods except for the ability to cope with subcooled and superheated 
regions. The major disadvantage would be the selection of htc's for various heat transfer process 
that are considered, all of which are small compared with the heat transfer given up to the tube 
bundle. It was therefore considered appropriate to dismiss the last method as a viable approach 
for modelling the heater. Method 1 was eventually used for determining the pressure in the shell 
due to its simplicity, however, transient comparison with method 2 is undertaken in the section 
on transient performance (Full stand alone model used to test heater 4 under quadrant trip
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conditions).
During the development phase of testing the heater model, within a cascaded system of heaters 
and flash vessels, Figure (3.3), it became apparent that the system would not function correctly 
off design conditions. When a change of boundary conditions occurred that reduced the pressure 
in the heater shells, the water levels in many of the heaters and flash vessels would move to 
unrealistic positions (completely dry drain pipes). The problem was traced to the drain flow 
calculation, which used standard hydraulic relationships to determine mass flow rate. The mass 
flow rate is considered to be a function of both pressure drop and gravitational head as follows:
= £  (Ap + p g Az) (3.27)k
The resistance coefficient V may be determined from knowledge of the plant conditions. Shell 
pressures in the steady state are functions of the plant load level. When the model boundary 
conditions were changed to reflect a reduction in load level, the shell pressures reduced 
accordingly. However, the change in drain flow was attenuated by using a saturated water 
density in equation (3.27). Subsequent investigations revealed that the drain water flow can 
under certain conditions entrain steam when the water level is near or in the drain pipe. This 
effect increases as the water level falls further with proportionally more entrained steam in the 
drain flow. It can be appreciated that if a two phase mixture density is used which is a function 
of drain water level, then this will allow larger changes in drains flow passing the heater drain 
orifice plate, compared with a near constant saturated water density.
To include the effects of two phase drain flow requires at a minimum equation (3.27) to use a 
two phase mixture density. The problem then arises of how to specify the mixture quality at the 
drains orifice plate. In light of the fact that it was not possible to perform any tests at the plant
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to predict this phenomenon, it was decided to relate the mixture quality at the drains orifice 
linearly to the water level in the drain. If the water level resides at the top of the drain pipe, then 
the drain quality is assumed to be zero, and therefore the drain contains single phase saturated 
water. If the water level reaches the drain orifice plate then the mixture quality is set to one, and 
die drain contains dry saturated steam. This was initially completed with a typical calculation for 
two phase mixture density based on the fraction of saturated water and steam present:
p* * ^ r r i — v  (328)
Using this relationship unfortunately has the affect of dramatically reducing the mixture density 
for very small values of quality. The relationship (equation (3.28)) is highly non linear and this 
affects the water level such that once in the drain, very little movement occurs. The mixture 
density was subsequently modified to produce a linear variation with dryness fraction:
P* = P/ + x  (P* " P/) (3.29)
The use of equation (3.29) allows a smoother transition between the shell and drain pipe, and 
in tihe limit produces identical values for the density of saturated water and steam. Ideally, use 
of equation (3.28) is preferential, however unless accurate predictions of dryness fraction are 
available, it is not sensible to use this relationship because of the non-linearity involved.
The drains flow calculation is based on a standard hydraulic relationship which includes the 
effects of pressure difference and gravitational head, equation (3.27). The question of whether 
this is suitable for two phase applications can be addressed by reference to work such as Liu et 
a/.[1988]. Liu et al have conducted theoretical and experimental investigations relating to steam 
- water mixtures passing sharp edged orifices. It is interesting to note that the mass flow rate is 
predicted by the a relationship of die following form:
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The constant V is a function of pressure ratio which determines the effects of compressibility. 
This is deduced from experimentation and it is often assumed that it is linear over pre-defined 
pressure ranges (where working pressures are significant when compared to the critical pressure 
for water, however at low pressure it is practically constant), although in general it is non-linear.
is a function of orifice to pipe diameter. Comparison of equation (3.30) with (3.27) 
highlighted the fact that these relationships are identical in form if equation (3.28) is re-arranged 
as follows:
P fP = ---------- ---------
* 1 ,P / n  (3.31)1 + x  (-^  -  1) v 7
p*
Substituting for px in equation (3.27) it can be seen there is essentially no difference apart from 
the gravitational component. In this respect the use of equation (3.27) to define drains flow is 
justified.
Other researchers such as Lin et al. [1992], Rooney et a/. [1973] consider more complex 
functional relationships to determine the hydraulic characteristics of orifices passing two phase 
flow. These include separated phase models, as opposed to a homogeneous model which has 
been used above. These models still rely on the basic premise that the pressure drop is 
proportional to the square of the flow rate. However sophisticated the flow model used, the 
accuracy of the flow rate prediction will always be limited by die uncertainty of the dryness 
fraction at die orifice plate for this application.
In the evolution of the physical relationships describing the heater performance, htc's have been
merely stated as a component of the rate of heat transfer from the primary fluid to the tube 
material, and from the tube material to the secondary fluid. Clearly, it is important for the htc's 
to accurately represent the physical situation within the heater. NNC Ltd[1994] have used a 
simplified relationship for heat transfer coefficient based on the well known Dittus Boelter 
correlation, Holmanf1992a] which relates Nusselt number to Reynold's and Prandtl number. The 
relationship NNC Ltd[1994] has used, omits the dependence of the Prandtl number. The htc used 
by NNC Ltd for both the primary and secondary fluid is as follows:
htc -  w1™ (3.32)
The 'IND' exponent is itself made a function of flow rate which is indicative of load level. On 
reflection, it is difficult to see why the more general relationship such as that described by Dittus 
Boelter has not been used, which would include directly the effects of fluid temperature.
All the htc correlations mentioned so far are appropriate for liquid to tube heat transfer. 
However, the condensing htc could be more accurately defined by relationships such as that 
described by McAdams[1954] for condensing heat transfer across tube banks as follows:
htcc = 0.725(K2- - - - ^ fgf 25 
N d  \i AT
It can be seen that this correlation does not include any flow dependency. It has been found by 
NNC Ltd[1994] that expressing die htc in terms of equation (3.32) has required prior knowledge 
of the heat rate at various load conditions so that individual terms may be fitted to the data to 
achieve the correct rate of heat transfer. The deviation between the LP feed train model and 
plant is tested in Chapter 4.
3.4.3 Drains Cooler Model
The purpose of the drains cooler (DC) is to elevate the condensate temperature by transferring
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a proportion of the remaining heat energy from the LP heater drains water. The heater drains 
cooler is identical in design to the LP heaters although it is physically smaller. In operation the 
main difference is the input to it is saturated drains water instead of steam, a proportion of which 
flashes to steam when passing the inlet orifices. The energy and mass conservation equations are 
identical to that used for the heaters, however, additional calculations are required to determine 
the steam quality within the vessel. The enthalpy of the incoming mixture (drains from LP heater 
1 and flash vessel 1) is deduced from steady state energy balance:
_ WM  hM  * Wdfl hdfl
nsdc
W*1 + Wdfl
The steam quality may be deduced from:
x - h^ f
hfz
The condensing steam flow is calculated in an identical way to that of the heater model, 
assuming the mixture inlet enthalpy is reduced to saturated water conditions. The proportion of 
incoming mixture that exists as dry steam is:
%  = * (WM  *
The proportion of dry steam that condenses across the tube bundle is:
Where Ww is the combined mass flow rate of the water steam mixture passing the tube bundle. 
Steam space mass conservation then becomes:
dMs  = w . -  x.w
dt 9
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A similar relationship is used for the water space mass conservation.
3.4.4 Flash Vessel Model
There are three flash vessels situated at the exit to LP heaters 2 to 4 respectively. Each flash 
vessel receives LP heater drains water and the drains from the upstream flash vessel (except for 
flash vessel 3), a proportion of which is flashed to steam across the inlet orifices. The steam in 
each flash vessel augments the LP heater operating at a slightly lower pressure, thereby 
improving die total quantity of heat transferred to the condensate. The flash vessels have been 
modelled using the following assumptions:
1 Steady state energy balance, a proportion of incoming drains flow is flashed to steam 
at the vessel pressure (identical to the DC model).
2 The vessel is adiabatic
3 Mass conservation for both phases (identical to the heater and DC models).
4 Saturation conditions prevail at all times (identical to the heater and DC models).
Pressure is determined in an identical way to that of the heaters by using a loop breaking 
integrator based on the volumes of both phases in die vessel. The flash vessel drain flow rate is 
based on pressure difference and potential head considerations, and is modified to reflect a level 
of steam entrainment should the water level fall into the drain pipe. This in fact is a necessity 
since the water level requires stabilising in a similar way to that of the heaters.
3.4.5 Deaerator Model
The DA model is based on the representation for the Sizewell B nuclear PS, NNC Ltd[1994], 
which has been examined in the section on LP heater model development (section 3.4.2, method 
2). Energy and mass conservation equations are solved dynamically in terms of vessel pressure 
and water volume. Inputs include condensate feed flow from die LP heater path, and the bled 
steam from the LP turbine inlet. The DA forms the last item of plant to be modelled before the
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start of the HP feed system and therefore requires exit flow rate as a boundary condition.
3.4.6 Condenser Model
The three main condensers have been modelled individually such that asymmetries in the 
dynamic response can be studied in detail. The physical modelling is identical to the DA with 
the addition of tube heat transfer included. Heat transfer to the cooling water (CW) is based on 
the LMTD approach which is modified to include tube material stored energy, which is identical 
to that used for the LP heaters. CW exit temperature is therefore predicted.
The condensers are assumed to operate in a saturated condition corresponding to the vessel 
pressure. Allowance is made for sub-cooling of the exit condensate by way of a user supplied 
temperature drop. The heat lost elevates the CW exit temperature to some degree, but since CW 
mass flow rate is considerably larger than the condensate flow rate to the DA, it is very small 
by comparison. Water level is determined from water volume and knowledge of the condenser 
geometry.
The condensate exit from all three condensers form the start of the condensate feed system. The 
plant configuration is such that asymmetries exist in the boundary conditions to each condenser, 
and these are listed in the following table.
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Table 3.2 Condenser boundary conditions
CONDENSER MODEL INPUTS
A Drain flows:
1 Heater drains cooler
2 TMEC primary drain
3 LP heater 3 & 4 diverted drains
B Drain flows:
1 TMEC primary drain 
Insurge flow (DA level low) 
LP Turbine B exhaust
C Drain flows:
1 Heater drains cooler
2 TMEC primary drain
3 LP heater 3 & 4 diverted drains
3.4.7 Condensate Feed System Model
This component model has been assembled to accurately reflect the combined flow resistances 
of the previously described condensate feed components. The combine flow resistance must 
include all components from the condenser outlet hot well to the DA inlet, see Figure 3.3. This 
also includes additional resistances which represent the condenser level control valves (WC-244 
& WC-244Y) which are situated at the exit of the condensate extraction pumps, see Figure 3.3. 
These valves move under control action and therefore represent a variable resistance in the feed 
path. Similarly, the DA level letdown valve (WC-253) is represented, which returns condensate 
to the RFW tanks. The resistance to the LP heater bank allows for a bypass route should the any 
particular heater trip on high water level (The LP turbines blades must be protected from water 
ingress). The sum of all resistances, gravitational head, and the condensate extraction pump 
head/flow characteristic are used to determine condensate flow rate. The condensate flow rate 
is represented by a loop breaking integrator and is used to satisfy conservation of mass in the 
system.
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3.5 CONTROL SYSTEM MODELS
Within the LP feed system, there are four large water storage vessels (condensers and DA). 
Given that the plant changes its operating conditions with time, the requirement exists to 
maintain the vessel water levels on a continuous basis. Level control is implemented in both the 
DA and the condensers, and is detailed in the following subsections. Both control systems are 
represented in the LP feed system model.
3.5.1 Deaerator Level Control
The DA level is maintained by adding or removing condensate from the LP feed train. A low 
level is restored by introducing a make-up flow to main condenser ’B', supplied from the Reserve 
Feed Water (RFW) tanks, via control valve WC-343. A high level is reduced by redirecting a 
proportion of condensate down stream of the condensate polishing plant, back to the RFW tanks 
via control valve WC-253.
Both make-up and let-down valves respond to proportion plus integral control action. The level 
measurement for make-up and let-down controllers is provided by two independent transducers, 
each with a measurement range of 355.6 mm. Each measurement device is separated by 152.4 
mm in the vertical plane.
The make-up measurement transducer tapping point is situated 3.046 m from the DA floor. The 
setpoint is 177.8 mm above this which equates to 3.2238 m above the DA floor. In operation, 
if the DA water level is below the setpoint, the control action will open control valve WC-343 
to restore the water level. If the DA water level exists above the setpoint, control valve WC-343 
will be fully closed, and the make-up control system will be in a saturated condition. The model
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includes desaturation logic for this event.
The let-down transducer is situated 152.4mm above the make-up transducer. The setpoint is
177.8 mm above this value which equates to 3.376 m above the DA floor. If the DA water level 
exists above this value, control action will open valve WC-253 to restore the high water level. 
If the level is below the setpoint, then the control valve will be fully closed and the let-down 
control system will be in a saturated condition.
If the water level exists in a range 3.3 m ± 76.2 mm, then from the preceding description, both 
controller exist in a saturated condition with both control valves fully closed. In this respect, 
there is a 76.2 mm deadband, either side of the normal working level, which is built in to the DA 
water level control action. This prevents interaction between controllers at the normal working 
level.
3.5.2 Main Condenser Level Control
The water level in condenser TV is controlled by two valves in parallel (WC-244 & WC-244Y), 
situated in the condensate feed path, see Figure 3.3. At high load conditions, the main 12 inch 
valve (WC-244) will be controlling the level, the small valve WC-244Y remains fully open at 
above 45% load due to control action. This is achieved by different setpoints for both valves. 
At low load the main control valve is closed, and level control is achieved with the smaller valve 
which provides a better dynamic response at these conditions. Both valves operate under 
proportional plus integral control action.
Although level control is maintained in 'B' condenser only, this does affect both 'A' and 'C' 
condensers due to the common exit plenum. In general, providing the plant is operating 
normally, any differences in the levels of condensers A' and 'C will tend to diminish due to
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differences in gravitational heads. Providing the shell pressures are similar in magnitude, excess 
head in either condenser will produce an increased discharge flow to the common plenum, 
causing an equalising effect in condenser levels.
3.6 CLOSURE
A description of the research and model development has been given in order to analyse the 
AFRO response of the Heysham 2 power station. Most of the effort has been directed towards 
development of a suitable LP heater model, which is capable of showing dynamically the 
response to the AFRO mode of operation. This has necessitated a detailed examination of 
conservation of mass and energy for vessels containing a two phase water/steam mixture. Of 
particular importance is the necessity to represent a two phase drains flow. Without this, the 
cascaded heater/flash vessel system is unstable when standard single phase liquid pressure / flow 
models are used.
These component models have been developed to provide a mathematical description of the LP 
feed system. To test the validity of the composite LP feed system model and its suitability for 
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CHAPTER 4
POWER GENERATING PLANT - MODEL ASSESSMENT
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Chapter is compare both the steady state and transient performance of the 
composite low pressure (LP) feed system model described in Chapter 3, with that of die 
Heysham 2 plant It is essential that the model performance corresponds closely with 
peiformance data from the plant, as it will be used to predict die Automatic Frequency Response 
Operation (AFRO) plant response.
4.2 MODEL VALIDATION
4.2.1 Steady State Comparison
The model has been compared with Heysham 2 Unit 7 acceptance tests, NEI Parsons Ltd[1989], 
at three test load conditions. These acceptance tests were undertaken during the commissioning 
phase of the plant prior to normal operations. As such these plant data provide the steady state 
performance in an 'as clean' condition. The predicted model variables have been compared with 
plant data, and the results recorded in Tables 4.1 to 4.3. It can be seen that the model results 
correspond closely with the plant data, with one notable area of divergence being the low 
predicted condenser cooling water (CW) exit temperature at the lower load conditions. However 
the condenser condensate outlet temperature and flow rate correspond well with plant data, 
which suggests that the correct level of heat transfer is taking place. On further inspection, it is 
clear that in order to maintain correspondence in CW exit temperature, a reduction in CW flow 
rate would be required. It should be noted that for the low load cases, the CW flow rate 
applicable to the high load condition has been used in the absence of plant data, as it is normal 
operational practice for CW flow rate to be independent of plant loading. However, to explore 
the sensitivity of the predicted CW exit temperature to reductions in CW flow rate, two
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additional steady state calculations were made with 15% and 30% reductions respectively. The 
predicted CW exit temperatures do match more closely the acceptance test conditions as shown 
in the last two columns of Table 4.3b, but in the case of the 30% reduction in CW flow rate, it 
raised the condenser condensate exit temperature by 3 °C, which is 2.5 °C above plant 
conditions. Subtle adjustments in condenser CW flow rate and heat transfer would improve the 
correspondence, however model comparison with other plant data show variations of less than 
1 °C from the original case, due in part to the reduction in heat pick up by the heaters as a 
consequence of elevated condensate feed temperatures. It should be noted that discrepancies of 
the order of 1 - 2 °C are within the tolerance of ± 1.5 °C for Class 1 E-type thermocouples, 
which were used for all steam, feed water, condensate and drains temperature measurements. In 
this respect the steady state comparison may be judged as agreeing well for the load range 
studied.
It is worth reflecting on the deviation of both the Prandd number dependency on CW heat 
transfer, and the condensing tube heat transfer described by Hodman[1992], to that of the more 
simplified correlations used in the LP feed train model. Using the heat transfer correlations 
stated above would make these coefficients dependent on thermal conductivity for both primary 
and secondary fluids, and specific heat capacity for the condensing heat transfer (primary side). 
Future development of die LP feed train model should consider comparison with plant data with 
these correlations included.
4.2.2 Transient Comparison
Transient comparison has been made with a Unit 7 boiler quadrant trip, leading to a rapid change 
in total turbine steam flow, which occurred on 1st February 1997. This plant transient is ideal 
for testing the LP feed train model since the condensers and feed heaters experience large 
changes in steam flow. The quadrant trip event can occur for a number of reasons (plant
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parameters exceeding trip margins), which results in the cessation of one of the four boiler 
quadrants.
4.2.2.1 Initial Condition Prior to the Quadrant Trip Event
As a precursor to the transient analysis, the LP feed train model was set up with plant conditions 
prior to the quadrant trip event to achieve a representative steady state condition. It should be 
appreciated that some plant variables (in particular boiler feed pump turbine (BFPT) steam 
flows) were not recorded and therefore to establish a set of boundary conditions for the LP feed 
train model does require some logical deductions which are explained below.
The model requires the following boundary conditions:
1 Intermediate/Low pressure (IP/LP) crossover pressure and enthalpy
2 CW flow rate and inlet enthalpy
3 Deaerator (DA) bled steam flow rate and enthalpy
4 DA exit flow rate
Items 1 and 2 above are used to determine the LP turbine and condensate feed flow rates, 
together with die condenser pressures. The specification of item 3 allows the DA thermodynamic 
conditions to be determined and hence the saturation pressure within the vessel. For the initial 
steady state, the DA outlet mass flow rate is set equal to the combined condensate and bled 
steam flows.
Due to the absence of plant data for steam flows to the IP/LP crossover and DA from the BFPT 
exhaust, the model bled steam flow boundary condition to the DA was based on taking 
approximately 50% of the BFPT steam flow exhaust, which is similar to the 672 MW 
acceptance test conditions, see section 4.2.1.
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The initial model results for these boundary conditions predicted an increase in the level of total 
steam flow to the condenser as a result of an increase in IP/LP crossover pressure compared with 
the acceptance test conditions. This was reflected in:
1 An excess of DA feed water (FW) exit flow in relation to the measured total boiler feed 
flow.
2 A low DA saturation pressure.
To satisfy the DA thermodynamic conditions such that the correct vessel pressure and exit flow 
are maintained, the following changes are required.
a) An increase in bled steam flow rate and enthalpy from the BFPT. It was necessary to raise the 
level of the bled steam enthalpy to a value which coincided with the Unit 7 acceptance test data, 
in order to restrict the increase in bled steam flow rate to a sensible magnitude.
b) A reduction in condensate feed flow rate to the DA. This was achieved by increasing the 
turbine stage resistances, in some cases by up to 10% such that an overall reduction in 
steam/feed flow was obtained.
In addition, the quadrant trip data does not include the level of high pressure (HP) turbine gland 
steam flow to the DA, which, when included in the model, elevates the total bled steam energy 
input. Calculations using acceptance test gland steam temperature and flow rate (3 kg.s l) 
together with a bled steam flow rate of 20 kg. s'1 (compared with a measured BFPT exhaust 
steam flow of 28 kg. s'1), satisfy both the DA pressure and exit flow rate. Therefore a total bled 
steam flow to the DA of 23 kg. s'1 is the initial steady state value adopted for all of the dynamic 
simulations discussed in the rest of the section. With no available plant measurement of steam 
flows to the DA, the BFPT bled steam flow has been used to provide the transient changes to 
the DA. A steady state comparison of the model and plant conditions prior to the quadrant trip 
event are presented in Table 4.4a and 4.4b.
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4.2.2.2 Transient Comparison of the Quadrant Trip Event
The main forcing function to the LP feed train from this event is the rapid reduction in IP/LP 
crossover steam pressure, as shown in Figure 4. la. Also shown in this Figure is the bled steam 
supply flow which is inferred from the BFPT exhaust flow as previously stated. In addition, the 
DA outsurge valve control action (Figure 4.5a) has been suppressed until the water level reaches 
3.535m as opposed to the originally supplied control data value of 3.37m (Figure 4.4a). Moving 
the outsurge initiation prevents an unwanted model control action at the start of the transient in 
order to align with the logged plant data. It would appear that if the control data is correct, then 
tins apparent discrepancy could be due to an anomaly in the DA level measurement transducer.
It can be seen from Figures 4. lb to 4.6 that most of the model variables correspond closely with 
the plant dynamic response. This is typified in heater number 4 feed water exit and drain 
temperatures (Figures 4.2a and b) and condenser pressure (Figure 4.6b). The temporary recovery 
of the condensate feed water exit temperature from heater 4 (this phenomenon occurs at the exits 
from all heaters), occurring at 750 seconds is due to the action of the outsurge valve which 
transiently removes condensate from die inlet to the heater banks. This reduces die condensate 
flow rate through the heaters temporarily thus inducing a rise in temperature. DA and condenser 
levels (Figure 4.4a am 4.6a) also compare well, having a very similar response to the plant. 
Correspondence is also maintained as the plant setdes out to a new steady state condition, some 
3000 seconds after the initiation of the quadrant trip event. However, not withstanding the close 
dynamic comparison, there are two aspects which warrant further discussion, which are itemised 
below.
1 Transiendy, the plant DA exit FW temperature reduces more rapidly than the model 
prediction (Figure 4.6b), however the initial and final values compare well. This may 
be explained by die inferred transient boundary conditions, most likely related to the
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DA bled steam conditions. The overall transient change in the model and plant 
condenser level control valve positions compare well, thus yielding confidence in the 
predicted level of condensate feed flow to the DA.
2 There is a continual cycling of the plant condenser level control valve WC-244
position, the amplitude of which corresponds to 5% of full travel (Figure 4.5b). This 
behaviour is not exhibited by the model, but is possibly due to non-linearities in the 
control hardware such as hysteresis or anomalies in the controller settings.
An improvement in DA exit feed temperature prediction can be achieved (Figure 4.10b) if the 
DA bled steam boundary condition is modified. A range of plant and model variables are shown 
in Figures 4.7 to 4.12 respectively with modified boundary condition. Figure 4.7a highlights the 
revised bled steam flow boundary condition, which has been reduced in magnitude, for a period 
of500 seconds at the start of die quadrant trip event, to the level of the HP turbine gland steam 
flow of 3 kg.s'1. Subsequendy it is raised back to the original boundary condition value of 12.5 
kg. s'1. It should be noted that the DA FW exit flow boundary condition was reduced by 3% 
during the post quadrant trip period, in order to offset an increased change in DA level, which 
occurred as a consequence of the modified bled steam flow boundary condition. It is evident that 
a variation in the DA bled steam level boundary conditions can affect the DA thermodynamic 
state significandy, due to the high energy content relative to the incoming condensate flow. 
Justification for the bled steam flow modification can be argued on the following basis:
1 The original value is based on the BFPT bled steam supply flow in the absence of plant
data. The true value of the DA bled steam flow will be dependent on the IP/LP 
crossover, BFPT exhaust and the DA pressures. In this respect they form the boundary 
pressures of a flow network. Clearly transient variations in these pressures during the
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quadrant trip event could significantly affect the level of bled steam flow. For example, 
it could be inferred from the Figures that during the initial period following the quadrant 
trip, the DA pressure is higher than the IP/LP crossover and BFPT exhaust pressures, 
thus preventing any bled steam flow to the DA, except for the HP turbine gland steam 
flow.
2 The change in the DA thermodynamic state could not be achieved by adjustments to the 
condensate feed flow alone. Sensitivity studies have shown that step changes to the 
condensate feed flow do not induce the rate of change of DA FW exit temperature 
exhibited by the plant. In addition, a much higher confidence exists in the variation of 
condensate feed flow, since the DA FW exit flow is provided by plant data, and the DA 
FW inlet flow is inferred from veiy similar changes in the predicted and plant condenser 
level control valve positions.
Apart from the DA thermodynamic conditions and the DA outsurge valve WC-253 position 
(Figure 4.1 la), other model variables remained relatively insensitive to the change in DA 
boundary conditions.
4.2.3 Heater Dynamic Response
In Chapter 3, the merits of various LP heater model formulations were discussed. It should be 
recalled that method 1 (shell pressure determined from an implicit loop solution based on 
water/steam volumes) has been used to produce the transients discussed in the previous section 
for the quadrant trip event. For comparison purposes, the solution method 2 has been adopted 
to highlight any discrepancies in the 1st method of solution. Method 2 is more rigorous in nature 
and solves both mass and energy from dynamic conservation equations (see Chapter 3). Figures
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4.13 to 4.17 show the transient response of heater 4 to the quadrant trip event using methods 1 
and 2. It can be seen that all variables with the exception of die steam volume show an identical 
transient response. In this respect the choice of solution method 1 seems justified as shell 
pressure and condensate exit temperature are identical. The more rigorous solution used in 
method 2 does however have the advantage of producing a smoother transient response for the 
steam volume and should be considered if method 1 becomes unstable in a particular operating 
region.
4.3 CLOSURE
Comparison of both the steady state and dynamic performance of the LP feed train model 
against plant data has indicated a close correspondence for most model variables. It is clear that 
the model is suitable for analysing a variety of situations that the plant could be subjected to, 
including the AFRO mode of operation for which it has been specifically developed.
Comparison of the quadrant trip event could have been significantly improved if the BFPT 
steam flow to the DA had been recorded. This would avoid a qualitative assessment of the mass 
and energy levels received by the DA and thus define the DA model boundary explicitly. The 
changes made to the DA boundary conditions have been justified on the basis of an assessment 
of DA, BFPT exhaust and IP/LP steam pressures, and their effect upon the bled steam flow in 
the initial period following the quadrant trip.
Refinements to the model should be investigated with respect to the heat transfer correlations 
used. Using more exacting heat transfer correlations for condensing heat transfer could well find 
improvements to the steady state mappings discussed in section 4.2.1.
Further examination of the apparent hunting exhibited throughout the plant
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condenser/feedheating system, which is evident in the condenser level and control valve position 
(WC-244) would improve the correspondence between model and plant. This behaviour could 
possibly be due to incorrect control system data or non-linearities in die control system hardware 
which is not reproduced in the model.
Table 4. la Boundary Conditions at the 672 MW Unit 7 Acceptance Test Conditions
Parameter Units Acceptance Test data
EP/LP cross over steam 
pressure
bara 5.265*
IP/LP cross over steam 
temperature
°C 262.98*
CW inlet water temperature °C 7.12*
CW flow rate m is'1 19.65
CW inlet pressure bara 2.0
Deaerator bled steam flow 
rate
kg-s*1 20.41





Table 4. lb 672 MW Unit 7 Acceptance Test Plant Data to Model Comparison
Parameter Units Plant Data Model Data
LP 1 Cvlinder 
measurements 




LP 1 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.
0.4055 0.40
LP 2 Cylinder 
measurements 




LP 1 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.
0.392 0.39
LP 3 Cylinder 
measurements 




LP 1 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.
0.392 0.40
CW exit temperature °C 18.14 17.2
Condenser pressure mbar (a) 35.29 35.8
Condenser FW outlet 
temperature
°C 24.84 25.6
TMEC FW outlet 
temperature
°C 44.81 44.6
TMEC drains temperature °C 47.61 47.4
Heater 4 FW exit 
temperature
°C 132 131.8
Heater 4 drain temperature °C 134.4 134
Condensate FW flow rate 
to DA
kg-s*1 482 480.3
Deaerator pressure bara 5.149 5.23




Table 4.2a Boundary Conditions at the 528 MW Unit 7 Acceptance Test Conditions
Parameter Units Acceptance Test data
IP/LP cross over steam 
pressure
bara 4.149*
IP/LP cross over steam 
temperature
°C 244.9*
CW inlet water temperature °C 6.25*
CW flow rate m3.s'! 19.65 (assumed from 672 
MW test)
CW inlet pressure bara 2.0
Deaerator bled steam flow 
rate
kg-s"1 15.233





Table 4.2b 528 MW Unit 7 Acceptance Test Plant Data to Model Comparison
Parameter Units Plant Data Model Data
LP 1 Cvlinder 
measurements 




LP 1 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.
0.349 0.319
LP 2 Cvlinder 
measurements 




LP 1 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.
0.3229 0.313
LP 3 Cvlinder 
measurements 




LP 1 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.
0.3206 0.32
CW exit temperature °C 16.33 14.5
Condenser pressure mbar (a) N/A - no data 29
Condenser FW outlet 
temperature
°C 21.69 21.2
TMEC FW outlet 
temperature
°C 41.99 40.7
TMEC drains temperature °C 43.7 43.2
Heater 4 FW exit 
temperature
°C 124.43 124.3
Heater 4 drain temperature °C 126.43 126.4
Condensate FW flow rate 
to DA
kg. s'1 386.9 384
Deaerator pressure bara 4.114 4.13




Table 4.3a Boundary Conditions at the 460 MW Unit 7 Acceptance Test Conditions
Parameter Units Acceptance Test data
IP/LP cross over steam 
pressure
bara 3.714*
IP/LP cross over steam 
temperature
°C 234.4*
CW inlet water temperature °C 7..07*
CW flow rate mis*1 19.65 (assumed from 672 
MW test)
CW inlet pressure bara 2.0
Deaerator bled steam flow 
rate
kg-s*1 13.235





Table 4.3b 460 MW Unit 7 Acceptance Test Plant Data to Model Comparison









LP 1 Cvlinder 
measurements 
LP 2 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.







LP 2 Cvlinder 
measurements 
LP 3 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.







LP 3 Cvlinder 
measurements 
LP 4 heater pressure at 
turbine cyl.







CW exit temperature °C 17.54 14.4 17.64 15.8
Condenser pressure mbar (a) N/A - no 
data
28.8 35 31.5
Condenser FW outlet 
temperature
°C 22.6 21.96 25 23.2
TMEC FW outlet 
temperature
°C 41.96 39.4 40.5 39.8
TMEC drains 
temperature
°C 43.35 41.8 42.9 42.3
Heater 4 FW exit 
temperature
°C 121.28 121 121 121
Heater 4 drain 
temperature
°C 123.07 122.9 122.9 122.9
Condensate FW flow 
rate to DA
kg. s'1 347.9 346.8 346.8 346.8
Deaerator pressure bara 3.699 3.68 3.68 3.68
Deaerator FW exit 
temperature
°C 140.06 140.7 140.7 140.7
* mean value
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Table 4.4a boundary Conditions Prior to the quadrant Trip Event on Unit 7
Parameter Units Plant Test Data
IP/LP cross over steam 
pressure
bara 5.5949*
IP/LP cross over steam 
temperature
°C 210.0*
CW inlet water temperature °C 6.25*
CW flow rate m3.s'! 15.43 (to match CW exit 
temp)
CW inlet pressure bara 2.0
Deaerator bled steam flow 
rate
kg.s1 23.04 (to satisfy DA 
conditions)
Deaerator bled steam 
temperature
°C 177.2
Table 4.4b Quadrant Trip Plant Data to Model Comparison
Parameter Units Plant Data Model Data
CW exit temperature °C 17.15* 17.4
Condenser pressure mbar (a) 45.3 45.1 (condenser A)
Condenser FW outlet 
temperature
°C 28.5* 29.6(condenser A)
TMEC FW outlet 
temperature
°C 47 45.6
TMEC drains temperature °C 50.5 48.3
Heater 4 FW exit 
temperature
°C 132.5 131.5
Heater 4 drain temperature °C 134.9 133.6
DA Condensate exit FW 
flow rate
kg.s'1 525 523.6
Deaerator pressure bara N/A 5.38
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HYDRAULIC FLUID POWER SYSTEMS - MODEL DESCRIPTION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Chapter is to apply the theoretical approach developed in Chapter 2 to 
simulate hydraulic fluid power systems. Information is required concerning the hydraulic 
characterisation of the components, and in particular how the hydraulic performance of the 
components is affected by temperature variation. Another aspect which requires attention is 
discretising of the distributed effects for the component models. For example, it is possible to 
consider a hydraulic pump as a purely resistive device, providing a flow rate for a given pressure 
boundary condition, which is typically practised using the Bath fp simulation package (which was 
used for the research in this Chapter). This imposes functional requirements on the connecting 
models regarding variable transfer and suitability.
The first step in simulating a hydraulic circuit in Bath$? requires characterisation of circuit 
components as individual models. This is achieved by fitting characteristics to experimental data 
over the operating range, and then implementing the conservation equations for mass and energy 
developed in Chapter 2 where necessary for each component model. The modelling approach 
is based on providing a consistent equation set for components in a circuit. The nature of Bath/p 
is such that each component model must be capable of linking to adjacent models at the circuit 
building stage, Richards and Tilley[1991], This requires that the boundary conditions for each 
model must be consistent in terms of variable transfer. Otherwise, the completed circuit would 
be inconsistent and not function correctly. This approach has led to components such as valves 
and pumps calculating flow rates with knowledge of the pressure boundary conditions supplied 
by adjacent component models (pipes). This approach has been adopted here. It is interesting 
to note that Hanis[1990] addressed a similar issue when formulating mathematical models for
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inclusion in the software simulation environment HASP. However, because of the approach used 
in HASP where two integration schemes were used, one for the hydraulic states and one for the 
thermal states, a number of problems arose. Harris decided that the method used in HASP for 
simulating thermal hydraulic systems was unsuitable for reverse flow conditions because of 
problems with variable transfer between common blocks. As such, Harris chose to ignore this 
particular situation for the purposes of his research. This is not the case with Bath#? which can 
cater for reverse flow situations in thermal hydraulic systems, which is necessary when more 
complex circuits are studied.
5.2 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
For the purpose of examining the theoretical approach in Chapter 2, a small self contained 
hydraulic circuit was constructed, see Figure 5.1. The elements of the circuit comprised a 
Tnminger (model 5-H1-40) two stage internal gear pump driven by an electric induction motor, 
with a nominal speed of 1440 rev.min'1 and a maximum electrical power of 11 KW. To load the 
pump and therefore generate heat in the circuit, a small variable restrictor valve was placed 
between the pump and the oil cooler. The oil cooler was a three-pass shell-in-tube Bowman 
counter flow heat exchanger capable of a maximum flow rate of 140 L.min1 and 85 L.min'1 for 
the hot and cold fluids respectively. A reservoir was placed between the oil cooler exit and the 
pump inlet. The reservoir is rectangular in shape with a total volume o f225 litres. A relief valve 
was situated at the pump outlet to safeguard the circuit.
5.3 HYDROSTATIC PUMP MODEL
The requirement of a hydrostatic pump model is to provide an accurate value of flow rate for 
a given speed and pressure boundary conditions, and to provide the outlet temperature of the 
working fluid for the range of operating efficiencies encountered. Experimental data from the 
rig was gathered and used to produce both volumetric flow rate and torque loss models. These
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were generated as nonlinear functions of the fluid conditions, as opposed to describing the 
performance with the standard Wilson [1948] linear model. The pump was driven by an 
electrical induction motor. The change in speed over all operating conditions amounts to 3% 
of the nominal speed. For this reason both torque and flow loss models developed below ignore 
speed dependence. This assumption is based on experimental evidence by McCandlish and 
Dorey [1984] who tested a number of gear pump units and established general performance 
trends. Figure 5.2 shows the typical flow loss verses speed characteristic from a gear pump 
tested by McCandlish and Dorey. The change in flow loss is more evident at high discharge 
pressure in contrast to low discharge pressure condition where there is a negligible change. 
Clearly a 3% change in speed anywhere in the operating range produces a negligible change in 
flow loss. A similar deduction can be made for the variation in torque loss over the operating 
speed range for the same gear pump unit (Figure 5.3).
The dischaige flow rate from the pump can be considered typically as the sum of the theoretical 
flow {coD) minus the loss flow. An approach similar to McCandlish and Dorey [1984] has been 
used to develop a flow loss model insofar that the flow loss can be linearised at constant 
viscosity by expressing Qt = K} (P* )ji = CQnst. K} can then be made a function of viscosity. This 
leads to a flow loss model of die form:
Qt = P 0917 ( 0.2037 - 6.0148*10" 3p + 4.899*10" V  ) (5.1)
Figure 5.4 shows the pump loss flow prediction against discharge pressure, along with the 
experimental data. Although the prediction is reasonably good over the operating range, it can 
be seen that little loss in accuracy would result if the flow loss is considered proportional to 
pressure, as the Wilson flow loss model suggests. However the variation in flow loss with 
viscosity is nonlinear which is a deviation from the Wilson assumption.
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The pump shaft torque can be considered as the sum of the theoretical torque (PD) plus the loss 
torque. The Wilson torque loss model allows for frictional losses proportional to both viscosity 
and load. However experimental results showed that the torque loss had very little dependence 
on discharge pressure for the range studied (30 - 150 bar). The torque loss is thus represented 
as a function of viscosity only as shown below:
Tqf= 2.04 -  0 . 1384j j , + 6.78*10" V  (5.2)
Figure 5.5 shows both experimental and model torque loss (equation 5.2) against pressure for 
a number of different oil viscosities.
For the circuit in question, it would be feasible to represent the pump as a steady state device 
providing flow rate and temperature, and allow the pipes and reservoir to perform the dynamic 
calculations for pressure and temperature. This approach has been successfully used by Harris 
[1990] by virtue of die fact that if the pump is small in relation to other circuit components, then 
the time frame of the pump transient thermal response occurs at a significantly faster rate than 
that of the reservoir. This is acceptable as the reservoir will dominate the thermal response 
characteristics in this circuit due to its size. However, the penalty in adopting this approach is 
the assumption of adiabatic pump conditions, resulting in implicit relationships between 
temperature and heat transfer. For the purposes of this research, a more flexible approach has 
been adopted by implementing a dynamic equation for temperature. Equation (2.23) may be 
used for this purpose with a suitable expression for pump work input. Heat transfer from the 
pump has been neglected on the basis that the heat dissipation is small in relation to other circuit 
components. This is not to say that it is never unimportant. In certain circumstances where fluid 
power circuits have no oil cooler and rely on convection from component surfaces to dissipate 
heat, then heat transfer from component surfaces must be considered. The effect of the pressure
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derivative in equation (2.23) has been neglected for the pump as the continuity equation is not 
solved within the pump model when considering it as a purely resistive device. The pump work 
input can be expressed in terms of the unit pressure drop, discharge flow rate and overall 
efficiency as follows:
w/ Q d  (Pe -  PD
ws   -------  (5.3)
*o
The pump outlet temperature derivative can then be expressed as:
5  = 7 § [v(1 '  pr ■ ^  ' Pl> + Cp<T‘ '  r,)J (5-4)
The overall efficiency is deduced from the previously defined expressions for pump flow and 
torque loss.
5.4 HYDRAULIC PIPE MODEL
The hydraulic pipe models utilise both conservation equations (2.7 and 2.23). The assumptions 
are that the pipe volume remains constant and no work is done on or by the fluid. Therefore, 
only heat transfer to the surroundings and the thermodynamic conditions of the fluid at entry to 
the pipe are responsible for changing the pipe fluid temperature. Equations (2.7 and 2.23) are 
required to be solved simultaneously at any particular time step. The implicit relationship may 
be removed by substitution which yields a modified pipe fluid temperature derivative. Further 
modification to the temperature derivative has been made to overcome duplication of pressure 
at the connecting ports. This has arisen because the difference in fluid enthalpy is represented 
as a function of both pressure and temperature difference between adjacent models and the pipe 
model. Therefore to solve the energy equation in its present form it is necessaiy to pass both 
pressure and temperature between adjacent component and pipe models. This is clearly an
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unwanted feature. For example, a pipe receiving both flow rate and fluid temperature from a 
pump does not require pump discharge pressure as this is already a boundary condition 
calculated by the pipe. Therefore, die difference in fluid enthalpy between pump discharge and 
connecting pipe can be entirely represented by temperature alone. This analogy can be extended 
to multiple pipe connections if die oudet fluid temperature from one pipe is suitably modified 
to account for the isenthalpic temperature rise due to frictional losses. The pipe fluid temperature 
derivative can then be represented as follows:
The problems associated with variable transfer between component models as described above 
could be removed completely if fluid enthalpy is used to represent conservation of energy. 
Unfortunately, this requires a thermodynamic property map for the oil under test so that the 
partial properties may be established, which is unavailable at the present time. In general it is 
found that only transport properties exist for most fluids used in fluid power systems (with the 
exception of water).
The continuity equation remains as equation (2.7). Heat transfer from the pipe model is 
accounted for by assuming a lumped pipe material temperature. The pipe material derivative 
then becomes proportional to the net rate of heat transfer between the fluid and pipe wall, and 
the pipe wall and atmosphere, and inversely proportional to the material heat capacity. Heat 
transfer coefficients are represented using standard relationships for circular pipes, Rogers and 
Mayhew[ 1980b]. Radiation heat transfer is represented from the pipe outer surface to 
atmosphere. Radiation heat transfer is considered in this instance due to the fact that the level
v K Q ?(7e- T)+ qh + m (we-  iv/)]
dT
dt V(Cp -  vp2T B m)
(5.5)
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of free convection to atmosphere from the pipe surface is in the same order of magnitude, 
typically 10 to 50 W.m'2.k'1 for the range of temperatures encountered. To close the equation 
set requires mass flow rate which is either provided by an adjacent model or calculated from 
steady state momentum considerations assuming the pressure loss in the pipe due to friction is 
a function of Reynolds number and friction factor for the turbulent flow region. Both laminar 
and turbulent flow regimes are represented.
5.5 LOADING VALVE MODEL
The loading valve used in the circuit is an adjustable restrictor valve. The standard orifice flow 
equation is used to represent the pressure flow characteristic as follows:
Q = A Cd 2ApN P
(5.6)
Because there is no valve position reference available for intermediate positions, the discharge 
coefficient and the valve area are combined to form a single orifice flow coefficient (Cr). The 
orifice flow coefficient is first characterised at a reference oil viscosity (at ambient temperature) 
for a given range of working pressures (Figure 5.6). Typically the valve discharge coefficient 
will be a function of Reynolds number, so for a variety of different valve openings, the variation 
in Cr was observed with respect to change in circuit temperature/viscosity (Figure 5.7). It was 
not possible to determine Cr explicitly as a function of Reynolds number because the orifice 
flow velocity could not be determined experimentally. The data are linearised by using a 
logarithmic relationship between Cr and viscosity. This is combined with the correlation of Cr 
at the reference viscosity (CrM reJ) to obtain the actual orifice flow coefficient Cr. The following 
relationships are used:
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Cr = -  2.603*10'2 + 1.39*10' 3Ap -  2.34*10" 5Ap2 + 1.61*10" 7Ap
Href ‘ (5 .7)
-  3.92*10'10Ap4 1 '
Cr = (5.8)
Where B is the slope o f the linearised Cr verses viscosity ( eqn 5.8).
The valve thermal performance can be implemented in a number of ways and many of the 
arguments sighted for the pump thermal performance model are relevant here. For example due 
to the small component size in relation to the other circuit components it is possible to assume 
isenthalpic expansion across the valve and a steady state temperature change on the basis that 
little heat is lost and that the thermal response is orders of magnitude faster than that of the 
reservoir. Therefore, the dynamic response of the valve will have negligible impact on the 
reservoir fluid bulk temperature. However to maintain flexibility, a valve model incorporating 
dynamic thermal effects and heat transfer were implemented for the current research. Equation 
(2.23) is used to define the valve outlet temperature derivative ignoring the work and pressure 
derivative terms as follows:
= ~Cp~V K W 1  '  m p ‘ ~ p,) + Cp(T‘ '  T,)) + (5-9)
Analogous to the pipe model approach, heat transfer is accounted for by assuming a lumped 
material temperature. The valve material derivative then becomes proportional to the net rate of 
heat transfer between die fluid and valve body, and the valve body and atmosphere; and 
inversely proportional to the material heat capacity. As previously mentioned, heat transfer from 
the valve body is very small in relation to other circuit components and to an extent variation in
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values for heat transfer coefficients would make little difference to the transient or steady state 
performance of the system as a whole.
5.6 RESERVOIR MODEL
Research conducted by Harris [1990] showed that the reservoir used in this study could be 
considered in a simplistic manner insofar that heat transfer to the surroundings is considered, but 
the wall temperature is assumed to be at the oil temperature. Experimental results based on cool 
down times validated this approach. Correlations for wall to air convective heat transfer 
coefficients showed good agreement with experimental results, and these were used to produce 
an overall convective heat transfer coefficient Because the radiative and convective heat transfer 
could not be separated, the radiative component was assumed to be correct and adequately 
represented by being proportional to the 4th power of temperature. A value of emissivity equal 
to 0.9 was used for the radiation component and was considered representative for this case. This 
was taken into account when experimental results were being assessed to give a convective heat 
transfer coefficient value. Because of the large quantity of fluid in the reservoir, a dynamic 
temperature calculation is necessary. Unlike other components though, there is a negligible 
pressure differential across the reservoir. Equation (2.23) can then be used to formulate a fluid 
temperature derivative:
The convective heat transfer coefficients for the reservoir surface to die surroundings can be 
represented as follows, Rogers and Mayhew [1980c]:
Where ^  is a coefficient dependent on the orientation of die surface and whether heating or
(5.10)
h - t, (1 )°* (5.11)
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cooling is taking place; and k2 is a characteristic dimension. Clearly an overall heat transfer 
coefficient may be calculated as follows:
^ t o t e d  ~ ^ l iJ ^ l id  + ^base) + K 'alA w ail (5-12)
Due to the open to atmosphere nature of die reservoir, the model can be assumed to be a 
constant pressure device. Allowing for variation in the fluid depth makes litde difference to this 
assumption. However the model does use an integrator for pressure, with the derivative being 
set to zero. This technique avoids generation of implicit relationships between pressure and flow 
in the circuit and was a suitable place to include a loop breaking integrator. The above 
representation of the reservoir is simplistic insofar that it assumes perfect mixing of the oil, a 
point that proved not to be the case Harris[1990] and which is expanded upon in the analysis of 
results Chapter 6.
5.7 OIL COOLER MODEL
The oil cooler used is a three-pass shell and tube counter flow heat exchanger. The thermal 
performance of oil coolers can be examined in many ways. Heat transfer formulations range 
from complex polynomial expressions to the more basic NTU (number of transfer units) 
method. Of these the NTU method was chosen due to its generality and ease of implementation. 
It is also worth considering die other well known method for predicting heat transfer using the 
log mean temperature difference approach (see Chapter 3). The NTU approach is straight 
forward to implement, as only the inlet fluid conditions are required to predict the rate of heat 
transfer. The NTU approach does however require knowledge of the heat exchanger 
effectiveness, which can either be found from the manufacturer's data or experimentation. The 
oudet fluid temperature may be represented in steady state form as:
Clearly if the cooler oil volume is significant with respect to the circuit oil volume then a 
dynamic equation would be needed based on equation (2.23). Heat transfer is represented by the 
NTU method as follows:
qh = eCmm(TMt) -  TaU(^  (5.14)
Figure (5.8) shows the effectiveness of the cooler over a range of test conditions. It can be seen 
that providing the inlet temperature difference remains above 15 to 20°C then calculated values 
of effectiveness e are approximately constant for each test condition. At reduced temperature 
differences, e does appear to deviate from a constant value. Estimation of e however at low inlet 
temperature differences will have associated with it progressively larger errors due to 
thermocouple tolerance (± 0.5°C). Consider die test condition exhibited in Figure (5.8) which 
is closest to the model/rig performance tests of Chapter 6. The cooling water flow rate was 52 
L.min'1 and the oil flow rate was 45 L.min'1. For these flow conditions, and an inlet temperature 
difference of 20°C the rate of heat transfer qh amounted to 3355W. When estimating qh it is 
preferable to consider the temperature change of the fluid (oil) with die smallest heat capacity 
which will provide the largest temperature change, and therefore minimise the effect of the 
thermocouple error. At the aforementioned operating condition the temperature drop in the oil 
between inlet and outiet was 2.6°C. It is evident then that as the inlet temperature difference 
between both hot and cold fluids reduces below 10°C will correspond to an oil temperature drop 
approaching the accuracy of the thermocouples. Clearly the error in calculating qh will affect the 
estimation of €. The error in estimating € was minimised by matching inlet and outiet 
thermocouples too less than ± 0.2°C. Confidence in the estimation of € is clearly limited to the 
larger inlet temperature difference conditions which provided a consistently stable value for the 
instrumentation used. For these reasons, a constant value of e was used for assessing model 
performance in Chapter 6 based on the experimental operating conditions for each transient. In 
principle characterising the heat exchanger for the lower inlet temperature difference conditions
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is possible, however this would require thermocouples with a much finer tolerance than those 
available for the experimentation.
5.8 CLOSURE
A set of component models have been developed to represent the steady state and transient 
performance of the hydraulic fluid power circuit described above. These models use the 
fundamental conservation equations for mass and energy developed in Chapter 2 to provide the 
system states. Where necessary characterisations of the hydraulic relationships involving flow 
as a function of pressure and temperature have been used accurately to represent the individual 
circuit components and to close the equation set Chapter 6 explores die validity of these models 
when assembled in the Bath^? simulation environment. The steady state and transient 
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CHAPTER 6
HYDRAULIC FLUID POWER SYSTEMS - INSTRUMENTATION AND MODEL
ASSESSMENT
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the experimental rig instrumentation and explore the 
suitability of the simulation approach for the hydraulic circuit described in Chapter 5. The 
quality of the instrumentation in terms of accuracy, resolution and repeatability has a 
fundamental effect on the simulation assessment Ideally the instrumentation should be capable 
providing measured circuit parameters with sufficient accuracy such that testing of model 
predictions can be achieved quantitatively. The accuracy of model prediction is considered in 
detail in Appendix C.
To examine the circuit performance, three simulations were performed and then compared with 
experimental data as follows:
1. A circuit warm up by closing die loading valve and allowing the circuit temperatures to 
reach a pseudo steady state condition from ambient conditions.
2. A circuit cool down from an elevated steady state circuit temperature by opening the 
loading valve and thus reducing the circuit pressure and load.
3. Load cycling by repeated cycling of the loading valve differential pressure from an 
initial ambient temperature condition.
The above tests are considered to provide sufficient information regarding both the steady state
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and dynamic characteristics of the circuit for validation purposes.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RIG INSTRUMENTATION
Data comprising pump pressure and torque, and circuit temperatures were gathered on a 
computer based data acquisition system. Electronic cards were matched to each transducer and 
ranged to give the required signal. Pump torque was measured with a transducer ( TT2/4/CA ) 
located in the pump drive shaft. The accuracy of measurement was ±0.11% FSD (full scale 
deflection) which for the current application was ± 0.15Nm. The circuit pressure was measured 
at the pump discharge / valve inlet with an accuracy of ±0.735 bar. Circuit temperatures were 
measured with T type thermocouples with an accuracy of ± 0.5 °C and a time constant of 
0.25sec ( plunge test into hot water ).
Other circuit data which was required to characterise and monitor the system but did not form 
part of the computer data acquisition system are detailed as follows. The pump speed was 
measured using a light sensor digital hand tachometer with an accuracy of ± 1 rev.min'1. The 
circuit oil flow rate was measured with a meter positioned down stream of the loading valve with 
an accuracy of ± 0.5% of measured value.
The cooler water flow rate was measured with a rotameter type flow meter. This was calibrated 
to provide flow rate for a given float position.
6.3 CIRCUIT WARM UP
Figure (6.1) shows the model/rig response to a step change in valve differential pressure from 
an initial steady state condition where the circuit oil temperature is at ambient conditions. It can 
be seen that model/rig circuit temperatures correspond very well giving approximately one 
degree difference throughout the transient. This difference is a similar magnitude to the limit of
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the expected error determined in Appendix C. However, the hydraulic performance is less than 
ideal and this is due to a difference between the pump model flow rate prediction and die actual 
rig flow rate for the particular operating envelope, see Figure (5.4). Figure (6.2) shows the 
system characteristic (valve inlet pressure for the indicated viscosities) for a fixed valve position 
(wann up transient) and the pump flow loss characteristic. The locus of these intersecting points 
describes the pressure fall as the circuit temperature increases. In effect for the given pump 
pressure drop (90 - 95 bar), the loss flow is up to 0.5 L.min'1 in error for the operating conditions 
that prevail. An improvement in the hydraulic performance is achievable by using a more 
accurate pump flow loss model. In Chapter 5 it was established that the pump flow loss could 
be adequately represented as a linear function of pump differential pressure multiplied by a non­
linear function of viscosity. If this model is extended to incorporate a 3rd order polynomial in 
viscosity, and using multiple regression analysis to establish the coefficients yields a pump flow 
loss model of the form:
Qt = P ( 0.172 -  8.45*10“ 3p + 1.76*10" V  - 1.36*10“ V  ) (6.1)
Figure (6.3) shows die new pump flow loss model fit compared with rig data. It can be seen that 
using this new pump flow loss model has improved the hydraulic simulation significantiy 
compared with the original model (Figure (6.1) and (6.4)).This may be seen by examination of 
the model and rig pump discharge pressures, and oil cooler flow rates respectively. For both 
simulations the circuit temperatures are marginally above the rig measurement (approximately 
1 to 1.5 °C) which shows that improvements to the hydraulic performance in this area has little 
effect on the thermal prediction.
6.4 CIRCUIT COOL DOWN
Figure (6.5) shows the model/rig response to a reduction in valve differential pressure from an
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initial quiescent state (pump discharge pressure 92.5 bar), to a pump discharge pressure of 28 
bar. It is evident that the hydraulic performance is very good, there being almost no difference 
between model and rig. The thermal performance is still good, however from Figure (6.5), the 
rig thermal transient response appears to now be faster than the model in contrast to the warm 
up transients. This phenomenon is attributed to thermal stratification within the reservoir as 
noted by Hanis[1990] which effectively reduces the heat capacity of the reservoir oil. Harris has 
shown that for this type of reservoir, a reduction of oil inlet temperature on the cooling phase 
has induced buoyancy effects in the reservoir oil such that a layer of un-mixed fluid is 
maintained at the free surface. This accounts for the apparent reduction in oil heat capacity and 
hence a reduction in thermal response time for the system. Figure (6.6) shows a revised transient 
where the effective model reservoir oil heat capacity is reduced by 18% on the cool down phase 
to maintain a correspondence between model/rig transient thermal response.
It is clear that to maintain consistency for transient thermal response, requires the reservoir to 
be characterised over die operating envelope, or a more sophisticated model representation 
which can cope with thermal stratification effects. There is a small temperature difference at the 
end of the cool down period which can be attributed to die combined effects of small differences 
in the overall heat transfer and work input between model and rig, and also the effects of 
measurement inaccuracy.
6.5 LOAD CYCLING
Finally the transient performance for the rig is investigated for repeated cycling of the valve 
differential pressure. The variation in pump discharge pressure is illustrated in Figure (6.7) and 
compared with the model prediction. Again the hydraulic performance is very good, 
demonstrating that the pump and valve characterisation is acceptable over the range of 
operational pressures and temperatures. The thermal response however still exhibits the effects
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of reservoir oil thermal stratification after the initial warm up period. Again this error can be 
minimised by adjustment of the model reservoir oil heat capacity at each subsequent loading 
condition (Figure (6.7)). The stratification effect will reduce the transit time of the oil in the 
reservoir and as such shows the importance of complete mixing. Correct reservoir design, 
including the use of baffles, return line diffusers and suction line strainers should help minimise 
this effect and ensure all the fluid is used within the system.
6.6 MODEL AND RIG COMPARISON
The accuracy of model prediction has been considered in Appendix C. This has involved an 
assessment of both the systematic and random errors involved when considering the temperature 
difference across the pump. The assessment has focussed on the pump because file prediction 
of its thermal performance is dependent on many of the measured circuit parameters. In this 
respect, the sensitivity of oil temperature, to errors in circuit parameters can be tested more fully. 
This does not diminish the role of die other component models. However, the importance of the 
pump model prediction is fundamental to determining the predicted circuit oil temperature (work 
done on the system).
It was shown in Appendix C that for a range of circuit operating conditions, the error in pump 
temperature difference was bounded at a maximum of ± 0.48 °C. Comparison with the total 
measurement error of ± 0.707 °C (based on two thermocouples at pump inlet and outlet) has 
shown that the pump model prediction could be considered more accurate than the measurement. 
Consider the pump operating at 100 bar discharge pressure, 20 °C and with an efficiency of 
80%. The predicted oil temperature rise across the pump is 2.66 °C for these conditions. It is 
therefore possible for the measurement error to be as much as ± 26.5%. Clearly if an indication 
of pump heat transfer was attempted, based on pump oil temperature rise, this could give rise 
to large errors. It is fortunate that for the circuit under consideration, the pump heat transfer is
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small in comparison with that of the oil cooler and therefore can be neglected.
Predicting circuit temperatures is not purely a function of the pump performance. When 
considering steady state conditions, then circuit temperatures will stabilise when the work done 
by the pump is balanced by the heat loss from the circuit. This requires not only an accurate 
pump model, but also an oil cooler model of similar pedigree.
6.7 CLOSURE
An approach to analysing the transient and steady state thermal hydraulic performance of 
hydraulic fluid power systems has been demonstrated. For the circuit studied, a good thermal 
correspondence is achieved between model and rig, when taking into account the possible 
systematic and random errors involved (Appendix C). It has been shown that this level of 
correspondence requires accurate hydraulic performance models which include the effects of 
temperature and therefore viscosity. The change in viscosity should not be under-estimated 
insofar that a 20 °C rise in oil temperature can halve the viscosity ( the hydraulic oil used for 
this study was BP-HLP 32). This is demonstrated by the pump flow loss model and the loading 
valve hydraulic performance model discussed in Chapter 5. The circuit has provided a useful test 
bed for validation of the theoretical approach for typical components used in fluid power 
systems. To maintain consistency, models that solve the energy equation dynamically should 
also solve continuity dynamically to provide the dynamic cross coupling effect between pressure 
and temperature. However this becomes impractical to some degree where component models 
have been evolved to provide flow rate from pressure boundary conditions, and which therefore 
have no continuity equation. In this respect the sophistication of a model will be dependent on 
its intended application.
For the current circuit studied, the thermal response is dominated by the heat capacity of the
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reservoir and the dynamic cross coupling effect between pressure and temperature will have 
negligible impact on the overall transient response. The dynamic cross coupling effect between 
pressure and temperature will be more noticeable in systems where large pressure fluctuations 
occur for a sustained period of time ( such as the LP feed train examined in Chapters 3 and 4), 
and where the heat capacity of the system is small. An example of this could include systems 
where cyclical loading occurs via an hydraulic actuator. To successfully study and predict the 
dynamic response of these systems, would require improvement in thermocouple dynamic 
response, such that it is comparable with the pressure transducer dynamic response.
For die circuit studied, dominance of the system heat capacity in the thermal transient response, 
suggests that it is acceptable to base estimations of the response time on the thermal inertia of 
the system. In this respect, the modelling approach of Harris[1990] could be used without 
significant loss of accuracy being incurred for the circuit in Figure (5.1). It has been shown that 
providing there is an accurate thermal hydraulic characteristic for each component, then the 
steady state performance will also be predicted with confidence.
It was shown that die oil thermal stratification within the reservoir had a distinct affect on the 
transient response ( figures 6.5 to 6.7) by effectively reducing the heat capacity of the system. 
This was noted when the oil entering the reservoir reduced in temperature, thereby inducing 
buoyancy effects such that a layer of un-mixed fluid is maintained at the free surface, 
Hairis[1990].
It is considered that improvements to the model prediction would require the following extended 
research:
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1 Examination of the phenomena of heat and mass transfer within a single phase fluid 
such that a more detailed reservoir model could be established. The possibility of 
extending the lumped parameter modelling approach to adjacent layers of fluid such that 
each layer constituted a control volume could be considered. Each control volume 
would perform mass, momentum and energy conservation.
2 Research into heat transfer correlations for the circuit components other than the oil 
cooler. This would have a second order effect but nevertheless improve the model 
prediction at all operating conditions. To access the heat transfer in detail from each 
component would require thermocouples with improved accuracy compared with that 
currently used for this study. This is due to the temperature rise across most components 
being typically less than a few °C.
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The purpose of this Chapter is to apply the theoretical approach developed in Chapter 2 to 
simulate vehicle cooling systems. In many respects die process of model development for the 
vehicle cooling system components is very similar to that used for the hydraulic fluid power 
component models described in Chapter 5. This is due to the information required concerning 
the hydraulic characterisation of the components, and in particular how the hydraulic 
performance of components is affected by temperature variation. Contrasting this with the 
fundamental characteristics of the LP feed train described in Chapter 3 is interesting. Hydraulic 
characterisation of the LP feed train components is less important when compared with either 
the hydraulic fluid power or vehicle cooling systems. This is because the LP feed train 
condensate flow rate is ultimately determined by the rate of condensing heat transfer in the main 
condensers. Any change in condenser level is compensated for by the level control valves that 
provide a variable resistance in the circuit. The vehicle cooling system flow rate however is 
determined only by the hydraulic characteristics of the circuit.
Model development and simulation of the vehicle cooling system have been performed using 
the Bath#? simulation package. Experimental data have been used to characterise individual 
component models for the circuit.
7.2 VEHICLE COOLING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A vehicle cooling circuit was constructed to provide experimental data concerning individual 
components, and the whole circuit performance. This has evolved around a 1.8 litre internal 
combustion diesel engine and cooling system components. The cooling system components
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comprised coolant pump, cabin heater, radiator, oil cooler, thermostat, deaeration header tank, 
hoses and junctions. An outline of the system is shown in Figure 7.1. Unfortunately, running the 
engine to provide experimental data was not possible, so an external heat source was constructed 
for this purpose and added to the test rig. This consisted of two electrical immersion heaters of 
3 KW capacity, arranged in series within a conduit, with connections at each end for the coolant. 
Each heater could be thermostatically controlled. The heater assembly is positioned between the 
cabin heater inlet and radiator inlet and could be isolated from the system if so desired. Similarly 
an alternative power source for the coolant pump in the form of a variable speed electric motor 
is included in the test rig. The electric motor can provide the coolant pump with a speed range 
of between 0 and 5000 revs.min'1.
At the engine coolant outlet (Figure 7.1) several connections distribute coolant to various parts 
of the circuit. Coolant is supplied to the thermostat inlet that is mounted directly onto the engine 
block. Depending on the coolant temperature, the coolant either passes directly back to die 
coolant pump inlet, or passes through the thermostat outlet valve onto the radiator. Typically 
under normal operating temperature conditions, a proportion of coolant will pass through the 
bypass and the remainder through the thermostat to the radiator. The thermostat can shut off the 
bypass flow at highly elevated temperatures. Coolant is supplied to the cabin heater via a hose 
from the engine coolant outlet. This again passes back to the coolant pump inlet. The remaining 
engine coolant outlet hoses, which are significantly smaller than the main coolant flow path 
routes, provide a deaeration function that discharge into the deaeration header tank. The 
deaeration flow paths contain restrictors designed to limit the flow rate to 5% of the pump flow 
rate.
A coolant pump is physically mounted on the engine block and provides the coolant flow into 
the block and through the head of the engine where it is distributed through the previously
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described outlet connections.
7.3 COMPONENT MODEL DESCRIPTION
Lumped parameter models have been developed for each cooling system component using the 
Bath#? simulation package. The following section details die model development phase and 
discusses die assumptions made in each case.
7.3.1 Engine Component Model
The engine model has been developed to provide a representation of the thermal hydraulic 
characteristics of the coolant path ways within the block and cylinder head, and to incorporate 
the thermal inertia of the engine material for heat transfer purposes.
Due to the number of input and output coolant flow paths, the model has a dynamic continuity 
equation at the engine inlet and oudet based on equation (2.7) derived in Chapter 2, which 
includes the effects of temperature. This uses a core engine flow rate calculation based on 
experimental data for frictional resistance between the engine inlet and the thermostat inlet. 
Figure 7.2 shows the engine core hydraulic characteristic, tested over a range of flow rates using 
a 50/50 water/glycol coolant mixture. It may be seen that the pressure/flow rate relationship is 
to a first approximation linear. The effects of temperature could not be seen experimentally for 
a range of coolant temperatures between 20 and 80 °C. The engine core flow path is split into 
four sections that comprise one block section and three cylinder head sections in series. Heat 
transfer coefficients (htc) are calculated for each section using a Nusselt number relationship for 
typical pipe flow and using an equivalent diameter based on cross sectional area. This approach 
is based on the work of Tomlinson and Burrows[1994]. The individual htc's for each section are 
used to calculate an overall htc for the engine.
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Conservation of energy is performed for the block and cylinder head by using a lumped 
parameter engine material temperature which balances the heat generated by the engine (a 
function of torque, speed and engine efficiency) and the convective heat loss to the coolant and 
atmosphere. Radiation heat transfer is included to the surroundings. Researchers such as Shayler 
et al [1993] and Veshagh and Chen[1993] have found that a significant quantity of the heat 
generated by the engine is lost to the exhaust system and the sump lubricating oil. Tomlinson 
and Burrows[1994] realised this and assumed that 45% of the total heat generated was lost 
through these mechanisms. The figure of 45% for heat loss has been adopted for this research, 
although, it should be noted that the engine heat generation term is not important insofar that the 
experimental rig uses an external heat source. The engine heat generation term is used however 
in generating the transient responses in Chapter 8 to show the flexibility of the simulation from 
a fundamental design perspective.
The engine has coolant inlet and outlet dynamic energy equations based on equation (2.23) 
derived in Chapter 2. The pressure derivative term has been ignored because its effect on 
temperature is insignificant in this application. The engine inlet node balances the fluid energy 
transfer between the pump inlet, core and deaeration paths; no heat transfer is assumed for this 
node. The outlet dynamic energy equation caters for the energy balance between the engine 
coolant outlet and the heater, thermostat and final deaeration paths and represents the engine 
coolant outlet temperature. This node also includes the heat pick up through the engine core. The 
engine model is capable of reverse flow computation for both energy and continuity calculations. 
Provision is made for cavitation/air release effects by suitably adjusting the coolant bulk 
modulus to reflect this condition. The cavitation model is due to McCloy[1969] and the air 
release model is based on Peny et al [1984]. The provision for cavitation /air release effects is 
already a facility built into the Bath#? model library and this feature is used in many models 
developed to represent the vehicle cooling system. A full description of modelling this cavitation
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condition is given by Richards[1993a].
The nodal coolant dynamic energy equation is represented as follows:
(7.1)
where the ith component of mass flow rate w; is entering the node.
Similarly the dynamic continuity equation is implemented as follows:
dp _ W m t t  +  d  n dT
dt pV m dt
(7.2)
It should be noted that equation (7.2) differs from that generally used in hydraulic applications, 
which usually does not include the temperature derivative term. This is important due to the 
change in coolant temperature over the working range, however, the overall change in pressure 
will be attenuated significantly by the compressible air volume in the deaerator header tank. 
There will also be some reduction in circuit pressure due to the compliance of the coolant hoses. 
It may be shown that the absence of the temperature derivative term would result in the change 
in circuit static pressure (non running coolant pump) being attenuated by approximately half its 
final value (the change in pressure being attributed solely to that of the air in the deaeration 
header tank).
The circuit static working pressure may be deduced quite simply by considering the coolant and 
the air in the system to expand within a constant volume. Considering the system initial 
conditions to be atmospheric pressure and temperature, the engine coolant achieves a normal 
working temperature at the engine outlet of approximately 90 °C. To all intents and purposes 
the change in circuit pressure will have little effect on the expansion of the coolant over the 
working temperature range (the system relief valve pressure is typically around 1 bar above 
atmospheric pressure depending on the design, and therefore the change in pressure will have 
little effect on the specific volume of the coolant). Therefore, the expansion of the coolant can
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be attributed to the change in temperature alone for the purpose of this calculation. The change 
in coolant specific volume is 0.41 * 10'4m3kg'1 for a temperature change between 20 and 90 °C, 
the data has been extracted from the PPDS software. Table 7.1 details the system parameters 
necessary to determine the overall change in circuit static pressure.
Table 7.1 Air and Coolant Data
Initial coolant volume (20 °C, 1 bara) 6.75 L
Initial air volume (20 °C, 1 bara) 1.5 L
Mass of coolant 7.11kg
Mass of air 1.8* 10'3 kg
Change in coolant volume (2 0 -9 0  °C) + 2.91*101L
Change in air volume (2 0 -9 0  °C) - 2.91* 101 L
Final air volume 1.209 L
Gas constant for air 287 J.kg^.K*1
Final air density 1.489 kg.in3
Final air pressure based on equation of state 
p = pRT
1.55 bara
It may be seen from Table 7.1 that the predicted circuit static working pressure is 1.55 bara (bar 
absolute). The circuit working pressure (deaeration header tank air pressure) may also be 
predicted from the equation of state alone, assuming no expansion of the coolant ( a 
consequence of neglecting the temperature derivative term in equation (7.2)) which gives a 
working pressure of 1.25 bara. It can be seen that inclusion of the temperature derivative term 
in equation (7.2) is a prerequisite for accurate system pressure prediction. This point has been 
overlooked by Tomlinson and Burrows[1994] because of an incomplete thermal hydraulic 
analysis of the system.
It should be noted that the circuit dynamic pressures (coolant pump running) will vary for
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different parts of die circuit, depending on the pressure losses involved. The dynamic pressure 
should not be confused with the previously calculated static pressure, however, the magnitude 
of static pressure will be reflected in the dynamic pressures in the circuit.
7.3.2 Pump Component Model
This is a radial impeller rotodynamic pump model. The model uses pressure boundary 
conditions to determine the volumetric flow rate of the coolant pump. Experimental data has 
been used to formulate a non-dimensional head/flow characteristic based on rotodynamic 
machine theory so that only one function is required to determine the operating point. The non- 
dimensional flow coefficient is a function of head coefficient as follows:
N = n i r ^  (7-3)
Figure 7.3 shows experimental data for the coolant pump for three different speeds. The 
maximum flow rate obtainable is limited to approximately 2 L.sec'1 at 4500 rev.min*1. The 
limitation was due to the rig configuration for the test that imposed a particularly high restriction 
to flow, since all but one of the engine outlet paths were open. The non-dimensional pump 
characteristic is shown in Figure 7.4. To obtain a reasonable polynomial fit, both head and flow 
coefficients have been scaled appropriately. Hydraulic tests involving matching corresponding 
points (fixed system resistance) confirmed the suitability of this approach. Figure 7.4 illustrates 
both model and experimental data that required a 4th order polynomial function for flow 
coefficient in terms of head coefficient.
The pump shaft torque is represented simply as follows:
where the pump overall efficiency is a user defined parameter.
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The pump coolant outlet temperature is represented in steady state form and includes losses due 
to pump inefficiency, and a term (p, cubical expansivity) which accounts for the change in fluid 
enthalpy due to pressure. In practically all situations with vehicle cooling systems this term will 
have little effect on temperature because of the very small circuit pressure differences, however 
it is included for completeness. It is interesting to compare this aspect with hydraulic fluid power 
systems examined in Chapters 5 and 6. The vehicle coolant pump is subject to a maximum 
differential pressure of 2.5 bar for a zero flow condition at maximum speed. In contrast, the 
hydraulic pump examined previously was subjected to differential pressures exceeding 150 bar. 
At this pressure differential, the temperature difference across the hydraulic pump is in the order 
of 3 °C. Because pump pressure differential is proportional to the pump fluid temperature 
difference, it may be inferred that the coolant temperature difference either side of the vehicle 
coolant pump would be approximately two orders of magnitude smaller. This level of 
temperature difference is less than an order of magnitude smaller than die accuracy of the E- 
type thermocouples used to record circuit temperatures, and therefore could not be verified by 
experimentation.
The pump outlet temperature is based on conservation of energy and is represented in steady 
state form as follows:
T o - T ,  + ~ r ^ * ^ - i )  (7.5)
PCp *1 v '
At die pump inlet die adjacent model, here a hose, will expect to receive a temperature due to
its ability to cater for reverse flow conditions. This variable has been set up as a first order lag 
of the current inlet temperature supplied from the hose. As the pump is not set up for reverse 
flow computation, this variable has been introduced purely to satisfy the port linking procedure 
within Bath^?.
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7.3.3 Thermostat Component Model
This model has been written to satisfy the requirements concerning the thermal hydraulic 
characteristics of the thermostat and bypass coolant paths. A cross section of the thermostat and 
associated flow paths are shown in Figure 7.5.There are several approaches that may be made 
to represent the thermostat and bypass in Bath#?. Previous developments by Tomlinson and 
Burrows[1994] have included a dynamic momentum equation for the thermostat plunger 
incorporating friction, wax and spring force to provide position. However these models are 
qualitative insofar that estimates of friction and wax force have not been substantiated 
experimentally and therefore can be subject to large errors. Estimation of the wax force used in 
the Tomlinson model is an empirical nonlinear expression that requires estimated coefficients 
(this function was acquired from the Robertshaw Controls Company) which can introduce errors. 
The aforementioned details can all lead to unrepresentative model transient and steady state 
conditions. Coupled with this is die estimation of die thermostat hydraulic characteristic which 
previously had no experimental verification. This is not die case for the current model which 
includes characteristics based on experimental data.
The thermostat model used for this whole circuit simulation has dispensed with the dynamic 
calculation for position and relies on experimental temperature/position characteristics, however, 
a dynamic model incorporating many nonlinear physical attributes, which is based on a rigorous 
theoretical approach is discussed in Section 7.6.
The current thermostat wax temperature is implemented using a first order lag of coolant 
temperature from which thermostat stem position is calculated. The model makes provision for 
hysteresis such that the position verses temperature may be offset between the heating and 
cooling cycle. This hysteresis effect is well known in wax pellet type thermostats and is thought 
to be caused by the phase change in the wax. The hysteresis effect has been implemented by
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tracking the wax temperature during both heat and cooling phases. Should the wax reverse its 
temperature in either phase, the model will automatically revert to a dead zone region where the 
temperature used to determine position remains fixed. The normal heating and cooling phase 
regions are reached should the wax temperature traverse die temperature hysteresis dead zone. 
The mean position/temperature characteristics for die thermostat are shown in Figure 7.6. The 
data was supplied from the Ford Motor Company. This data has been changed at the higher 
temperature condition with respect to the maximum opening. Measurement of the thermostat 
stem and cage suggests that the maximum travel available is 11mm. This gives a maximum 
opening for a mean wax temperature of 107°C.
The thermostat hydraulic characteristics which comprise volumetric flow rate for a given 
differential pressure and position, have been supplied by Ford and are based on experimental 
data. Initial attempts at modelling this relationship with the standard orifice flow equation proved 
to be inaccurate over die range of thermostat positions. Although the flow/pressure relationship 
proved to be adequate, close correspondence could only be maintained for a limited range of 
positions. Therefore, the standard orifice flow equation was modified to give a nonlinear 
relationship between position and flow rate. The relationship used for the thermostat flow rate 
in terms of pressure and position is as follows:
Q = y/ Ap ( 2.22e4 -  \A31e4 x  + 2.699e3 x 2) (7.6)
The coefficients for the above function were determined using multiple regression analysis. The 
above relationship is used for 3mm <.x<, 9mm. Above and below this positional range the flow 
is scaled linearly based on the function boundary values. The model fit is compared with 
experimental data in Figure 7.7. It can be seen that the model compares well in most areas except 
the small pressure differential regions ( £ 0.1 bar). Further improvement could be made in this 
region with a function of greater complexity, however the present function is thought to be
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adequate for most of the range and is the relationship currently used by the thermostat model. 
The bypass hydraulic characteristic is implemented using a typical pressure - flow rate 
relationship:
Q -  xb Cr f S f  (7.7)
where jq, represents the fractional bypass opening parameter dependent on die thermostat 
position. Measurement of the thermostat housing suggests that when the thermostat position 
reaches 6mm open, the bypass coolant flow path fully closes. This is the relationship used by 
the thermostat model. The loss coefficient Cr is a user defined parameter, and a default value 
has been deduced from experimentation ( 100 L.min’1.bar'°5 )when the thermostat is shut.
The hydraulic characteristics for both the thermostat and bypass coolant paths assume that die 
flow enters the inlet and passes to either the bypass or the bypass and thermostat providing it is 
open. In this respect a common upstream pressure is assumed for the thermostat housing which 
feeds both the radiator and bypass coolant flow paths. No intermediate calculations are made 
for the flow path between the bypass, and the thermostat outiet to the radiator.
The model although being capable of reverse flow computation, will produce inaccurate thermal 
effects in this condition. It is assumed for thermal effects that the flow is always from the engine 
outiet and to the bypass and radiator. Therefore the incoming coolant temperature is equated 
direcdy to the thermostat and bypass coolant outiet temperatures. Future developments will 
consider correct computation under reverse flow conditions.
Future development of die thermostat model should consider first a dynamic position 
calculation, and secondly a detailed wax temperature model based on the heat transfer
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characteristics of the thermostat. Both these areas are considered in Section 7.6.
7.3.4 Radiator Component Model
This model is designed for generic application of the study of the radiator thermal hydraulic 
perfonnance.The model hydraulic performance is based on pressure boundary conditions from 
which the flow rate is determined. The volumetric flow rate is calculated using the standard 
orifice flow - pressure relationship with the inclusion of gravitational head. Experimental data 
from both the rig at Bath and Ford supplied data was used to deduce the restriction coefficient 
for the model, see Figure 7.8. It can be seen that both sets of data correspond well where the test 
range overlaps. Additionally, the model features ’potential head' outputs to adjacent models 
(hoses) that allow for gravitational effects.
The thermal performance of the radiator can be examined in a number of ways ranging from 
complex polynomial expressions to the more basic Number of Transfer Units (NTU) method. 
Of these the NTU method was chosen due to its generality and easy of implementation. To 
predict die rate of heat transfer with this method, all that is required are the inlet fluid conditions 
and effectiveness. Radiator effectiveness has been deduced from data supplied from Ford at 
three test conditions (Table 7.2), and an average value is used for the default in the model 
parameter selection list.
The rate of heat transfer is calculated using the NTU method as follows: 
q = e Cmin ( T ) (7.8)
From the data supplied the following table details the level of effectiveness for each condition, 
for a coolant flow rate of 1.2 L.s1.
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2.13 28.96 5.17 57.46 50.18 0.485
1.82 20.87 10.2 58.17 49.09 0.338
2.37 17.22 15.21 57.8 46.05 0.268
The incoming air velocity is supplied by an adjoining model that accounts for vehicle speed and 
cooling fan operation. The model is capable of correct computation under coolant reverse flow 
conditions. A dynamic energy equation is used at both inlet and outlet ports. Under normal 
operating conditions the outlet temperature derivative is formulated as follows.
f  -  c j r  [ " i  c p ,  -  n  ♦ «* ] (7.9)
where 'q  ^ the rate of heat transfer is calculated from the previously defined NTU method. If the 
mass flow rate falls below 0.001 kg.sec'1 then the inlet and outlet radiator coolant temperatures 
follow the adjacent hose model boundary coolant temperatures. This provision has been made 
because of lack of information about heat transfer from the radiator under low coolant flow 
conditions.
7.3.5 Cabin Heater and Oil Cooler Component Models
These models are designed for generic application of the study of die cabin heater and oil cooler 
thermal and hydraulic performance. The modelling approach for die cabin heater is similar to that 
of the radiator with identical inlet and oudet port variables. As no heat transfer performance data 
has been gathered, the default effectiveness value for the radiator is used as the default for the 
heater ( e = 0.4 ).Figure 7.9 shows the heater hydraulic performance for a range of coolant 
temperatures. This suggests that the hydraulic performance is to some degree viscosity
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dependent and future development of this model should include this effect. Another component 
in the heater coolant flow path is the oil cooler. The oil cooler hydraulic performance is shown 
in Figure 7.10. It can be seen that die hydraulic performance is again viscosity dependent. The 
oil cooler model is represented as a resistance only, however, for detailed studies it would be 
prudent to include the heat transfer from the sump oil.
7.3.6 Pressurised Deaerating Header Tank Component Model
This model performs the deaeration of the coolant by taking a small bleed flow from the main 
coolant circuit. The model is an extension to that detailed by Tomlinson and Burrows[1994] but 
has been enhanced to include more detailed physical phenomena. Additionally, the model 
features ’potential head' outputs to adjacent models (hoses) to allow for gravitational effects. 
Heat transfer from the tank walls is also included. The inlet pressure (air void) is determined 
from the equation of state as follows:
Therefore the inlet pressure can be represented as: 
dp, Ma R dT Aia R T  dVa
dt K dt v \  dt (7 U )
This assumes that the mass of air remains constant during a transient calculation. The height of 
the coolant in die tank is determined dynamically. If one considers first the tank coolant volume 
to be a function of mass and density:
PVa = M R Ta a (7.10)
V,c (7.12)
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Therefore the coolant volume derivative becomes:
dVr 1 dMr Mr dp
C  A C C  r  I
Pcdt p c dt J  dt (713)
Since the pressure variation is small the coolant density can be equated to a function of 
temperature only and therefore:
dPc _ dPc dT . . . . .
- d T ' l r ^  (714)
The rate of change of density with respect to temperature is proportional to the coefficient of 
cubical expansion so equation (7.14) may be represented as follows:
"7 ^ * '  p‘ p T "  (715)dt c dt
Because the coolant height is directly related to the coolant volume and cross sectional area (A) 
of the tank, the coolant height derivative may be formulated as follows, using equations (7.13) 
and (7.15):
dh = Q± Qo + p h dT^  ^  16^
dt A dt
The air volume derivative then becomes:
dVa dh
(717)
The outlet pressure is formulated as a state variable, the derivative is represented as follows:
Provision has been made for the inlet pressure to be confined to the cap relief valve pressure 
(default set at 1.4 barg (bar gauge)). Should this condition arise, correct computation will only
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resume providing the nett flow rate into the tank becomes negative.
7.3.7 Three Port Flow Junction Component Model
This model represents a constant volume thermal hydraulic junction with three ports. It has been 
created effectively to link hose models together at specific junctions in the cooling circuit; for 
example the header tank outlet to the main coolant and the engine deaeration lines to the header 
tank inlet The structure of the model is such that each port is represented as a friction orifice and 
a central node that represents junction coolant pressure and temperature dynamically.
Port flow rates are determined with knowledge of the pressure boundary conditions, the central 
node pressure and the port restriction coefficients. The port restriction coefficients are 
dimensionless user supplied data items. The losses at each port are expressed as follows:
hf  = k'T g  (719)
where k, is the port restriction coefficient.
From equation (7.19) the coolant velocity and therefore mass flow rate of each port can be 
determined. The true nature of the losses due to friction and separation will primarily be due 
to the motion of the coolant as it changes its flow path direction at the central node.
Both the continuity and energy equations are solved dynamically at the junction central node and 
provision is made for cavitation/air release effects by suitably adjusting the coolant bulk 
modulus to reflect this condition. The dynamic energy equation is represented in terms of 
temperature and considers the three port flows as follows:
f  -  ^  £ ?  ", Cp(T; -  7) (7.20)
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Where 'i' represents the individual contribution from each port providing the flow is entering the 
central node. Heat transfer is assumed to be negligible from the junction model and is not 
included. Incoming and exit coolant temperatures are modified to maintain the isenthalpic 
condition across each port restriction, however because of the small pressure losses this effect 
could be ignored and is only included for completeness. In this respect the junction model is 
generally applicable to situations covering a wide range of flow rates and pressures.
The central node continuity equation is typically represented as follows:
^  = B m V nea t gpjT
dt pVn "  dt y ’
The model is capable of reverse flow computation for thermal hydraulic effects in all flow paths. 
Additionally, the model outputs a value for potential head in relation to a datum height 
(thermostat outlet) to account for gravitational effects determined in the hose models.
7.4 HOSE MODEL DESCRIPTION
Chapter 5 described the development of a hydraulic pipe model that was used as the starting 
point for the hose models detailed in this section. The modelling has been extended to a 
considerable extent so that satisfactory thermal hydraulic simulations are possible. Including 
thermal effects may be accomplished in a number of ways regarding the physical representation 
of energy accumulation and heat transfer within a hose. Associated with the change in coolant 
temperature is the variation in coolant thermodynamic and transport properties that have been 
made available for both pure water and a 50/50 mix of water and ethylene glycol. This has 
caused a number of numerical problems particularly for the calculation of hose friction that 
essentially produces very long execution times, however, an effective solution has been
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developed and is described later in Section 7.5. During the model development phase, a variety 
of hose formulations were tested in an attempt to improve simulation times or resolve numerical 
difficulties. These are detailed in the following model descriptions. All the variations of hose 
models take account of gravitational effects and receive boundary height values from adjacent 
component models.
All the hose models use both the dynamic energy and continuity equations derived in Chapter 
2. In general terms these may be stated as follows:
f  -“ f 5
Y t '  TT? [ W-1 (v ” prvXp. - P >  + C p(T ‘ -  ^  + q i> -  ] + qT -§  (7-23>
Although the other component model formulations usually require at least one of these 
conservation equations with suitable assumptions applied, it is relevant at this point to expand 
on the origin and assumptions used when dealing with the hose models since they require both 
conservation equations.
The assumptions are that the hose volume remains constant and no work is done on or by the 
fluid. Therefore only heat transfer to or from the surroundings and the thermodynamic 
conditions of the fluid at entry to the hose are responsible for changing the coolant temperature. 
Equations (7.22) and (7.23) are generally required to be solved simultaneously at any particular 
time step. The implicit relationship may be removed by substitution that yields a modified 
coolant temperature derivative. In this instance however both equations are assumed to be 
decoupled, if one considers the pressure derivative term in equation (7.23) to be insignificant 
to the physical dynamics of the vehicle cooling system. Modification to the temperature
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derivative has been made to overcome duplication of pressure at the connecting ports (a measure 
required with die hydraulic pipe models). This has arisen because the difference in fluid enthalpy 
is represented as a function of both pressure and temperature difference between adjacent models 
and the hose model. Therefore to solve the energy equation (7.23) it is necessary to pass both 
pressure and temperature between adjacent component and hose models. This is clearly an 
unwanted feature. For example, a hose receiving both flow rate and coolant temperature from 
a component does not require inlet pressure as this is already a boundary condition calculated 
by the hose. Therefore, the difference in coolant enthalpy between component and hose can be 
entirely represented by temperature alone. This analogy can be extended to the case for hose 
models that solve the momentum equation if the outlet coolant temperature from the hose is 
suitably modified to account for the isenthalpic temperature rise due to frictional losses. As 
previously mentioned in the description of other component models, the pressure differences 
within vehicle cooling systems has an almost negligible effect on enthalpy and therefore 
temperature, however, it is included for completeness.
The above assumptions have been used for both conservation equations within the hose models 
that are represented as follows:
The modified exit temperature leaving the hose, accounting for die isenthalpic temperature rise 
due to frictional losses is:
dp_ = K WneU + B ndT




(v -  p7v)0 -  p ^ )  
Cp
(7.26)
Similarly, under reverse flow conditions, The incoming temperature from an adjacent model is 
modified to reflect the isenthalpic temperature rise across the resistive element of the hose 
model.
All hoses incorporate heat transfer to or from the surroundings due to convection and radiation 
from the hose material surface. The hose wall is considered to be at a uniform temperature which 
allows heat transfer calculations from both the coolant to the inner hose wall and from the outer 
hose wall to the surroundings. A lumped hose wall temperature does imply that die wall 
thickness is small compared to the diameter, which is not necessarily the case for all coolant 
hoses. In cases where the wall thickness is significant compared to the diameter the error 
incurred should be compared with the overall level of heat transfer from the circuit.
The heat transfer between the coolant and the hose wall is based on convective heat transfer 
relationships. The model checks whether the flow is laminar or turbulent and suitably adjusts the 
heat transfer coefficient The heat transfer coefficient is calculated using the Nusselt number. For 
laminar flow a precise solution exists for the Nusselt number in pipes (Nus = 3.65). For turbulent 
flow, an empirical relationship has been used, which is based on Reynold's and Prandtl number, 
Eastop and McConkey[1978]:
In practice the Nusselt number is smoothed in the region R e^ < Re <1.5Recrit to avoid die 
sudden discontinuity at the R e^ condition.
Nus = 0.243 R<?0-8 Pr0A (7.27)
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The heat transfer coefficient is deduced from:
Nus k
(7.28)
The calculation of heat transfer from the hose wall to the surroundings includes natural
convection and radiation components. The heat transfer coefficient is based on the representation 
found in Rogers and Meyhew[1980c]:
The rate of change of hose material temperature can be calculated with knowledge of the hose 
material specific heat capacity as follows:
dt M C p  v ' 7
A common feature with all hose models is the restriction to two ports, i.e. one exit and one entry 
port. This is a departure from die pipe model developed in Chapter 5 where ports that solve the 
continuity equation in general can have multiple source input flow rates. This has arisen due to 
the convention for satisfying the momentum equation with gravitational effects. The convention 
adopted requires all component models to supply height to adjacent models (usually hoses). The 
restrictions are such that each hose model must have a component model at each of its two ports. 
This eliminates any confusion caused by associating a gravitational head to each hose direcdy 
and therefore introducing the possibility of an incorrect sign into the calculations.
K  = 1-32 [ Jws -|0.25 (7.29)
The rate of heat transfer between coolant and hose becomes:
(7.30)
And the rate of heat transfer between the hose wall and the surroundings becomes:
9m = f>m A0 e „ * O E  A0 [T* -  T^] (7.31)
_ Qfw Qws (7.32)
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The following subsections detail each specific hose model and their accompanying assumptions 
in addition to the modelling details that are common to all hoses given in Section 7.4.
7.4.1 Hose Model A
This model uses steady state momentum. Flow rate is determined for a given inlet and exit 
pressure using incompressible flow theory and includes friction, gravitational head and 
additional losses if required. Friction is represented by Darcy's equation, with a turbulent friction 
factor model based on the Haaland[1983] formulation, which is a function of Re and relative 
roughness. The laminar flow region is also represented. The procedure for calculating R e^ and 
coolant velocity was originally similar to that described by Richards[1993b] with the exception 
of a different turbulent friction factor model for calculating flow velocity and the inclusion of 
gravitational effects. Numerical difficulties arose however using tins technique. One problem 
was found to occur at the discontinuity point between laminar and turbulent transition, and was 
also compounded by low coolant viscosities (high temperatures). For this reason a fixed R e^  
has been used ( Recrit= 5000) which allows the computation to overcome the discontinuity at the 
laminar - turbulent transition. Because of the implicit relationships between flow velocity, Re 
and friction factor in the turbulent flow region, an algebraic loop solver is used to determine 
friction factor, and this is described by Richards[1993b].
The Haaland turbulent friction factor model is represented as follows:
1 i oi / 6.9 / rr vi ii v_  -  -  1.81og10 ( —  ♦ ( _ ) ■  ) (7.33)
The critical Reynolds number would normally be calculated by equating the relationship for 
friction factor assuming a laminar flow condition to the Haaland friction formula. The resulting 
function that follows is solved by the Newton - Raphson method:
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^  + 14.41og10( - ^ (7.34)
For this hose model however R e^ is set to 5000 to overcome computation difficulties, as 
mentioned above.
The laminar flow velocity becomes:
Throughout the development of this hose model, it became clear that the performance would be 
unacceptable in terms of very long execution times with the current integration techniques and 
the algebraic loop solution for friction factor available. The execution time also increased 
significantly at elevated coolant temperatures. Because of the numerical difficulties associated 
with the friction factor calculation (algebraic loop solution dependent on iteration), it was 
decided to pursue investigations further in this area. This work led to the development of two 
further hose models described below.
u - f  —  (Ap + p g Az) 
32 p / (7.35)
The laminar flow velocity with additional losses due to fittings becomes:
u ) + Y  (gAz + ^ £ )  
kf  p
(7.36)
The turbulent flow velocity becomes:
u p g Az + Ap
2 / P  I t kJ ± (7.37)
\  d  2
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7.4.2 Hose Model 8
To improve the simulation execution times an explicit expression for friction factor for fully 
established turbulent flow based on the formulation by Nikuradse, see Douglas etal.[ 1981]. The 
friction factor is a function of hose wall relative roughness only. A laminar flow region is not 
included. This model will give accurate flow rate predictions for fully established turbulent flow 
conditions, but the consequence of using a constant friction factor will clearly affect the 
prediction at low Re.
The fully developed turbulent flow friction factor by Nikuradse is represented as follows:
JL = 4 log ( i . )  ♦ 2.28 (7 3g)
The flow velocity is calculated using equation (7.37).
While hose model B gave quite acceptable executions times (up too three times as fast when 
compared with hose model A, depending on the transient of concern), the accuracy falls below 
a Re of 106 (fully developed turbulent flow exists when Re > 106) which corresponds to a hose 
wall relative roughness of 10“*. Since all hose coolant flow rates tended to exist in the transition 
region between laminar and fully established turbulent flow (Re < 106), then hose model B 
would consistently under estimate the pressure loss due to friction. This point is not as onerous 
as it first suggests since the components in the circuit contribute much larger pressure losses than 
the hoses. It can be concluded that there will be little loss in accuracy for the circuit flow rate 
predictions when using hose model B. The thermal hydraulic performance of hose models A and 
B are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.
To overcome the numerical difficulties presented by hose model A, and the inaccuracies 
introduced with hose model B, a different approach to the solution of the hose hydraulic
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performance was considered. This is discussed in the following subsection.
7.4.3 Hose Model C
Flow rate is determined for a given inlet and exit pressure and includes friction, gravitational 
head and additional losses if required. Friction is accounted for using Darcy's equation, with a 
turbulent friction factor model based on the Haaland formulation, which is an identical approach 
to that used for hose model A. The model is capable of computation under laminar flow 
conditions. The significant difference is the use of a dynamic momentum solution to determine 
flow rate.
The use of the Haaland friction model coupled with the dynamic momentum solution removes 
the implicit relationships between friction and flow rate, and therefore removes the need for an 
algebraic loop solver to resolve the computation (which is required by hose model A). 
Unfortunately, this model did increase computation times compared with either of the steady 
state momentum hose models (A or B). However if computation time is not an issue, then this 
model will give precise flow rate calculations in all regions and at elevated coolant temperatures.
The dynamic momentum equation in terms of volumetric flow rate becomes: 
dQ = { A  bp - F w + A p g k z )
dt pi  ^ )
Equation (7.39) consists of the forces due to pressure, gravitation and viscous friction. The 
viscous friction term Fw accounts for both laminar and turbulent flow conditions and includes 
a term for additional losses if required.
Both the energy and continuity equations are solved at the inlet port in an identical way to that 
of hose models A and B. Heat transfer is also represented. R e^ is computed correctly using
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equation (7.34).
7.5 COOLANT THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
During both component and hose model development there existed the requirement to 
incorporate variation in coolant properties. Variation in coolant properties can affect the 
hydraulic characteristics significantly. This is primarily due to the large variation in coolant 
viscosity caused by the change in operating temperature of the cooling system over the working 
range. If one considers extreme coolant temperatures in the range -35 to 120°C then the 
corresponding coolant viscosity assuming a 50/50 water/ethylene glycol mixture would be 70 
to 0.5 Centipoise. This variation exceeds two orders of magnitude and will clearly affect 
pressure loss in the system. In general the coolant properties are affected by the variation in 
temperature to a much greater degree than pressure. Additionally, the circuit pressures are 
contained within a small range and therefore the coolant property information has been extracted 
at the 2 bar gauge pressure conditions. There also existed the need to represent both water and 
water/ethylene glycol mixtures during the experimental/development work and this has been 
implemented.
The coolant properties implemented and set up as functions of temperature, are: specific volume, 
specific heat capacity, bulk modulus, coefficient of cubical expansion, dynamic viscosity and 
thermal conductivity. These data have been extracted from Union Carbide and PPDS.The data 
is set up in subroutines using corresponding data pairs and linear interpolation is used for 
intermediate positions.
In Section 7.4, problems associated with the computation of friction factor were discussed in 
relation to the hydraulic performance of hose models. Alternative formulations were considered 
which resulted in three alternative hose models being developed. The development of different
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hose models have all resulted as a consequence of the difficulties encountered with the method 
of friction factor calculation. It should be noted however that this is a tried and tested approach 
when using hydraulic oils. The conclusions drawn from this are as follows:
There are two fundamental differences between hydraulic fluids and vehicle coolants 
that could have influenced the efficiency of computation for the current circuit. First, 
the viscosity of the vehicle coolant is more than one order of magnitude smaller 
compared with hydraulic oil. Secondly, the variation of vehicle coolant viscosity over 
the working range is generally larger, due in part to the large variation in temperature.
To assist the computation within the hose models, two different methods of coolant property 
update were implemented as follows:
(a) At each converged integration step.
(b) At a user defined coolant temperature change.
Of the above two methods, (b) will generally allow the simulation to run at a significantly faster 
rate when using hose model A, and in the limit lets the user hold the coolant properties constant
if so desired. It should be noted however that updating the coolant properties using a discrete
approach such as (b) will produce small step changes in the hydraulic characteristic of the hoses 
(and any other component model who's hydraulic characteristic is a function of viscosity) which 
will be evident when inspecting the transient response. This effect can be attenuated by selecting 
a smaller temperature change before property update is performed, at the cost of increasing the 
execution time. The effects of using method (b) to update coolant properties are not considered 





the method most suitable for use with hose model A.
The use of either method (a) or (b) to update the coolant properties will significantly increase 
the speed of computation. It should be noted that the alternative, which is normally used, is to 
allow the coolant properties to vary continuously between each integration step.
7.6 PROPOSED THERMOSTAT MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Attempts at modelling wax pellet thermostats have in the main been accomplished by describing 
the physical behaviour empirically. This may be seen in the work of Tomlinson & Burrows 
[1993], Chiang & Keller [1990] and Nelson & Robichaux [1997]. Nelson’s empirical model is 
essential pseudo linear in form. The model is a second order transfer function with hysteresis and 
a nonlinear gain function. Nelson has adopted this approach on the basis that an analytical model 
would be difficult to generate because of unknowns such as the properties of the wax, the 
complexities of establishing the friction coefficients and hysteresis, and representing the phase 
change in the wax. However with a well considered methodical approach, these problems can 
be overcome.
Tomlinson & Burrows [1993] went part way to describing an analytical model insofar that they 
have considered the physical processes of heat transfer to the wax, the thermal inertia of the wax, 
and have introduced a dynamic momentum equation to provide for stem position. However, the 
relationship between the generated wax force and wax temperature is still empirical.
The development of an analytical model is possible, although, there are some unknowns such 
as wax properties, which will need to be resolved in due course. In the development of a 
proposed thermostat model, it has been assumed that the wax is a homogeneous liquid and that 
the expansion of the wax is conducted in this single phase. This implies that there is no phase
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change in the wax for the proposed model, when above the initial melt point temperature. There 
is some ambiguity in this assumption on the basis that other researchers have referred to the wax 
expansion as a continuous phase change in the wax. It is possible that if this were the case, then 
the wax could be a colloid of substances with individual phase changes at different temperatures. 
It is known that the wax is a mixture of substances and expermentation is required to deduce its 
behaviour.
As a precursor to developing a theoretical model for a wax pellet thermostat the following 
assumptions are stated. The wax is a homogeneous liquid after it has melted, and its liquid state 
may be considered to behave as follows:
1 the state will change only by the influence of heat or mechanical work
2 two-independent properties are sufficient to define the state of the wax
3 No chemical reactions are taking place.
To derive a theoretical model of the thermostat it is convenient to consider the wax operating 
as an internally reversible process. Consider the entropy of the wax expressed as a function of 
both temperature and pressure:
ds = i f f 1* dT + dp (7-40)
The partial properties of equation (7.40) can be represented as follows:
ds , Cp d s , a
F 1'  T  ’ ~dP'T = " P (7-41)
If the relationships in equation (7.41) are substituted into equation (7.40), noting that:
T d s  =  17 ( 7 ' 4 2 )
where Q is the total heat transferred, then the rate of change of wax temperature may be
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expressed as:
^  = + (7 43)
dt M C p  Cp dt v ' }
where q is llie rale of heal transfer inlo the wax.
Considering pressure as an independent property is useful, as it is needed to define the force 
generated by the wax on the thermostat stem. Because pressure is a property of the wax, we may 
consider it a function of two other independent properties. The previously defined wax 
temperature is available. The wax density is also known because it is a linear function of stem 
position (the wax mass being constant). Therefore if wax pressure is defined as a function of 
temperature and density in differential form, this gives:
dpw dp dpw dP„ dTw
dt df>}T dt + a r j p dt (1M>
Because the wax mass is constant, the rate of change of wax density may be represented as: 
dp„ M  dV
^  ~dt (7 45)
It has been shown that the partial property Op/dT | p equates to Bm.p, Sidders et al. [1996]. The 
isothermal bulk modulus is defined as Bm = p dp/dp j T. Using these relationships and equation
(7.45), then the rate of change of wax pressure may be expressed as:
d p *  _  d - .  / f t  d T *  1  d v \  , n_  .  Bm (p _  -  _  _ )  (7.46)
The rate of change of wax volume may be determined from the dynamic momentum equation, 
using a similar expression to that of Tomlinson and Burrows [1993]. Tomlinson considers the 
sum of the forces on the thermostat stem as follows:
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(7.47)
where x is the stem position.
The summation of forces should include the following influences: wax, coolant pressure drop, 
stiction, coulomb friction (probably responsible for the hysteresis effect), viscous friction and 
spring force.
It is convenient to represent the wax volume as a state variable. It is related to the stem position 
as follows:
where is the stem diameter.
The wax is contained in a cylindrical brass sleeve. The geometry of the sleeve (thin wall section 
of 1.5mm) suggests that it could by modelled as one element in lumped parameter form. The 
validity of this may be tested with respect to the value for Biot number, which is a measure of 
the resistance to heat flow inside the solid to that of an adjacent fluid. If the Biot number is 
small, typically less than 0.1, then the surface convection resistance is large compared with the 
solid conduction resistance. It can then be deduced that the temperature distribution within the 
solid is reasonably uniform and suitable for modelling in lumped parameter form.
The Biot number is defined as:
Taking the thermal conductivity of brass to be 70 W.m^.K1, the limiting heat transfer coefficient
dV = n ds2 fa  
d t 4 dt (7.48)
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can be deduced, assuming the limiting Biot number = 0.1.
Volume of sleeve = 2.IIrm.Ar.Az 
area = 4 n.rm.Az
where rm = 7 mm mean radius, Ar = 1.5mm wall thickness, Az = 18mm length
The above data provides a limiting htc of 9.3 KW.in 2.K'\If the htc were larger than this, then 
having a uniform wall temperature would not be appropriate. It is very unlikely that the external 
htc would get to the limiting value since 10 KW.m^.K1 is the upper limit for liquids under 
forced convection conditions. It is suspected that the coolant flow pattern across the sleeve to 
range from being cross flow (thermostat closed) to near axial flow (bypass closed), depending 
on the thermostat stem position. Some useful Nusselt number and therefore htc relationships for 
both the external htc (forced convection, coolant to sleeve), and internal htc (free convection, 
sleeve to wax) may be found in Holman[1992b] and could be used in the first instance.
The lumped parameter sleeve material temperature can be represented as:
dTj  Yq
— -  = — — —  (7.50)dt Ms, Cp„ ( }
To remove the implicit relationship between wax temperature and pressure, substitute equation
(7.46) into (7.43). This gives a wax temperature derivative as follows:
u p  Bm Tw d v
dT„ _ M________ V  di (7.51)
dt Q? -  t) P2 Bm Tw
One difficulty as Nelson[1997] has pointed out is the estimation of the thermodynamic
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properties of the wax such as bulk modulus (Bm), coefficient of cubical expansion ((3), and the 
specific heat at constant pressure. What is required is a set of experiments to establish the partial 
properties. This would require the design of a receptacle for the wax such that it could be subject 
to varying pressures and temperatures, with the provision for determining the change in volume. 
Ideally, a characteristic equation (see Rogers & Meyhew[1980d]) could then be determined, 
which would be of the form:
P -> 3—  = a + bp„ + cp; + dpw ... (7.52)
P .
where the coefficients are functions of temperature. It would be possible to deduce both the 
coefficient of cubical expansion and the bulk modulus of the wax from equation (7.52). More 
advanced experimentation would be needed however to determine the specific heat capacity of 
the wax.
7.7 CLOSURE
A suite of vehicle cooling system models have been developed which have been compared with 
experimental rig data. A variety of techniques have been established to determine hose friction 
with low viscosity coolants, primarily because of convergence difficulties with the current 
algebraic loop solution. It is the author’s opinion that because the vehicle cooling circuit 
configuration remains fixed, the computation of circuit pressures and flow rates should be 
examined by iteration alone at each integration time step, leaving the deaeration header tank air 
pressure as a state variable. This would not affect the dynamic response of the circuit as the 
header tank air pressure dominates the pressure transient response. This would have the benefit 
of reducing the number of state variables, which could lead to improvements in computation 
time. It would also be a useful test for the interaction between the algebraic loop friction factor 
calculation and the coolant pressure. If the coolant pressure nodes are algebraic instead of state
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variables, then any potential instabilities caused by the circuit pressure states would be removed.
A library of coolant thermodynamic and transport properties has been established for water, and 
water / ethylene glycol coolant concentrations. These may be used to assess the sensitivity of 
different coolant concentrations on circuit performance.
A proposed thermostat model has been discussed in Section 7.6, based on rigorous theoretical 
techniques. Future developments of the vehicle cooling circuit should consider implementation 
of this model.
Future developments should also include the viscosity dependence on the hydraulic performance 
of components to a greater degree. Detailed testing of the coolant pump such that torque and 
hence efficiency can be assessed is seen as a prerequisite for future work.
Chapter 8 discusses the steady state and transient response of die vehicle cooling circuit model 
when subject to a number of forcing functions, including comparison with rig data. The 
sensitivity of the steady state momentum hose models is assessed and a simulated drive cycle 
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CHAPTER 8
VEHICLE COOLING SYSTEMS - INSTRUMENTATION AND MODEL
ASSESSMENT
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the experimental rig instrumentation and assess the 
vehicle cooling circuit model developed in Chapter 7 with respect to its steady state and dynamic 
performance prediction. The circuit performance is assessed by simulations that are split into 
three sections as follows:
A Initial circuit simulation that includes comparison of hose models A and B discussed in
the previous Chapter.
B Circuit comparison with experimental data at coolant pump speeds of 2100, 3100 and
4500 revs.min'1.
C Simulated drive cycle with component variation that shows the flexibility of the model
from a design perspective.
8.2 EXPERIMENTAL RIG INSTRUMENTATION
Circuit temperatures and pressures were gathered on a purpose built ‘Thermo Electric’ data 
logger capable of storing and processing in excess of 20 temperature measurements and 5 
pressure measurements. This equipment was supplied by the Ford Motor Company. The data 
logger was electronically configured to interface with ‘K’ type thermocouples which have an 
accuracy of ± 1.5 °C. Unfortunately, these thermocouples are inferior to the ‘T’ type used for 
the hydraulic fluid power system studies described in chapters 5 and 6 since their accuracy is 3 
times poorer. Nevertheless these thermocouples gave very good repeatability and uniformity 
when coolant temperatures were measured in a thermally flat circuit (no heat input). Throughout
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the experimental work, deviations in excess of 0 .5 °C between thermocouple readings were not 
observed with the circuit in this condition. Pressure was measured at several points in the circuit 
using transducers with a measurement range of -15 to +36 PSIG (pounds per square inch gauge) 
with an accuracy of 1% of full scale deflection (FSD). Coolant pump speed was adjusted via 
the directly coupled variable speed electric motor with a speed range of 0 to 5000 rev.min1. 
Hydac turbine flow meters were used to monitor coolant flow rate with an accuracy of ± 1.5% 
of measured value. However, because of the large temperature and hence viscosity changes in 
the system, somewhat larger errors than this must be expected from these flow measurement 
devices.
8.3 INITIAL SIMULATION AND HOSE COMPARISON
The Bath#? vehicle cooling system circuit is shown in Figure 8.1. This shows the previously 
defined component and hose models assembled into a standard configuration. The initial 
simulation contains the following attributes and forcing functions:
Hose model B (constant friction factor).
Coolant - 50/50 water-ethylene gylcol.
Coolant properties updated every integration step.
Coolant pump speed set constant at 4500 rev.min1.
Vehicle speed set constant at 10 m.s'1 
Heat exchanger effectiveness 0.34
The engine load torque is linearly applied from 5 to 135 Nm over 30 seconds. The torque is 
then held constant for 350 seconds. A step reduction in torque is then applied with the torque 
set to 5 Nm for 100 seconds. Finally the torque is raised back to 135 Nm for the remainder of 
the simulation, see Figure 8.2.
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This simulation forces the engine to heat the coolant from ambient conditions to its normal 
operating temperature. The torque reduction allows the coolant to fall in temperature thus 
initiating a closure of the thermostat. Finally on reinstatement of the load torque the system is 
returned to its normal operating temperature.
Figures 8.3 to 8.9 show the dynamic response of the cooling system when subject to the above 
boundary conditions. It can be seen that when the coolant temperature exceeds the thermostat 
cracking temperature of 88 °C, the thermostat opens and finds a pseudo steady state at 
approximately 1 mm open (the thermostat hysteresis is set at 0.5 °C). This also corresponds to 
a rate of heat removal from the radiator of approximately 23 KW (Figure 8.8). At a load torque 
of 135 Nm and speed o f4500 rev.min'1, there is a corresponding coolant temperature rise across 
die engine of approximately 3.2 °C, see Figure 8.4. During die transient the coolant pump flow 
rate is approximately 125 kg.min1 although variations occurred due to the change in circuit 
resistance caused by the transient variation in thermostat thrust rod position.
For comparison purposes, an identical transient was performed, with the inclusion of hose model 
A ( laminar and turbulent friction factor included, with steady state momentum solution ). Figure 
8.10 shows a comparison of the mass flow rates from the coolant pump, bypass and radiator for 
both simulations. This suggests that little error in flow rate has occurred when using the constant 
friction factor hose model B. This is a strong argument for adopting this model in simulations 
of the cooling system due to the reduction in simulation times.
It can be seen in Figure 8.10 that the circuit with the more accurate friction hose models (hose 
model A) produces slightly less mass flow rate compared with the constant friction case. This 
is expected as any hose model whose Reynolds number is less than the frilly established 
turbulent flow value ( Re = 106 fully establish turbulent flow, for a relative roughness = 0.001)
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will have a friction factor which is greater than the fully established turbulent flow value, and 
hence produce a greater pressure drop for a given flow rate.
The flow rates in a vehicle cooling circuit change considerably. The factors affecting flow rate 
are associated with engine speed, load and system/ambient temperatures. In tins respect high 
speed and load situations will be accommodated more easily with hose model B simulations 
since the expected flow rates should be above the laminar - turbulent transition region. In the 
limit, simulations with hoses models A and B will be identical provided fully developed 
turbulent flow is established.
8.4 CIRCUIT COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
As a precursor to using the whole circuit simulation to predict the cooling system performance 
with component variation (Section 8.5), a set of transients were performed and compared with 
experimental data to ensure confidence in the simulated predictions. The circuit simulation was 
set up to provide a map of the thermal hydraulic performance at three different speeds, 2100, 
3100 and 4500 revs.min'1. Figures 8.11 to 8.13 show pump inlet / outlet and engine outlet 
pressure for variations in coolant temperature between 20 and 80 °C. It can be seen that there 
is a good correspondence between simulated and experimental results. Figures 8.11 to 8.13 show 
that circuit pressures rise with increasing coolant temperature which is expected when heating 
a closed volume of coolant and air.
It should be noted that if the coolant temperatures were allowed to increase past the thermostat 
cracking temperature and therefore allow coolant to flow through the radiator, a step change in 
pressures would occur due to the marked change in circuit resistance.
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8.5 DRIVE CYCLE WITH COMPONENT VARIATION
To demonstrate the change in component parameters on cooling system performance, a drive 
cycle was simulated which assumed a vehicle towing a load, initially at a low torque steady state 
condition. After 1000 seconds, the vehicle negotiates a steep hill where the vehicle speed is 
reduced from 25 to 5 m.s'’and the engine torque increased from 50 to 110 Nm. This mode of 
operation continues for 500 seconds. There after the vehicle is brought to rest with the engine 
speed set to idle at 850 revs.min'1. Three simulations were performed for die previously 
described drive cycle, which demonstrate the cooling system performance when different 
components are used. These are stated as follows:
A Standard cooling system.
B The cooling system with an undersized coolant pump. This has been achieved by
running the coolant pump at half normal speed.
C The cooling system with both an undersized coolant pump and radiator. The radiator
cross sectional area has been reduced by half the standard size.
The air inlet temperature is 25 °C for all three cases. Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show engine coolant 
outlet temperature and thermostat stem displacement during the drive cycle. It can be seen that 
both the standard cooling system and the system with the undersized pump, control coolant 
temperature adequately. Coolant temperature rises slightly when the vehicle negotiates the hill. 
When the vehicle stops there is a small rise in coolant temperature due to the thermal inertia of 
the system. This is compensated by the thermostat opening, see Figure 8.15. There after coolant 
temperatures rise slowly because the engine heat generated at the idling condition is dissipated 
by natural convection and radiation from component surfaces (vehicle stopped). This condition 
would eventually result in the cooling fan engaging for these cases. It can be seen that the 
undersized pump and radiator configuration cannot dissipate sufficient heat on the hill climb,
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which results in the cooling fan engaging twice before the vehicle comes to rest. This results in 
peak coolant temperatures being limited to 95 °C. Figure 8.16 shows the air velocity through the 
radiator for this configuration where it can be seen that the fan contributes an additional 5 m.s'1 
to the air velocity passing through the radiator. This is responsible for engine outlet temperature 
being reduced below that achieved for the correct component configuration, after the vehicle has 
stopped.
It is interesting to note that the hysteresis of the thermostat (Figure 8.15) is evident for the 
undersized pump and radiator configuration and is indicated by the thermostat stem 
displacement at 1300 and 1500 seconds respectively.
Further inspection reveals insight into the cooling system behaviour, see Figures 8.17 to 8.19. 
These Figures show the temperature difference from engine inlet to outlet. Throughout the 
course of this simulation, all three configurations have to remove very similar amounts of heat 
generated by the engine drive cycle. This is verified by the small temperature rise in the correct 
component configuration, see Figure 8.17. It can be seen that because the coolant pump is 
undersized in both the other configurations, the engine coolant temperature rise has 
approximately doubled. This would indicate that the mass flow rate has halved. The effects of 
the fan engagement for the undersized pump and radiator is evident in Figure 8.19. It can be seen 
that this additional cooling has significantly reduced the engine coolant inlet temperature which 
has resulted in the low coolant temperatures after the vehicle has stopped.
8.6 CLOSURE
Comparison of the model and experimental data showed a close correspondence for a number 
of circuit pressure and temperatures, at three coolant pump speeds. This has provided confidence 
and a degree of validation for the circuit model. Ideally the circuit model should be compared
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with experimental data for a wide range of conditions, thereby increasing confidence in the 
model predictions, and this should be considered for future work.
The differences in hose model friction calculations have been shown to have a negligible effect 
on circuit coolant flow rates. This is primarily attributable to the component pressure losses 
being much larger in magnitude when compared with the hoses. This however does not alleviate 
the need for further work to improve the hydraulic performance of the hose models. A course 
of development for hose model pressure - flow calculations has been suggested in Chapter 7, 
based on iteration of the flow network at each integration time step. Although this could improve 
the accuracy and speed of the whole circuit model, it could reduce the flexibility from a design 
perspective. The merits of purpose built flow network solver operating in a Bathfp simulation 
environment would have to be offset against the ability to change the circuit configuration with 
ease (at present a desirable feature of Bath#?).
The accuracy of model prediction should be of a similar order of magnitude to that considered 
for the hydraulic fluid power system in Chapter 6. The basis of the physical relationships 
describing the thermal hydraulic characteristics is to all intents and purposes identical. 
Fundamental differences that would have affected accuracy include the quality of the 
measurement transducers, some of which were inferior to those used in Chapter 6. However 
more precise information was obtainable concerning the coolant properties (PPDS software) 
which should have enhanced the model prediction. One of the main experimental concerns was 
the removal of air from a freshly filled coolant circuit, a procedure that was completed several 
times during the course of this research. Air in die coolant circuit can cause inaccurate flow 
measurement calculations. Unfortunately changes to the circuit configuration were necessary to 
characterise individual components and circuit flow paths.
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The accuracy of the flow measurement could have been impeded when considering die 
temperature and hence viscosity change over the operating range. In some instances the turbine 
flow meters were used at their limits of their range (> 90 °C).This not only affects accuracy, but 
also the integrity and robustness of the flow meter could be challenged if used for extended 
periods at these temperatures. In this respect future research should attempt to improve on both 
the accuracy and robustness of transducers.
Cooling system design embodies many issues, and it has been shown that some of these may be 
addressed by die circuit model demonstrated in this Chapter. The nature of the Bath#? simulation 
environment allows component sensitivity and different design configurations to be assessed 
easily. A typical example would be the merits of placing the thermostat at the engine inlet or 
oudet. This type of study relies on die ability to predict transient information concerning circuit 
fluid and engine material temperatures, as one of the key factors is the minimisation of thermal 
shock. Another factor is the dynamic stability of the thermostat and therefore the risk of coolant 
temperature oscillations. This analysis requires whole circuit modelling with transient 
performance prediction, which is not possible with the type of techniques used by Blumcke and 
Nefischer[1995] as stated in Chapter 1.
The simulations of Section 8.5 have shown the flexibility to assess component sensitivity and 
changes in system configuration from a design perspective. This approach will aid the process 
of cooling system design and optimisation.
It is considered that further research would improve the model prediction, and would embrace 
the following issues:
1 Discretising of the engine block, head and sump into components such that smaller
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lumped heat capacity elements may be modelled. This would clearly improve die 
dynamic response of the engine material temperature since at present it is determined 
by one heat capacity node. A similar approach has been taken by researchers such as 
Shayler et al. [1993]. If the combustion process were to be modelled, this would be seen 
as a prerequisite since temperature differences across the cylinder wall can be very 
large. Clearly one thermal node would be inappropriate for this condition, considering 
the thermal gradients involved. In this respect it would be appropriate to continue the 
research with a running engine. This would also improve the quality of data since the 
engine could be tested over the complete operating range.
2 The theoretical wax pellet thermostat model described in Chapter 7 Section 7.6 should 
be implemented once it has been proved to give robust results. This is seen as a 
fundamental step in further research since other studies have relied on describing the 
physical behaviour empirically. This may be seen in the work of Tomlinson & 
Burrows[1993], Chiang & Keller[1990] and Nelson & Robichaux[1997]. The wax 
pellet thermostat is typically highly nonlinear and exhibits hysteresis such that empirical 
models become cumbersome. As such empirical models are rarely able to provide 
accurate dynamic performance predictions because of die complexities involved.
3 Improvements to the radiator model could be made in that experimental results should 
be taken in a controlled environment, preferably with a running engine. This would 
allow the complete operating range to be embraced. Improvements could also be made 
to the physical model such as including buoyancy effects (a known phenomenon where 
coolant stagnation pockets can occur).
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The research undertaken has focused on the application of lumped parameter modelling 
techniques to aid the design and analysis of thermal hydraulic systems. The aim of this research 
has been to extend the range and sophistication of the modelling approach which will lead to 
increased flexibility at the design and analysis phase. The efficacy of the thermal hydraulic 
systems design process should therefore be improved.
Chapter 2 demonstrated that the fundamental conservation equations for fluid mass and energy 
are prerequisites for modelling the transient behaviour of thermal hydraulic systems. The basic 
advances in representation compared with the formulation of Harris[1990] for hydraulic systems 
can be summarised as follows:
A The dynamic continuity and energy equations are coupled and form a set of
simultaneous differential equations. This means that there is a mode of transient 
response where pressure and temperature dynamics occur at the same frequency.
B By virtue of condition A above, die continuity equation now includes the effect of
temperature.
C Explicit in the formulation is the consideration of moving boundaries.
D The method of derivation caters for a non flat intensive property profile across the
control volume since no implicit assumptions have been made about the intensive 
properties, other than values will change in the direction of the flow path; and that the
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inlet and outlet conditions are related to a mean value within the control volume. This 
flexibility is conceptually more satisfying and allows more representative sets of models 
for application.
Additionally, the representation of mass and energy in terms of pressure and temperature allows 
a variety of fluids to be investigated. This is primarily due to the availability of data relating to 
properties such as bulk modulus and the coefficient of cubical expansion, which both happen 
to be functions of the partial derivatives of the conservation equations derived in Chapter 2. This 
allowed the analysis of both hydraulic oils and vehicle coolants, and could be extended to 
include a variety of fluids providing the above properties are available. If however a complete 
set of thermodynamic properties for a fluid is available, this does make the modelling somewhat 
easier. Energy can then be represented in terms of enthalpy which avoids the duplication of 
pressure at connecting ports using a simulation language such as Bath#?, as explained in Chapter 
5. This is caused by representing conservation of energy in terms of a temperature state variable, 
whereas energy in fact is a function of both temperature and one other thermodynamic property.
The analytical tools derived in Chapter 2 were used to investigate the behaviour of the LP feed 
system of Heysham 2 power station. Most of die effort has been directed towards development 
of a suitable LP heater model, that is capable of showing the dynamic response to the automatic 
frequency regulation mode of operation (AFRO). This has required a detailed examination of 
conservation of mass and energy for vessels containing a two phase water/steam mixture. Of 
particular importance is the necessity to represent a two phase drains flow. Without this, the 
cascaded heater/flash vessel system is unstable when standard single phase liquid pressure / flow 
models are used.
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Comparison of both the steady state and dynamic performance of the LP feed train model 
against plant data in Chapter 4 has indicated a close correspondence for most model variables. 
The model is clearly suitable for analysing a variety of situations that the plant could be 
subjected to, including the AFRO mode of operation for which it has been specifically 
developed.
Comparison of the quadrant trip event could have been significantly improved if the Boiler Feed 
Pump Turbine (BFPT) steam flow to the Deaerator (DA) had been recorded. This would avoid 
a qualitative assessment of the mass and energy levels received by the DA and thus define die 
DA model boundary explicidy. The changes made to the DA boundary conditions have been 
justified on the basis of an assessment of DA, BFPT exhaust and Intermediate/Low pressure 
(IP/LP) crossover steam pressures, and their effects upon die bled steam flow in the initial period 
following the quadrant trip.
Refinements to the LP feed train model should be investigated with respect to the heat transfer 
correlations used. Using more exacting heat transfer correlations for condensing heat transfer 
could well find improvements to the steady state mappings discussed in Section 4.2.1, Chapter 
4.
Further examination of the apparent hunting exhibited throughout the plant 
condenser/feedheating system, which is evident in the condenser level and control valve position 
(WC-244) would improve the correspondence between model and plant. This behaviour could 
possibly be due to incorrect control system data or nonlinearities in the control system hardware 
that is not reproduced in the model.
The analytical approach of Chapter 2 was again used to analyse the transient and steady state
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thermal hydraulic performance of a hydraulic fluid power circuit. For the circuit studied, a good 
thermal correspondence is achieved between model and rig, when taking into account the 
possible systematic and random errors involved (Appendix B). It has been shown that this level 
of correspondence requires accurate hydraulic performance models that include the effects of 
temperature and therefore viscosity. This is demonstrated by the pump flow loss model and the 
loading valve hydraulic performance model. The circuit has provided a useful test bed for 
validation of the theoretical approach for typical components used in fluid power systems.
The thermal response of the hydraulic circuit studied in Chapters 5 and 6 is dominated by the 
heat capacity of the reservoir and the dynamic cross coupling effect between pressure and 
temperature will have negligible impact on the overall transient response. The dynamic cross 
coupling effect between pressure and temperature will be more noticeable in systems where large 
pressure fluctuations occur for a sustained period (such as the LP feed train examined in 
Chapters 3 and 4), and where the heat capacity of the system is small. An example of this could 
include systems where cyclical loading occurs via a hydraulic actuator. To successfully study 
and predict the dynamic response of these systems, would require improvement in thermocouple 
dynamic response, such that it is comparable with the pressure transducer dynamic response.
The dominance of the system heat capacity in die thermal transient response, suggests that it is 
acceptable to base estimations of the response time on the thermal inertia of the system. In this 
respect, the modelling approach of Harris[1990] could be used without significant loss of 
accuracy being incurred. It has been shown that providing there is an accurate thermal hydraulic 
characteristic for each component, then the steady state performance is also predicted with 
confidence.
Further investigations should be undertaken to refine the reservoir model. The thermal
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performance during the cooldown period was shown to suffer from the effects of thermal 
stratification that effectively reduces the heat capacity of the reservoir oil. Hanis[1990] has 
shown that for this type of reservoir, a reduction of oil inlet temperature on the cooling phase 
can induced buoyancy effects in the reservoir oil such that a layer of unmixed fluid is maintained 
at the free surface. This accounts for the apparent reduction in oil heat capacity and so a 
reduction in thermal response time for the system. Model refinements should consider the 
buoyancy effects caused by differences if oil temperature. It is the author’s view that this would 
involve a significant amount of research, since the phenomena of heat and mass transfer within 
a single phase fluid would need to be established.
Improvements could also be made by introducing and enhancing heat transfer correlations for 
component models other than the oil cooler. This would have a second order effect but 
nevertheless improve the model prediction at all operating conditions. To access the heat transfer 
in detail from each component would require thermocouples with improved accuracy compared 
with that currently used for this study. This is due to the temperature rise across most 
components being typically less than a few °C.
Chapters 7 and 8 employed similar techniques to examine the performance of a vehicle cooling 
system. Comparison of the model and experimental data showed a close correspondence for 
most circuit pressure and temperatures, at three coolant pump speeds. This has provided 
confidence and a degree of validation for the circuit model. Ideally the circuit model should be 
compared with experimental data for a wide range of conditions, thereby increasing confidence 
in the model predictions, and this should be considered for future work.
The differences in hose model friction calculations have been shown to have a negligible effect
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on circuit coolant flow rates. This is primarily attributable to the component pressure losses 
being much larger in magnitude when compared with the hoses. This however does not alleviate 
the need for further work to improve the hydraulic performance of die hose models. A course 
of development for hose model pressure - flow calculations have been suggested in Chapter 7, 
based on iteration of the flow network at each integration time step. Although this could improve 
the accuracy and speed of the whole circuit model, it could reduce the flexibility from a design 
perspective. The merits of purpose built flow network solver operating in a Bath#? simulation 
environment would have to be offset against the ability to change the circuit configuration with 
ease (at present a desirable feature of Bath#?).
The simulations of Section 8.4 have shown the flexibility to assess component sensitivity and 
changes in system configuration from a design perspective. This will aid the designer in 
optimising vehicle cooling systems.
A proposed vehicle cooling system wax pellet thermostat model was discussed in Section 7.6, 
based on a rigorous theoretical approach. Future developments of the vehicle cooling circuit 
should consider implementation of this model. Further investigations are required to determine 
the properties of the wax before a robust model can be developed.
Future developments should also include the viscosity dependence on the hydraulic performance 
of components to a greater degree. This aspect was shown to be important for the hydraulic 
circuit in Chapters 5 and 6. Detailed testing of the coolant pump such that torque and so 
efficiency can be assessed, is seen as a prerequisite for future work.
Further consideration should also be given to the following research and development:
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Discretising of the engine block, head and sump into components such that smaller lumped heat 
capacity elements may be modelled. This would clearly improve the dynamic response of the 
engine material temperature since at present it is determined by one heat capacity node. If the 
combustion process were to be modelled, this would be seen as a prerequisite since temperature 
differences across the cylinder wall can be very large. Clearly one thermal node would be 
inappropriate for this condition, considering the thermal gradients involved. In this respect it 
would be appropriate to continue the research with a running engine. This would also improve 
the quality of data since the engine could be tested over the complete operating range.
Improvements to the radiator model should be considered by enhancing the physical model such 
that buoyancy effects are included (a known phenomenon where coolant stagnation pockets can 
occur).
The modelling approach developed in Chapter 2 has shown that it is possible to predict the 
performance of a range of thermal hydraulic systems using the fundamental conservation 
equations for mass and energy, coupled with the knowledge of the hydraulic characteristics and 
heat transfer of the system in question. It has been shown that explicit details such as the 
dynamic cross coupling effect between pressure and temperature, are not always required to 
successfully predict the system performance. However, with the advance of computing engines, 
there is no reason a rigorous approach to modelling these systems cannot be adopted on a 
generic basis. This will avoid instances where the designer has to decide the degree of model 
sophistication for acceptable and confident performance prediction.
This research has extended the range and sophistication of modelling techniques that will allow 
the engineer greater flexibility in design and analysis of thermal hydraulic systems.
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CONSERVATION OF FLUID MASS AND ENERGY FOR LUMPED PARAMETER 
SYSTEMS
To develop the necessary equations that describe the behaviour of fluid in a control volume, 
general thermodynamic relationships are developed by applying suitable assumptions to the 
partial differential conservation equations to leave a set of ordinary differential equations. The 
desired result will be to produce a set of equations which have been integrated over the control 
volume to produce finite length nodes thereby reducing the distributed effects to equivalent 
lumped parameters. It is also assumed that the distributed effects exist and are time dependant 
in one direction only. Therefore, the direction subscript used in the following equations represent 
the direction parallel to the flow path and normal to the control volume surface. The 
development of these relationships from partial differential equations allows a greater theoretical 
insight into the formulation, although the final set of equations are derivable starting from a 
control volume basis. The author was first made aware of a similar theoretical approach by 
Babcock and Wilcox[1983] during his employment within the Electricity Supply Industiy.
Equation Development
Hughes and Brighten[1967a] considers the control volume, the conservation of mass equation 
or continuity equation in differential form as follows:
Conservation of Mass
d t  d x .
Note that the above equation describes a point in the flow path
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where
p = fluid density 
V, = fluid velocity vector 
Xj = direction vector 
Assumptions: Mass is neither created nor destroyed within the control volume
Hughes and Brighten[1967b] considers the control volume, die energy equation in differential 
form as follows:
Conservation of Energy
|( p e )  ♦ A(peV,.) ♦ j - q t ♦ ~ j ^ P )  -  0 (A2)
Note that the above equation describes a point in the flow path 
where
p = Fluid pressure
e = Energy per unit mass (internal energy + kinetic energy + potential energy) 
q"' = Internal heat generation rate per unit volume 
o = Viscous shear stress 
qi = Rate of heat transfer per unit volume 
Assumptions: No chemical reactions occur within die control volume
The term q"' is negligible in hydraulics applications and will be omitted 
No energy is created or destroyed within the control volume
The previous equations represent the basic conservation laws for mass and energy in differential 
form. It should be noted that the momentum equation has not been derived but will need to be 
used to complete the equation set The requirement now is to establish a set of solvable ordinary 
differential equations that parameterise the distributed properties into finite sections. These
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equations will represent the extensive thermodynamic properties. To achieve a solvable set of 
equations however, the intensive properties (per unit mass) will be required. This requires 
additional assumptions which will be established later.
For example the conservation of mass equation will need to be integrated across die control 
volume and as such will take on a form as follows:
The first integral represents the rate of change of mass within the control volume and can be 
assigned to the total rate of change of mass in the control volume if the control boundaiy 
remains fixed in space and the control surface remains fixed with time. In other words the 
integration over the control volume removes the spacial dependence on density within the 
control volume. This condition can be represented as follows:
This however is not always the case since the control surface (CS) or bounding surface to the 
control volume can move with time.
To accommodate control volume boundaries that move with time, for example actuator cylinder 
volumes, it is necessary in the development of the ordinary differential equations to integrate 
over moving integration limits. To accommodate this, reference is made to Jeffery[1984] where 
integral limits may be a function of a parameter and the function to be integrated is also a 




mathematical relationship for this condition as follows:
- f  r m  f(cc, X) dx = a) -  a) + f - d x  (A5)
da J<j>(a> da da J&(a) da
This does look somewhat cumbersome, however, if equation (A3) is used as an example, the 
result simplifies to yield a general relation for integration of a thermodynamic property across 
a control volume with moving boundaries. If the left hand side of equation (A3) is put into the 
form of equation (A5) making the appropriate substitutions for the various parameters, gives:
^  fm ap
dt J Ve(t) dt 1 dt e Jyec) dt K J
The volume derivatives in equation (Ao) take account of the control surface movement with 
time. The change in volume with time can be equated to the product of control surface velocity 
parallel to the flow path and cross sectional area perpendicular to the flow path. For example:
dV
(AT)
It follows therefore that the first two terms on the right hand side of equation (A6) can then be 
equated to the surface integral of the thermodynamic extensive property per unit volume around 
the control volume. Thus:
dV, dV
£  pV, M =  —  P, -  Pe (A8)




B = any extensive property per unit volume
Vs = surface velocity vector of the control boundary
dA = is an incremental area normal to the control surface and positive when outward 
from the control volume
The first integral term reflects the time rate of change of B within a finite size control volume 
with fixed boundaries. The second integral term reflects the time rate of change of B within a 
finite size control volume with moving boundaries. The last integral term represents the nett 
difference of the rate of B crossing the control surface due to movement in the control surface.
In integrating the thermodynamic parameters over the control volume to produce a finite sized 
node, the following assumptions apply:
The velocity vectors are normal to the control volume surface
The flow within the control volume is one dimensional
Changes in the potential and kinetic energy of the control volume are negligible
The inlet and outlet surface areas of the control volume are time invariant
Heat conduction along the flow path is negligible
Conservation of mass
Converting the left hand integral of equation (A3) into the form of equation (A9) and equating 
to the right hand side of equation (A3) gives:
iLpdV~ Ipv*M = "/. i, {pV') * (aio)
The right hand side of equation (AIO) can be converted into a surface integral using die
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divergence theorem thereby removing die partial derivative of the spacial coordinate:
f W  dV - f  PV- M  (AH)
Substituting equation (A11) into (AIO) and re-arranging the surface integrals onto the right side 
of the equation gives:
— f v P dV  = £  PV, .dA -  £  pV. .dA (A 12)
It should be clear that the term on the left hand side of equation (A12) represents the rate of 
change of mass within the control volume:
i h > dV- f  ^
where
M = the instantaneous mass with the control volume
Integrating the surface integrals across the boundary of the control volume gives 
£  pV, .dA = + A fif/,, -  (A14)
where
= velocity of the control boundary at entry of the control volume 
V,,, = velocity of the control boundary at the exit of the control volume
* note:
It should be explained that integration of the surface integral is completed around the entire
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(closed) control volume surface. Since the fluid volume is bounded by a pipe, 3 surface integrals 
are required to complete the integration across the surface. These are for the 2 ends and the outer 
diameter. Therefore, a number of assumptions have been made. Firstly it is assumed that the 
velocity of the fluid and the intensive property across the control surface do not vary. Any 
variation in properties takes place normal to the control surface in the direction of fluid flow. 
Clearly a real fluid will have a variation in velocity from the pipe surface (V = 0) to the centre 
of the pipe (V = ). However for the purposes of calculation V = Vmean is used which
simplifies the integration. Secondly, implicit in formulating the surface integrals is the 
assumption that each term is multiplied by a unit vector 'n' normal to the control surface and 
positive when outwards from the surface. Therefore, when evaluating the surface integral at the 
entiy surface, the normal vector is parallel but opposite in direction to that of the direction vector 
Xj. Therefore this integral must have a negative sign assigned to it. Thirdly, The surface integral 
of the outer diameter of the control volume = 0 since V = 0 at this surface. See figure A1 for a 
schematic of the control volume.
At this point it is useful to define the quantity ’mass flow’ in order to group die above terms. If 
the mass flow is defined relative to the control surface gives:
It should be noted that this becomes absolute mass flow relative to an inertial reference if the 
control surface is stationary.
With the definition described in equation (A16) the continuity equation becomes:
Similarly
(A15)






Integrating the energy equation (A2) over the control volume, with a term included for shaft 
work (e.g. pump work) gives:
L  i ( p e )  d v  = L [ - (A18)
The terms in the energy equation are as follows. The integral of d/dt (pe) represents the rate of 
change of energy with time within die control volume. The integral d/cbq (peVJ represents the 
energy crossing the control boundary due to mass flow. The integral d/dx{ (q) represents the heat 
transfer out of the control volume. For the sake of clarity, the sign will be changed in future 
reference to heat flow with die following convention: heat flow (q) out of the control volume 
will be regarded as negative which will change the sign in the above equation. It should be noted 
that the shear stress term is usually small in comparison to the other terms (Hughes & 
Brighten[1967c]) for normal pipe nodes and will be neglected. The W  term represents the rate 
of work done by the fluid (shaft work) per unit volume. The integral d/dxi (pV) is the flow work 
term.
Using the result expressed in equation (A9) to overcome control surface movement, the left hand 
side integral of equation (A18) can be converted to:
f v  d V  = l i t  f v d V  ~ f s  peV* 'd A  (A19)
In keeping with the previous assumption that changes in kinetic and potential energy are 
negligible, it can be recognised that the first term on the right hand side of equation (A 19)
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u = internal energy of the fluid per unit mass (intensive)
U = internal energy of the fluid within the control volume (extensive)
The surface integral of equation (A19) is then integrated over the surface to give:
f '  p*v,  = AP/*iVst -  (A21)
This then represents the rate of change of internal energy due to the control surface movement.
Converting the flow work term and the energy crossing the control boundary into surface 
integrals using the divergence theorem and evaluating, gives:
L  dV  = A p ^ ‘ ‘  (A22)
L  dV  = Af>^ <  ‘  (A23)
The volume integral of die rate of heat transfer can be left as a single term for now (q j). This will 
be developed further when applying these equations to represent the different forms of heat 
transfer into a node. Similarly this also applies to die shaft work term which can be left as Ws.
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Substituting equations (A20) to (A23) back into (A 19) gives:
—  = Aj> ye -  A p F , * Aj>eue(yr V J  -  A p f i( y r V J  * qh - W s (A24)
Using the definition for mass flow crossing the control volume (equation (A 16)), the 3rd and 4th 
terms on the right hand side of the above equation become 'w pj and ’w p ,' respectively. It should 
also be recognised that the first two terms on the right hand side are equivalent to the rate of flow 
work done by the fluid only as the velocity vectors are with respect to an inertial reference. In 
order to re-formulate the above energy equation in terms of mass flow crossing the boundary, 
the nett work done by movement of the control boundary can be related to the flow work by the 
following equation:
dVwj>eve -  wp,v, -- A P 'V ' -  A p fi, * p —  (A25)
i.e.
|rate of work done by fluid| = |rate of flow work + rate of work done by boundary motion|
| and boundary | 
where
ve = specific volume at entry to the control volume 
i), = specific volume at the exit of the control volume 
dV/dt = rate of change of the control volume with time 
p = average pressure within the control volume
The first two terms of equation (A24) can then be re-formulated using (A25). If this is 
substituted into equation (A24) along with the expressions w p e and w p > this will give the energy 
equation in terms of mass flow crossing the control boundary:
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—  = we (ue + p v j  -  w, («, + p y i  -  p  —  * qh -  Ws (A26)
Making the substitution for enthalpy in the above equation (h = u+pu) gives :
(All )
This brings to an end the formulation of both the continuity and energy equations in extensive 
form.
To make the above equation set into a usable set of equations, they need converting to 
thermodynamic properties which can be suitably measured. Also the relationship between the 
extensive properties within the control volume and the leaving properties (intensive) will be 
required. Finally, heat transfer and shaft work will also be required.
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POWER GENERATING PLANT DATA AND CALCULATIONS 
LP Heaters
The calculations for the heater coefficients are performed as follows. First determination of the 
secondary side heat transfer coefficient (htc) is deduced. The secondary side htc is determined 
from the application of the well known Dittus Boelter correlation:
Nu = 0.023 Reoi Pr0A (Bl)
where Re - Reynolds Number 
Pr - Prandtl Number 
Nu - Nusselt Number 
The secondary side htc can therefore be found from the relation:
To determine the initial condition for the lumped tube temperature, use is made of rate of heat 
transfer (q j into the condensate from the tube material and the average condensate temperature 
(Tcon^J derived in Chapter 3. The initial condition tube temperature is:
Because the tube material temperature is now known, the primary side heat transfer coefficient 
for water may be calculated. The primary side rate of heat transfer (qp) into the tube bundle is 
derived in Chapter 3 and may be re-arranged to determine the htcw:
Nu k 
d (B2)






However the initial condition is derived on the basis that the drains water is at the bottom of the 
vessel. This implies that the area of tubing covered by water is zero (Aw = 0).
A specimen calculation for LP heater 4 follows:
Total number of tubes = 1100 
Tube internal diameter = 17.22mm
Maximum continuous rating condensate flow rate = 481 kg. s'1 
Tube length = 18.228m
Total inner tube surface area (all tubes) = 1085 m2 
Total outer tube surface area (all tubes) = 1200 m2 
Mass flow rate per tube = 0.4373kg. s'1
Condensate conditions: 8 bara, Tcon^ = 126.03 °C, p = 939 kg.m'3, 
p = 222.27* 10"6 N.s.m*2, Pr = 1.38, Re = 145470, k = 0.684 (units).
Primary side saturation temperature Tp = 134.2 °C. From equation (Bl) Nu = 353.1, therefore 
htcs= 14.026 Kw.m2.K 1
From equation (B3) the initial tube temperature Tt = 128.44 °C
The primary side heat transfer coefficient for water may now be determined from equation (B4), 
htcw= 1.769 KW.m’2.K 1.The following Table summarises both primary and secondary htc’s for 
all LP heaters, drains cooler and TMEC. The method of calculation being identical to that for 
LP heater 4
Table B1 Summary of heater htc's
LP heater 1 htcw = 2.675 KW.m’lK '1 htc, = 10.04 K W .m lK 1
LP heater 2 htcw = 1.446 htc, = 11.4
LP heater 3 htcw= 1.962 htc, = 12.93
LP heater 4 htcw = 1.769 htc, = 14.03
Drains Cooler htcw = 4.017 htc, = 10.45
TMEC htcw = 2.088 htcs = 8.462
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Main Condensers
There are three main condensers at Heysham 2 PS. Each condenser is an individual unit and can 
exist at a different thermodynamic condition with respect to the other two condensers. There is 
a common exit plenum which connects all three condensers and forms the condensate flow path 
to the deaerator (DA).
Data for the main condensers follow:
At 672 MW generated load (acceptance test data), NEI Parsons Ltd [1989]
Cooling Water (CW):
Inlet temperature = 7.12 °C, outlet temperature = 18.14 °C 
Heat rate per condenser = 295.9 MW 
Mean condenser pressure 35.29 mbara 
CW flow rate = 19.65 m3.s-1
CW density = 1027.3 kg.m'3, Pr = 8.694, k = 0.5874 (sea water)
CW specific heat = 3.991 KJ.kg’.K 1, p = 1211*10^ N.s.m'2 
Condenser saturation pressure and temperature: 35.29 mbara; 26.87 °C 
Tube bundle material = titanium
Tube number per condenser = 9756, ID = 24 mm, OD = 25.4 mm,
Length between tube plates = 14m 
Internal volume per condenser = 845 m3
Using die data above, the following information is determined for each condenser:
From Chapter 3, equation (3.15) the averaging coefficient Ac = 0.4327 
From Chapter 3, equation (3.14) the average CW temperature
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TCWave = 18.14 - 0.4327(11.02) = 13.37 °C 
CW Reynolds no =30214
Fromeqn(Bl)
Nu = 209.7
Therefore the secondary side htcs = Nu.k/di = 5.132 KW.m^.K'1 
From equation (B3) the tube temperature Tt = 18.96 °C 
The primary side heat transfer coefficient is determined from:
htcn = -------—------  (65)
'  (Tp ~ T) A0 ^
htCp = 295.2* 103/((26.87 - 18.96) 10899) = 3.424 KW .m lK1
This calculation differs from that used to determine the htc p for the feed heaters insofar that there 
is no longer a requirement to compensate for water level. The condenser water level is controlled 
by condensate feed regulating valves. Even when subject to severe transient disturbances, the 
change in condenser water level is small due to the very large surface area (90 m2per condenser) 
of the water in die vessel.
CONDENSATE EXTRACTION PUMP
The condensate pump is a vertical spindle four stage caisson type which is driven by a constant 
speed motor, capable of providing 500 kg.s'1 with a corresponding discharge pressure of 22 bara. 
The pump has been modelled using non-dimensional relationships determined from the data in 
Table B2.
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Table B2 Condensate extraction pump performance data











The LP turbines have been detailed in Chapter 3, section 3.4.1. The resistance coefficients for 
the turbine ellipse law are determined by fitting to acceptance test data (NEI Parsons Ltd 
[1989]). The following example details the calculation of the resistance coefficient for LP 
turbine 1, first stage. The resistance coefficient is defined as follows:
\[p7p i ,
n m**
1 -  (P-) m 
\  Pi
The following data has been used: 
p! = 5.625 bara 
p2 = 0.852 bara 
p! = 2.18 kg.m3 
WT = 159.38 kg.s'1
m = 1/(1 - T| (y - 1)/y)- stage efficiency tj = 0.89;
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ratio of specific heats for steam y = 1.3
Which gives KTU = 47.966
It should be noted that die bleed flows to the LP feed heaters are taken into account for 
calculation of the turbine stage resistances in stages 2, 3 and 4. This applies to all 3 LP turbines. 
The division of bled steam flows has been tabulated in Chapter 3 Table 3.1. LP turbine 1 
provides steam for heater 1, 2 and the TMEC, while turbines 2 and 3 provide steam for heaters 
1, 3, 4 and the TMEC. As such asymmetries exist such that there are small differences in the 
stages flows between turbines. This is also reflected in the differences in stage resistance 
coefficients items below.
Table B3 Turbine Stage Resistances
















Chapter 3 describes the control valves in the LP feed system. The makeup and letdown valves 
transfer feed water both too and from the LP feed system. The main condenser level control 
valves are situated in parallel in the condensate feed path. The sum of all resistances, 
gravitational heads, makeup, letdown flow rates and the condensate extraction pump head/flow 
characteristic are used to determine condensate flow rate in the LP feed system. The condensate 
flow rate is represented by a loop breaking integrator and is used to satisfy conservation of mass 
in the system. All control valves are represented using a standard valve pressure - flow 
characteristic which includes a valve loss coefficient 'Cv\ However the valve relationship is used 
in a different way depending on the information required. The modelling requirements of both 
makeup and letdown valves is to determine flow rates entering and leaving the condensate 
system such that the valve relationship is used in the following way:
wv = Av Cv y/p Ap
Condenser level control valves form part of the LP condensate feed system. Because feed flow 
is determined by a loop breaking integrator, die condenser level control valves are required to 
provide a differential pressure in the feed path based on the current condensate flow rate. The 
differential pressure is determined for the control valves in parallel using the following equation:
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APPENDIX C
ERROR ASSESSMENT IN MODEL PREDICTION FOR FLUID POWER SYSTEMS
Chapters 5 and 6 details experimental work and model prediction of thermal effects for a rig 
comprising a hydraulic pump, loading valve, heat exchanger, reservoir and hoses. In any 
assessment of this nature it is important to consider the effects of errors with respect to model 
prediction, as this will determine how representative the predictions are. Once this is done, 
conclusions can be drawn concerning predictions that fall outside the error tolerances. For 
instance, this could highlight problems with model uncertainty such as ignoring heat loss from 
a component model formulation. If the heat loss was significant then it is quite probable that the 
predicted temperature change would be significantly different from the measured change. An 
error assessment will provide a quantitative measure for the deviations of model prediction.
With the current system studied, one of the sources of error originates from the deviation of the 
predicted thermodynamic and transport properties of the mineral oil used from their true values. 
Typically the physical properties of mineral oil stem from empirical determination based on 
experimental data. Often these take the form of polynomial expressions where temperature and 
(or) pressure are the independent variables. These expressions will have associated with them 
errors based on the accuracy of fit. These errors are usually termed systematic errors.
In addition to the above errors, measurement (random) errors of both pressure and temperature 
will also effect the model prediction.
As an example of the determination of errors in the model prediction, the hydraulic pump will 
serve as a useful component. Consider die temperature change across the unit in the steady state 
as follows:
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r' - r‘ = 7ir( 7  + - 1 X P, - )Cp T| (Cl)
It is evident that the temperature change is dependent on the physical properties of the fluid as 
well as the pressure rise across the unit, and also the overall efficiency of the unit. The pump will 
in comparison to many of the other components be affected indirectly by measurement of shaft 
torque, volumetric flow rate and shaft speed, since these quantities are used to assess the 
efficiency at a given operating point. It is also worth considering how the efficiency calculation 
is performed within the pump model. Although torque and shaft speed measurements were used 
to determine the pump flow and torque losses over a range of pressures and temperatures, this 
data was subsequently fitted to polynomial expressions which are used by the model in the 
deduction of efficiency. In this sense due consideration should be given not only to the errors 
in fundamental parameters such as speed and flow rate, but also the errors in the expressions for 
torque and flow losses over the operating range. An example of this can be seen in the pump 
flow loss representation where the maximum error amounted to 0.5 L.min'1. This should be seen 
in contrast to the perceived accuracy of the flow rate measurement of within ± 0.5% of measured 
value (± 0.25 L.min'1 max) used to characterise the pump. The error in the efficiency will 
therefore include an estimation of the maximum error of both flow rate and shaft torque due to 
errors in polynomial expressions used in part to determine these quantities.
The errors in the pump temperature difference (AT) calculation can be summarised as follows: 
Error Source Influence on AT
Specific Volume 8AT0 = 3AT / dv .6u
Coefficient of Cubical Expansion 6ATp = dAT / dp .50
Specific Heat 8ATCp = aAT/aCp.8Cp





6ATp = aAT/ap.6p 
6ATt = 8AT / dT .6T 
S A T ^aA T /aq  .5q
To deduce a total error it is normal practice to find the square root of the sum of the errors 
squared as follows:
8A7 = ± ✓( 8A72 + 8Arp2 + 8 A 7^, + 8At]  + SAJ2 + 8A72 ) (C2)
To arrive at expressions for the errors of the individual contributions as detailed above requires 
finding die partial derivative of equation Cl with respect to the source of error in question. The 
following relationships have been established for the above sources of error:
8A7 = —  . 8u = Pl ~ Pe ( I  + p r  -  1 ) . 8u
dv Cp q
8A7. = . 8(5 = (Pl ~ P‘> VT . 8p
p ap Cp K
8ATc = ^  . 8Cp = -  <Pl ~ P‘] " ( I  ♦ p r  -  1 ) . SCp
p dCp Cp2 q
6A7p M  . bp = -2- ( i  + p r  -  1 ) . Sp
* op Cp q
8ATt = . 8T = — — . 87
7 a r  cp
6A7 .  “ I  . 8„ = ^ L Z l A l  . 6r| 
n 3il Cp r|2
The magnitudes of the sources of error need to be established before evaluation of the total error
in pump temperature difference can be made. Further consideration of the pump efficiency must
also be made in order to establish its error. The efficiency of the pump may be established from
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the following relationship:
Q (P i ~ Pe)il = ---------------
Ts a)
The error in efficiency can be estimated using an identical procedure to that for assessing the 
error in pump temperature difference.
Sq = ± >/( 6t\2q + bt\2p + br\2Ts + Sq* ) (C3)
Where:
8„u -  i l  . 6co -  -  Q<Pl ~ P'] . 8to
3co Ts co2
StIjj = . 87$ = -  — — —  . 8Ts
T‘ 3Ts Ts2 to
5rt = . 8p -  ——— . 8p
'  dp Ts to
8t)0 = i a  . SQ = — EA  . 6Q
> e 3Q Ts to
From manufacturers data the following accuracies for the measuring devices were deduced:
(a) Speed and Torque 
6cd = ± 1RPM
6Ts = ± 0.11% Full Scale Deflection for instrumentation which is ± 0.15 Nm but increased to 
± 0.4 Nm due to error in polynomial expression for torque loss as a function of viscosity.
(b) Flow rate and Pressure
6Q = ± 0.5 L/min, error due to polynomial expression for flow loss as a function of pump 
differential pressure and viscosity.
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Sp = ± 0.21% of full range : ± 0.735 bar
(c) Temperature
6T = ± 0.5 °C (T  type thermocouples)
The errors in the physical properties namely density or specific volume, specific heat and the 
coefficient of cubical expansion are established from the origins of the empirical relationships 
which may be found in numerous texts on rheology. The specific volume is determined from an 
empirical fit of density with temperature as the independent variable as follows, 
Davenport[1973]:
p = Pj -  0.623( T -  15.6 )
Where px is the density at 15.6 °C. Davenport suggests that this expression is capable of 
predicting density to within ± 0.5%. Since the definition of the coefficient of cubical expansion 
(P) is determined from :
p = - 1  i t  
p ar
the error in P may be established from the error in density as follows:
6p .  3P 8p .  .  0 003115 
ap p
The error in specific heat capacity constitutes the largest in magnitude compared with other 
physical properties. The empirical relationship used is as much as ± 5% in error, 
Cameron[1966]. For the mineral oil used, the following relationship was used to predict specific 
heat capacity:
Cz? = 4187( 0.402 + 8.1*10~4 T )
y/p /1000
With the above information it is now possible to tabulate the estimated error in pump
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temperature difference over the operating range. In estimating the errors it is sensible to chose 
operating points over the complete range of experimental data that was gathered. For this reason 
four sets of data were used covering both low and high pressures and temperatures (Table C3). 
firstly the error in efficiency is established:













26.1 23.4 0.01 0.016 0.0063 0.00038
149.4 23.4 0.004 0.004 0.01 0.00057
31 70.8 0.0034 0.02 0.01 0.00058
154.9 70.8 0.02 0.0032 0.01 0.00047
note: data taken from experimental results
Equation C3 may now be used to calculate the error in efficiency for the above pump operating 
points.
Table C2: Total errors in pump efficiency

























23.4 43.9 26.1 22.4 1481 45.2
23.4 43.9 149.4 82.8 1432 40.9
70.8 12.4 31 16.5 1484 42.7
70.8 12.4 154.9 79.1 1425 30.7
The error in pump temperature difference may now be established at the previously defined 
operating points (Table C3).


















23.4 26.1 7.78E-3 1.69E-3 7.77E-2 4.32E-2 5.69E-4 9.86E-2
23.4 149.4 1.96E-2 9.64E-3 1.96E-1 1.93E-2 3.25E-3 1.55E-1
70.8 31 3.67E-3 2.24E-3 3.67E-2 1.74E-2 6.51E-4 5.37E-2
70.8 154.9 3.28E-2 1.12E-2 1.83E-1 3.12E-2 3.25E-3 4.42E-1
The total error in the predicted model pump temperature difference may now be calculated using 
equation C2 for the above operating points given in Table C3 and the information in Table C4.
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Table C5: total error in pump temperature difference model prediction (equation Cl) for four 
operating points (Table C3)
Pump inlet temperature 
°C






It is interesting to note in all cases that the model prediction would be more accurate than 
measuring the temperature difference with the instrumented T  type thermocouples. If using an 
identical procedure to determine the error in purely measuring the temperature difference then 
this would lead to a possible maximum measurement error of ± a/(0.52 + 0.52) (based on the 
errors of the inlet and outlet thermocouples), or ± 0.707 °C. For the pump operating at 100 bar, 
20 °C and an efficiency of 80%, would amount to a theoretical temperature rise of 2.66 °C. 
Therefore the error in measurement only at these conditions could be as much as ± 26.5% in the 
worst case. This has important implications. If for example an energy balance for the pump is 
required so that heat transfer may be calculated. Clearly if the deduction is based on temperature 
measurement only, then the accuracy of the thermocouples would ideally need to be an order of 
magnitude better.
It is evident that the predicted pump outlet temperature from the simulations in some instances 
was up to 1.5 °C different from the measured values. The differences can be attributed to both 
measurement and model inaccuracy. From the previous analysis it has been shown that the 
model is capable of producing a maximum error of approximately ± 0.5 °C at the pump outlet. 
If the error in the measured value is of a similar magnitude but opposes the predicted value, then
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this amounts to 1 °C difference between measured and predicted value. In this respect, 
differences of the order of 1 °C should be regarded as possible under certain operating 
conditions.
In conclusion the results from the simulations undertaken in chapter 6 should be considered as 
representative. The example of the pump temperature difference has shown that the calculation 
of errors is not a trivial exercise, but necessary to provide quantitative information regarding the 
model prediction under varying operating conditions.
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